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In Acquisition Rejo1"lll: A Mandate for Cbange, Secretary of
Defense P rry concluded •...DOD has been able to develop and
acquire the best weapons and support systems in the world. DOD
and contractor personnel accomplished this feat not because of
the [acquisition] system, but in spite of it. But they did so at a
price-both in tenns of the sheer expense to the nation and erod·
ed public confidence in the DOD acquisition sy tem. It i a price
the nation can no longer afford to pay."
As we continue to drawdown d,e force structure and the overall Defense budget continues to decline, a quisition reform is imperative. It i a top down commitment, which must be embraced
by the entire acquisition work force for maximum effectiveness.
We must reduce acquisitiOn costs by adopting uccessfuJ business prdctices from the commercial marketplace. The potential
savings are significant. For example, the Carnegie Commission
on Science, Tecllnology and Government, using an indirect measure of the cost of the DOD regulatory system, calculated that
the management and control costs associated with the acquisition process were abont 40 percent of the DOD acquisition budget, as compared to 5 [Q 15 percent for commercial firms. I am
commined to narrowing the difference.
I carne to this job widl acquisition reform as my main goal, and
I am very pleased by tile Army and DOD's continued progress.
DOD' Process Acrion Team (pAT), chartered to reengineer tile
oversight and review process, has completed a report with more
d1lUl 30 recommendations for a more effective and effident process,
while maintaining an appropriate level of oversight. The recommendations have been reviewed by senior OSD and Service
leadership. They are strong and controversial. They have created much debate and "rice bowl" protection; but, we should keep
in mind that bold change almost always cre-dtes great resistance
and support for dle status quo. Notwidlstanding, tiley will go to
Dr. Paul Kaminski, the undersecretary of Defense (acquisition and
technology), for review. While not all of the recommendations
are likely to be implemented, it is virtually quaranteed that this
te-dIn's effort will cause a vast simplification of the burdensome
oversight iliat existed in the past.
This streamlined oversight will enable attaining the follOWing
four "stretch" goals identified by the PAT: (1) reduce the percentage
of programs with acquisition progrdffi baseline breaches to no
more tban 5 percent; (2) reduce cycle time by 50 percent; (3)
reduce the number of people in the acquisition oversight and review process by 50 percent; and (4) reduce the average cost of
a milestone review by 50 percent.
The team sought to drastically reduce the cost of review and
oversight widlOUt sacrifidng quality or increasing risk. It recommended adopting a three-milestone process, a single formal
review prior to milestone decisions to reduce both dedsion times
and their variances, and a dramatic decrease in the number of
documents and activities required for a milestone decision.

In adtlition, tile PAT recommended adoption of the lntegl"dted Product Team approach for oversight and review, which the
commercial world has used successfully for years. Product developmeOl decisions from day one must be based on their inlpact across functional areas. It' just plain common sense. It is
dear to me that despite reluctance on the part of orne parties,
bodl at DOD :lnd in the Services, this recommendation will be
adopted with vigor.
In support of tbe overall management oversight reform effort,
I directed that a lean, fast-paced PAT be formed to streamline the
Army Systems Acquisition Review Council ( ARC) process which
has become burdensome, time-coosuming and expen ive. I was
particularly concerned about the amount of documentation and
the number of briefings reqUired to obtain an ASARC decision.
In just three days, recommendations were made to streamline
both tile ASARC oversight and deci ion process and tile documentati n required to support it. These recommendations are currently being tested on the JSTARS Common Ground Station acqUisition, and include an ASARC Coordination Teanl (ACT) to
replace all ad hoc working groups, comminee meetings and the
pre-ASAR . TIle ACT is tbe Integrated Produ t Team. It includes
tile program's staff action offi ers. TIle PM and PEO will meet
Ulroughout the program to r.lise and resolve issues early. Three
basic rules will be followed: (1) issues remaining from working
group deliberations will be discussed openly; (2) issues will be
discussed from ti,e system perspective rnther dlan from a single
functional viewpoint to give tile Milestone Decision AuthOrity
(MDA) an integrated view of the program risks; and (3) issues
will be either resolved or raised to the MDA through the ASAR
process. A scheduled review will not be delayed.
Further, ASARC attenda.nce will be fiexible according to the
issues tllat will be raised to tbe enior Army leadership. There
will be just one document for review by the ASARCIME, a modified Integrated Program Summa.ry (IPS), which will be an executive sunlD13ry of the program and the issues to be addressed,
not a detailed, voluminous document.
We must build a sound progranl from the beginning so that
the soldier wiU have what he needs when he needs it. We don't
need bureaucratic excuses, delays and indecision. We need innovation, teanlwork and program stability. Above all, we need
to expedite the process. The current cycle time for DOD systems
is eight to 12 years as compared to the ommercial world where
the cycle time for complex products is four to five years and decreasing.
Acquisition reform is a reality. Our key to succe i identif)'ing the need to change, establi bing PAT and developing proposals for change, and enunciating the guiding prin iple for a
streamlined, effective :md efficient acquisition sy tem. We are mak·
ing good progre s.
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COVER
Army Corps of Engineers research involves a broad range of missions, including support to Force XXI efforts, civil works, topography
R&D, cold regions research, and construction engineering.

Corps of Engineers Labs...

A UNIQUE
NATIONAL
ASSET
IN
RESEARCH
CAPABILITIES
By Dr. Robert B. Oswald
Introduction
The U. . Army Corps of Engineers research
faciHtie and staff offer me military and me
nation engineering resourCeS unmatched in
any other private sector or government organization. Each of our four re earch and development (R&D) laboratories opened wim
a pecific mission and for a specific reason:
the Army's R&D needs could not be addre. sed by an existing private sector capability. The same is true today.
In civil engineering R&D, me construction
industry has traditionally invested very little
into technology development. TItis comple.x
industry is fragmented and cOllSC1Vlltive, wim
many competing interests. Without a sustained R&D initiative, me facilities and expertise to address civil engineering R&D in
the private sector have not evolved.
In environmental R&D, private companies
have had Iinle motivation to fund R&D to
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solve military-specific problems such as
training land management. A vast indu try
sprang up to do work such as environmental dean up, but the technologies for doing
it have largely come from researcb in the Department of Defense (DOD) and omer federal agencies.
In terrestrial sciences R&D, Army leadership has recognized that topography underlies
aU of the Army' modemi7.1tion plans. The
digital battlefield wiU not become a reality
for Force XXI unle there is a digital terrain
data base On which to position me forces in
opposition. The Army' vision for this R&D
area is to provide me ability to rapidly generate and deliver timeLy topographic products with integrated weather data to commanders engaged in force projection
operations anywhere in me world.
The need for Army research in cold region
lies in me fact that the environment changes

significantly when temperatures faU below
freezing, no maner where in me world it occurs. As the cold becomes severe, even common activities can become difficult or impractical. At some point, survival becomes
the soLe focus, and many mechanical devices
simply top functioning. During me Korean
War, American troop uffered 34,500 casualtie due to the cold. Operating in cold
regions requires appropriate quipment, train·
ing, and doctrine. often very different from
mose used in more temperate dimat . These
special requirement cover a broad range of
military activities and can incur major cost
or capability pcnalties.
Uke civil engineering and environmental
research, topography and cold regions R&D
have no champion in the private or mher government sectors. Yet mel' are critieal to national ecurity.
Today, no single organization can afford
to conduct the level of R D reqUired to
achieve our nation-rebuilding and environmental sustainment goal. However, by
partnering and capirali7ing on the Corps R&D
resources, mese goal can reach fruition. The
expertise in these labs which emerged to support military and civil work mission bas already been prodUcing technologies for
many years that find equalu e in the private
and puhlic sectors.
Perhaps me most compeUing eVidence of
the Corps labs' importance to me narion
comes from the private sector itself. A tudy
released last ummer from the director of the
Defense Research and Engineering Commi. sion reported me findings of g vernment
and non-governmenl panels looking at 12
technology areas.
In the civil engineering area, the non-government panel observed that the private sector has very limited R&D infrastructure to support me DOD civil engineering program and
furd,er. mat me private sector architecture,
engineering and construction (AE&C) industry needs support from the DOD R&D
community to help maintain economic competitiveness. The Corps labs were specificaUy
cited as Service engineering facilities that
• hould be expanded and used as a springboard for building a brood-based GovernmentIndustry-Academic applied research effort in
thi technology area.•

Reliance Directs R&D
Missions
In 1991. DOD looked dosely at me programs wimin its Jabo.tatories and set out a
framework to ensure no duplic~npf ¢Orl.
TI,; framework, called Reliance. gave each
ervice me lead in specific science-and technology areas. Lead role were based on the
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The Corps
environmental
quality
research
and development
provides
the Army
with
technologies
to meet
its
environmental
goals
at reduced
costs
and
with
minimal
impact
on readiness.

quality. The research in these areas seeks to
develop technologies d,at upport the soldier
on the battlefield, inlprove the affordability
and quality of installations, and inlprove the
environment where soldiers train and live.
Military engineering research focuses on
the battlefield environment and technology
in support of Force XXJ objectives. It does
not involve weapons research, which is the
domain of ti,e Army Materiel Command, but
instead provide creative technologies that
help soldiers bener understand, adapt to, and
control the battle environment in wllimtbey
are engaged. The military engineering program encompasses topography, cold regions
science , battlefield environment effects, sustainment engineering, and mobility/ COtlOtermobility.
TI,e base support R&D program provides
technologies tbat ensure the Army in garrison has fdcilities that sustain the abilil)' to mobilize and the quaJil)' of life, and that are affordabLe for the nation. '111e base uppon ared
Focuses on military construction, energy conervation, facUity operation and maintenance, and bardened stmctures.
The Corps environmental quaJil)' R&D provides the Army with technologies to meet its
envirOnmental goals at reduced costs and witb
mininlal inlpact on readine . The progrdfD
addresses installation mallenges in cleaning
up h37.ardous materials, preventing pollution,
complying with numerous environmental regulations, and conserving natural and cultural resources.

Corps Civil Works R&D
trength of the Service's existing program and
mission functions, as well as the resources
and expertise available within the laboratory lnfrastmcture. Other Services then rely on
the lead for science and technolog)' needs
within a given area.
The Corps of Engineers military R&D program was .1ructured to fit into three Reliance
technolog)' areas: civil engineering (CE), environmental qualil)' (EQ), and battlespace environment (BE). In the CE teclmlcal area, th
Corp laboratories have program leads in conventional facilitie ,airfields and pavements,
survivabilil)' and protective stmctures, and
sustainment engineering (base support). In
the EQ technical area, tbe Corps laboratories
have program leads in cleanup, compliance,
and conservation. And in the BE technical
area, the Corps laboratories have Lcads in cold
regions and topogmphy.

Corps Military R&D
The Corps of Engineers military R&D program involves tbree areas: miJilary engineering, base support, and environmental
4
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From its rOOts at West Point-the first en·
gineering school in the U.S.-the Corps of
Engineers has been deeply involved in nationbuilding. The civil works research capabiliI)' at the Corps laboratories focuses on inlproving

construct.ion,

operation t

and

maintenance of ti,e nation' infrastmcture.
Today the Corp civil works assets total $150
bUlion.
The civil works R&D program focuses on
advanced materials, flood control and navi·
gation, coastal engineering, water resourceS
planning, environmental qualil)' (specific to
civil works projects), surveying and remote
sensing, dredging, and wedands management.

Funding and Customers
The Corp re carch progranl in FY 94 totaled 642 million. TIlis figure includes direCl
funding from the Corp headquarters and
leveraged funds from reimbursable customers in the service and otber federal agencies. TI,e reimbursable work allows the Corp
labs to refine and further develop technologies prod uced in tbe direct funded program.
Reimbursable customer funding comprises
60 percent of d,e Corps re earch progmm.

The Corps has long been a leader in technology ttao fer, witb many of the R&D products developed for the Army haVing direct
application in the public and private sectors.
Anotber article in this issue by Dr. Lewis link
provides details. (see page 10 of this issue.)

The Corps Laboratories
The Corps of Engineers has four laboratories, eam witLl a specific R&D mission and
unique resources to conduct research. They
include the U.S. Army Cold Region Research
and Engineerlng Laboratory (CRREL) in
Hanover, NJ; tlle .5. Army Constmction Engineering Research Laboratories (CERL) in
Chanlpaign, fL; the .5. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) in Vicksburg, M ; and the Topogr'dphic Engineering
Center (TEC) in Alexandria, VA.
Some 2,700 scientists, engineers, and support professionals work at the four Corps laboratories. Researchers work closely with their
customers in developing technologies. The
lab also take advantage ofexpertise in academia and industry through research partnership . (For example, see tlle article by Dr.
Willianl Roper on page 14 of thi issue.)

CRREL
Research at CRREl provides the expertise
and technology that allow the services and
the nation to operate under the special mallenge of cold environments. CRREl. is the
only DOD research facilil)' that focuses on
pure science in the environment as it
changes slate during freezing. It is also the
only DOD lab that does applied research
aimed at sustaining an effective war lighting
force in cold regions.
CRREL has a complex of low·temperature
laboratories and experinlentaJ research facilities not found anywhere else in the world.
The main laboratory consists of 24 low·temperature research labs with a temperature
range down to -30 F. The 73,000 square foot
Ice Engineering Facility houses three special
purpose researc1l areas: a large, low·temperarure towing tank; a 100-foot-long refrigerated flume for modeling rivers; and a
large, hydraulic model room for rudying ice
impacts On ivil works facilities, mainly locks
and dams. The 29,000 square foot Frost EFfects Research Facility supports full-scale research on the impact of freeze-thaw cycles
on pavements, foundations, and utility systems. CRREL's Geophysical Research Facili·
I)' was opened in 1993 specifically to support
tile Navy's research on sensors under icy sea
condition.
CRREL's permanent workforce is 358 employees whim includes 169 re earchers. Its
FY 94 technical program totaled 51.9 milIlon.
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CERL
The mission of CERL is to develop infrastructure and environmental technologies to
improve the Army's ability to cost-effectiveIy construct, operate, and maintain its facilities and training lands al installations. Quality facilities and training lands are critical to
sustaining the Army's power projection capability, enhancing the quality of life for soldiers, and achieving training and environmental goals.
CERL is unique within DOD for both its
mission and its affiliation with the University of llIinois at Urbana-Charnpaign (UIUC).
CERL's multi-<lisciplinary team multiplies the
expertise onboard by hiring students and faculty at uruc. This partnership re ulled
from open competition among several rna·
jor coUeges and universities with top engineering schools.
As an allied agency of UTUC, CERL has access not only to a diverse research staff, but
also to aU the experimental facilities at the
university. Examples are the ational Center for upercomputing Applications, the Materials Engineering Laboratory, and the Toxic and Hazardous Materials Laboratory.
Onsile, CERL house the nation's most
powerful earthquake test facility, which is currently being upgraded to allow triaxial motion. This will pennit more realistic scale mro
el studies on survivability of military facilities
and equipment under blast and seismic
events. CERL's other facilities include a million·pound strueturalload fr.une, an ion p.later,
and a DOD-unique heating, ventilating, and
air-conditioning test facility.
CERL's program in FY 94 totaled $92 million. In that year, some 400 university researchers supplemented the federal st.'Iff of
400 to conduct research in a wide variety of
disciplines.

The WES
Hazardous Waste
Research Center
is developing
cost-effective
treatment
technologies and
is the only
EPA-permitted
facility
in DOD.

WES
WES conducts the largest portion of the
Corp civil work R&D. It is the largest and
most diverse civil engineering and environmental quality R&D laboratory complex in
the world. WES, designated a ational Historic ivil Engineering Landmark, is a 675acre complex with over $630 million in capital assets and $130 million in infonnation
technology resources.
WES's six centrally-managed laboratories
contain several unique test facilities. These
include the Supercomputing Facility; Projectile Penetration Test Facility; Engineering
Geology Research Facility; Geochemistty, Microbiological, and Radioisotope Laboratories;
Contamination Fate and Effects R&D Facility; Ship/Tow Simulator; the world's largest
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The unique Projectile Penetration Test Facility at WES is used in a hardened structure research and can simulate a variety of projectile threats.
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centrifuge (under con trUction); and others.
WES executes an annual R&D program of
more than $364 mUlion. The pennanent
workforce of 1,45 includes 728 engineers
and scientists.

TEe

An artist's rendition of the Digital Topographic Support System/Quick
Response Multi-color Printer system, due to be fielded to division, corps
and echelon above corps Engineer Terrain Teams starting in 1998.

TEC i the Army's center of expertise for
digital mapping, terraln intelligence, terrain
visualization, and remote sensing teclmologies. TEe's R&D supports rnilit.,ry programs
and the nation's civil and environmental ini·
tiative . TEe's Operations Directorate produces terrain database and conduct terrain
and water re ource analyses.
TEC's unique facilities and system include
the Image Enraction/Proce sing Test Bed;
Banie1ield Visualization Test Bed; War Breaker Spatial Information Te t Bed; joint Precision Strike Demonstrntion Facility; Image Exploimtion System; and other a set specific
to TEe's topographic mission.
The tesearch program budget at TEC is
about 134 mlLlion annually, and the staff
numbers 434. Its Army and DOD customers
include the joint Precision trike Projects Office, Advanced Research Project Agency, U.S.
Army Materiel Command, U.S. Army Space
Program Office, and others.

For More Information...
A soldier
operates TEe's
Digital
Topographic
Support
SystemMulti-Spectral
Imagery
Processor
(DTSS-MSIP).
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To learn more about the Corps ofEDgiDeers
R&D program, contact Dr. Donald Leverenz
at the Corps Headquarters, (202)272-1415.
Points of contact for the lab are: CRREI.Dr. Lewis Link, director (603)646-4450;
CERL-Dr. Michael O'Connor, technical di·
rector (217)373-7202; WES-Dr. Robert
Whalln, director (601)634-2664; and TECDr. Walter Boge, director (703)355·2600.

DR. ROBERT B. OSWALD is director ofR&Dfor the U.S. Army Corps
ofEnginee1"S. He holds a B.S.E. in engineering mathematics, a B.S.E. in
mechanical engineering, an M.S.E.
in mechanical engineering, and a
Ph.D. in nuclear engineering, all
from the Univeristy ofMichigan.
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CORPS
SUPPORT
TO FORCE XXI
Introduction
Force XXI implements the concepts of
power projection and information warfare to
mobilize, deploy, employ and sustain high·
ly trained combat forces anywhere in the
world. Doctrinal changes currently are be·
ing implemented around digitization of the
battlefield, horizontal integration of infor·
mation, and the use of new computer and
communication technology.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' (USACE)
research and development community is actively engaged in helping the Army achieve
its Force XXI goals in several key areas of combat engineering-topography, mobility/
counter·mobility, sustainment and survivability. This article describes several of
these developmental efforts and indicates
their impact on Force XXI capabilities.

Topography
Effective digitization of the battlefield
hinges on commanders' ability to see and ex·
ploit the terrain upon which they must fight.
Digitized terrain is the chess board upon
which Force XXI will move, shoot and com·
municate. In order to plan combat operations,
establish command and control, or maneu·
ver forces; the commander must know tl,e
"Iay-<>f-the-Iand," and where friendly units are
located in relation to opposing forces. Force
XXI units at all echelons mu t have the ca·
pability to display current and accurate digitized map (or map substitutes) integrated
with intelligence and planning overlays. Cer·
tain units will need to visualize the terrain
in three-<limensional perspective to walk/fly·
through the battlefield and conduct terrain
analyses for mission planning and intelligence
preparation of ti,e battlefield. Terrain and
weailier data will also be exploited in com·
puter-based mission rehearsal activities and
combat models and simulators.
Rapid Mapping. The problem is, tI1at for
the projected future, terrain data at the operational scales necessary to support Force
XXI requirements (1:50,000 and larger) will
not be available for most of the earth's sur·
face. In response to this operational defi·
ciency, the Topographic Engineering Center
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By Walter E. Boge
and Leonard I. Huskey

(fEe) has been investigating technologies to

rapicUy produce maps and map sub titutes,
and to provide better methods to visualize
battlefield terr-din.
One rapid mapping development effort has
recently completed the technical feasibility
phase and is currently being fielded to the
30tl, Engineer Battalion (Topographic), Fort
Bragg, NC, as a prototype. This rapid mapping capability is the Terrain·Intelligence In·
tegration Prototype (TUP). The nIP wa de·
Signed to accept and process digital or
hard<opy stereo iolagery from all sources,
and automatically generate cu tomized Digital Terrain Elevation Data (OTED) and or·
thophotographs. For quick-reaction, inlage·
map substitutes, a grid can be overlaid On the
orthophoto; or the ortllo-image can be

draped onto a three-dimensional terrain mesh
(made from ilie DTED) for a ~D perspective.
These products are digital, and can be transmitted to tactical users electronically or reproduced in hard<opy by other nIP hardware components.
The Corps and the Advanced Research Proj·
ects Agency (ARPA) are cooperatively de·
veloping a econd rapid mapping technology. It involves the use of Interferometric
Synthetic Apertllft Radar (IFSAR) processors
to automatically compute elevation infor·
mation over large areas. lFSAR sensors have
been developed and are cum:ntly being flown
over test areas to evaluate the utility and prac·
ticality of this concept. Preliminary results in·
dicate iliat dense array of highly accurate
(better than 5 meters) elevation data can be
generated rapicUy. The unique feature of
lFSAR is a day·night, all·weather mapping capability, as well as the strong potential to automatically extract feature data (e.g., vege·
tation) from the imagery.
Terrain Visualization. Digital terrain data
have the potential for being exploited in
many different Force XXI applications. For

TEe
scientists
work
at a
TerrainIntelligence
Integration
Prototype
(TIIP)
stereo-image
processor.
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This image, produced by TEe from Defense Mapping Agency and SPOT imagery, shows advancements in rapid battlefield visualization.
example, for early entry or planning, maps
or current imagery can be draped over elevation data and "terrain walks" or [Jythrough Clm be generated to determine potential landing areas, choke points, likely
minefield locations, etc. Other potential applications include: using realistic terrain representations for training simulators; exercising
combat models with real, three-dimensionaI terrain rather than flat earth hexagon ; and
assessing air-defen e vulnerability. The applications are endless, but critical to u cess.
TEC engineers bave been inve tigating and
deVeloping different algorithms and numerical techniques for generating and di playing
three-dimensional repre entations of the
terrain. In addition, they are assessing the
more than 200 different commerclalJy available software applications for displaying terrain data.
Ongoing activities are concerned with helping the Army's Training and Doctrine Command (fRADOC) define its requirements for
terrain and battlefield vi ualization capabili-
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ties, and providing teclmical support to developers of training, modeling and imulation
systems. In addition, TEC's Opemtions Directorate is building digital terrain data bases
to support Army exercises and real-world
Joint Task Force activities.

Mobility/Counter-Mobility
Ac11ieving effeclive mobility for friendl}'
forces and inhibiting dIe enemy's maneuver
capabilities will be critical to FORCE XXI
success.
Mobility Modeling. Research efforts at the
Watetways E.xperiment Stl.tion (WES) and the
Cold Regions Research and Engineering laboratory (CRREL) are providing global, allweather, near-real-time assessments of ground
mobility through more accurate predictions
and representation. Accurate representations
of mobility in command and control systems,
combat models and simulations will help maximize the maneuver commander' ability to
concentmte firepower on the battlefield, provide realisti mobility representations for eva!-

uating force d ign concepts, allow evaluations of vehicle designs prior to prototype
const:ruction, and provide realistic training
for soldien; in vehicle imulators.
Current re carch is advancing mobility
modeling teclmologies by addre sing several key issues: modeling metbodologies that
treat vehicle speed as a function of random
variables for terrain and vehicle factors; automated methods to derive mobility terrain
variables that are unavailable from standard
data; and modeling the complex interaction
of vehicles moving in thawing oils, and
through shallow and deep now.
Obstacle PIannJng. WES is developing the
Obstacle Planner Software (OP ) to assist in
plaJlJling, developing and tracking effective
Obstacle plans. This software will include the
synergistic relationships between emplaced
obstacles, naturaUy occurring ob tacles and
overing fire . The present OPS, which will
be demonstrated in Prairie Warrior '95, can
assist in the emplacement and resourcing of
obstacle zones, belts, groups and individual
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obstacles, based on mobility corridors developed from tbe battlefield's terrain and en·
vironmental conditions. Future software de·
velopments will evaluate the integration of
obstacles with direct·and indirect-fire plans,
and predict the effect on the threat force in
terms of speed, direction of movement and
attrition. These developments also will produce an obstacle plan, based on the commander's intent and scheme of maneuver, engineer resources and type of threat force.

A floating
breakwater
system,
consisting of
geotextile
and pipe,
was
model tested
atWES
in the
directional
spectral wave
generator basin
in the 1:75
scale.

Sustainment
Corp of Engineers labs are developing civil engineering technolOgies that will enable
the Force XXI engineer to meet the new challenges for rapid deployment and sustainment
of our forces, particularly in new construction practices and materials, and the development of military engineering decision aids.
Lines of Communication/Materials
and Methods. The capability of the combat
engineer to rapidly repair or construct an intheater transportation infrastructure that will
withstand uniquely military traffic directly impacts the ability of the Army to project and
su t,-tin Force XXI. TIle Corps R&D community is developing new construction materials
and methods for roads, a.it:6e1ds and railroads
that will provide engineers with the ability
to rapidly repair or construct the in-theater
lines of commurtications required for force
projection and su tainment. Focus is on the
u e of locally available and possibly lowerquality materials for in-t1leater construction
to minimize hauling or hipping distances and
reduce stress on the logistics 5)' tern.
Force XXI will rely heaVily on port facilities to transport forces from the United States
to locations anywhere in the world. Since
many port facilities will be inadequate, it is
critical to develop ways to establish logistics
Over the Shore (lOTS) operations to project
and sustain our forces onto the land. How·
ever, present LOTS capabilities cannot meet
t1le Department of Defense requirement for
LOTS operations in wave heights up to 5 feet.
U ACE i deVeloping the technologie reo
quired for t1le engineer to emplace wave energy attenuation devices rapidly. That will reo
duce adverse sea·states and allow LOTS
operations to continue during coastal conditions that would ordinarily preclude them.
Physical model tests have been completed
on a rapidly installed floating breakwater system. The results of t1lese I /lkcaIe tests show
that t1lis new system can reduce wave heights
by 50 percent or more.
Lines of Communication/Planning
and Assessment. Automated methods for
planning, evaluating and scheduling general engineering tasks do not currently exist.
Typically, the engineer plan developed is
based on out-of-date or historical data, making it far less than optimal and certainly unacceptable for Force XXI. TIle Corps is developing the technologies and analytical
software to asse the capability of existing
lines of communication (roads, bridges/tunMarch-April 1995

nels, rail, airfields and LOTS) facilities in all
clinlatic conditions. This will permit the pLmning and scheduling of a variety of convoys,
determining cOllslruction requirements,
plauning LOTS operations, determining engineering effort reqUired to maintain logi
tical throughput, and deVeloping effective en·
gineer re ource allocation and scheduling
plans. This technology is being demonsrrated as part of the Total Distribution Adv,wce
Technology Demonstration.

Survivability
With the worldwide proliferation of advanced conventional and terrorist weapons,
survivability will be a major issue for the Force
XXI Army_
Field Fortifications. The Corps of Engineers is developing lightweight, easily transportable and quickly assembled protective
field fortifications for fighting positions, aviation assets and command centers to defeat
blast and fragmentation effects of existing and
developing conventional weapons. The various concepts being developed feature the
use of either advanced materials and constnlction procedures, or material conl·
monly fowld t1lroughout the world. The data
from this research will be used to develop
a simplified analysis procedure that will provide a survivability assessment for tructures,
fighting positions and personnel. The analysis also will ensure that protective positions
provide the maxinlllm in sUTV'ivability nsing
the manpower, resources and time contraiots associated with tlle Force XXI battlefield.
Hardened Facilities. To protect critical
fixed facilities acquired during force projection operations, technologies to assess vuInerabiliry are coupled with hardening techniques to increase survivability. These
technologies will allow Force XXI soldiers to
retrofit existing facilities and to survive advanced weapon threats.
Fixed Facility Camouflage, Concealment and Deception (CCD). To increase
tbe survivability of fi.xed facilitie and longduration as ets, WES is developing CCD ma-

terials and applications teciUlique that disrupt tlle weat's aerial munitions detection/
delivery cycle. Emphasis is on techrtiques to
reduce multispectral signatures through use
of terrain and structural shaping, as well as
the more traditional use of paints, coatings
and low-eost, lightweight screen materials.

Summary
To accompli h Irtissions qUickly with
minimum casualties, our forces in the 21st
century mu t deploy rapidly with a superi·
or knowledge of the potential battlefield, to
transit unfamiliar lands with greater mobili·
ty and confidence, and operate with minimum deleCtability and maximum survivability.
The Corps of Engineers' laboratories place
great importance on providing iliese capabilities for Force XXI. We are working with
the Battle Labs, partidpating in Louisiana Maneuvers exercises and fielding rapid protorype capabilities. Through these effOrts, the
Corps lab are cOlllinuing to make a valuable
contribution to the succe s of Force XXI.

WALTER E. BOGE is director ofthe
US. Army Topographic Center (TEC),
formerly tbe us. Army Engineer
Topograpbic Laboratories (USAETl),
Alexandria. VA. He balds a bachelor's degree in civil engineeringfrom
the City College of New York, and a
master's degree in civil engineering
fmmPurdue.
LEO 'ARD 1. HUSKEY is a physical scientist in the Office ofTechnical Programs and Plans at the U. .
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. He graduatedfrom the
U.S. Military Academy with a bachelor's degree in basic sciences.
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CORPS
OF ENGINEERS
TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER
By Dr. Lewis E. Link Jr.
Introduction
The Corps of Engineers R&D program are
highly focused. From basic researcb addressing key knowledge gaps, through exploratory development whicb applies new
knowledge to specific capability requirements, eacb effort bas a goal that is rooted
in a mission or user specified need. TIle best
R&D is of little use, bowever, if it is not ef·
fectively transitioned into operational use.
Technology transfer is, therefore, a very crit·
ical aspect of all research. However, tech·
nology transition needs normally far exceed
the direct funding available. This has pre·
sented a continuous challenge to the laboratory community which has responded with
a diverse and multifaceted approach to getting the job done.
The Corps research programs involve infrastructure, environmental quality and military environment/engineering thrusts that
address a broad range of war fighting, readi·
ness, affordability and compliance issues. Because of the special experinlental R&D fa·
cilities at the Corp labs and the excellent
technical and support staffs, the research programs executed go significantly beyond
that funded by the direct dvil and military
R&D funds provided through the chain of
command. Funds provided by individual customers to address specific technical problems
account for 60 percent of total laboratory
funds. This is a tremendous leveraging factor, allowing the labs to sustain a much larger and more comprehensive level of effort
than would be possible under the direct mission programs. Another significant lever is the
complementary civil and military missions of
the Corps.

Technology Transition
Mechanisms
The large CUStomer progtanls of the
Corps labs are a distinct advantage for tech-
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nology transition/transfer. By working directly
with customers, the I.abs stay tuned to the
most significant technical issues and have the
opportunity to demonstrate and transfer technology directly. Since some of these customers are federal agencies omer tllan
DOD, mere is tbe added benefit of transfer
of technology throughout the government
and to the constituents these agende

tractors, this can accelerate me availability
of cheaper or more effective services. Coupled with the formal technology demon·
tration and transition programs, mese activities outline tbe prinlary mechanisms
that the Corps lab community uses to put the
resl~ts of their re earch to u e. Each will be
described in more detail below.

serve.

Demonstration/Transition
Programs

Partnership and cooperative programs, often with omer federal agendes, states or industry, are also a key mechanism within me
Corps to bom accomplish re earcb and effect the transition/transfer of technology.
Since many of me services needed by the
DOD are provided by private sector con-

The Corps research
programs involve
infrastructure,
environmental quality
and military
environment!
engineering
thrusts that address
a broad range
of war fighting,
readiness, affordability
and compliance
Issues.

Under the Army RDTE technology demon·
stration (6.3) program., me Corps has been
involved in integrating digital data and terrain modeling capabilities to provide assistance to field commanders. The rno t recent
thrust was focused on the ability to create
tactical dedsion aids (fDA's) that provide me
commander quantitative and distributed in·
formation on the effect of terraJn and
weather conditions on Anny operations. 11lis
effort, the Air Land Battlefield Environment
(ALBE) Technology Demonstration Progtanl,
began in 1986 and was completed in 1993.
During tlus period, a number of demonstrations were accomplished within the U.S. and
worldwide during field training exercises. The
ALBE software is currently being used as the
interim terrain analysis package for Army ter·
rain analysts pending fielding of me Digital
Topographic uppon System. Some of me
ALBE oftware wiU also soon be available as
part of the Terrain Evaluation Module of the
Army Tactical Conunand and Control System.
The current thrust of the demonstration
progranl is the Countermobility and Survivability Teclmology Demonstration. It will consolidate and transfer several maturing applied
research products for obstade plarming and
urvivabiliry to the Tactical Engineer COOlOland and Control System. This system will
provide automated command and control to
engineer staffs and commanders, enhancing
the maneuver commander's ability to
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Figure 1.
Schematic of Chicago Service Tunnel plugging with underwater concrete mixture.
wargame, plan and execute mobility, coun·
termobility and survivability missions.

Infrastructure

Demonstration Programs
The Facillties Engineering Application
Program (FEAP). FEAP demonstrates in·
novative technologie in real world imatioos
on Army installations. Since 1984, more than
60 technologie have been demonstrated at
OVer 70 inst:illations. Technologies are con·
ducted in even areas: energy, buildings, en·
vironmental quality, natural resources management, pavements and railroad, and
corrosion to save money, cOnserve energy,
or improve operational effectiveness, environmental quality, war fighting capability, Or
safety.
Widespread use of FEAP technologies will
result in more cost-effective instaJ.lation
management and improved quality of life. An
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innovative cracking and sealing technique for
pavement repair at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, documented a 1.2 miilion savings from
a single application of this technology.
Ground coupled heat pump technology
demonstrated in limited numbers of family
housing units at Fort Polk, LA, is now being
installed in 400S bousing units throughout
tbat installation.
The Repair, Evaluation, Maintenance
and Rehabilitation (REMR) Program.
REMR is a civil works program initiated to
develop and demonstrate affordable technologies to maintain and extend the service
life of water resources projects. Phase I of
the program was recently completed and
Phase II will continue through 1997. Technology developed bas been tran ferred
throughout tbe federal agencies, state agencies and tlle private seclor, resulting in im·
proved safety and reliability, reduced man-

power requirements and improved opera·
tional capabilities. Along with demonstrations
of technologies at Corps civil works facilities,
the REMR Program uses a bulletin. on-line data
bases, technica.l reports, technical journal artides and training courses for awareness and
transition of technologies.
Two noteworthy examples of REMR technologies are precast lock walls and underwater concrete placement. The precast
concrete forming system was developed for
refuCing navigation lock walls. It is faster and
less costly than conventional methods and
results in a concrete surface of superior durability. It was adopted by the stare of New York
for rehabilitation of the locks on the ErIe and
Oswego Canals. The underwater concrete
mixtures and placement techniques have
been used at numerous water resources projects to reduce costs up to $500,000 per site
by elinlinating the need to dewater for repairs.
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Another example of the use of thi technique
was to plug the service tunnel under Chicago in April 1992 when the Chicago River
flooded the tlumel.
Wetlands Research Program. Congressional mandates require consideration of
environmental impactS and analyses of consequences of activities that affect wetland
functions and values. The Corps Wetlands Research Program (WRP), in coordination
with other government agencies, academia,
and other wetland professionals, provides environmentally sound, cost-effective techniques to assess regulate, reswre, and manage the nation's wetland. EvolVing
technology is transferred w the private sector through the IVellands Delineation Man!tal which is used by all federal, ·tate, local,
and territorial governmentS in regulating wetlands. The Army developed an exponable
wetland delineation training package that was
provided to over 1,200 private contractors,
universltie , and fedeml and state agencies
to meet their training needs. Last year, an estimated 10,000 private sector professionals
and students were taught wetlands delineation u.ing the manual.

Reimbursable/Cooperative
Research Programs
The large civil acd military reinlbursable

programs provide a direct connection for the
lab to users/customers and their immediate
problems. Typically, the reimbursable work
extends Or complemems the work funded
under tbe direct R&D programs. For DOD
customers this provides a dlrect opponunity to demonstrate or evaluate emerging technologies with high potential for operational
use. Examples include characterization of ti,e
effects of ti,e changing environmental condltions on new weapons sy ·tems such as the
Wide Area Mine and SADARM. ill each case,
models tbat predlct the character (with respect to the sensing mechanisms used by the
weapons systems) of terrain ueface features
developed in the direct R&D programs were
applied to evaluate potenti,,1 impacts of the
environment on system performance.
Some reimbursable effortS are part of cooperative programs wbere resources from ti,e
Corp and other agencies are combined to
address major technical issues that are priorities for both the DOD and the other agencie . An example of this type of effort is the
Airfields and PavementS Research Progrdffi
conducted b the Corps willi the Federal Aviation Admini tration and the Federal Highway Administration. The program is even
broader in that many state department of
tran portation (rhrough the National Cooperative Highway Researc1l Program) partie-

ipate in the effort.
The technology transfer from this cooperative effort has been exten ive. Every U.S.
military and civilian airport and many in foreign lands, use the Corps soil c1as iftcation
and design criteria for the de ign and construction of airpon pavements. Twenty- Ix
stares use Corps-de,'eloped asphalt mix and
iliickne de igns for highway pavements.
One hundred forty-nine U. . cities and
counties and 131 private consulting fi.rrns use
the Corps-developed pavement managemeD[ system. In addition, ince 1989 new
technologie have been demonstrated at 38
jointly-funded projects with the U.. construction indu try.

Partnering With the Private
Sector
The Corps labs work under a variety of
government-wide, DOD and service speclfic authorities. The Steven on-WydJer Technology Innovation Act of 1980 addresses disernination of technOlogy information
generated in the federal sector and established
Offices of Researcb acd Technology Application at major federal laboratories. A second
major initiative, the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986, which has been ignificantIy amended, empowered lab directors to enter into cooperative R&D agreements (CRDA)

The design of the ice breaker Nathaniel B. Palmer was
tested for North American Ship Building Inc. in
CRREL's ice engineering facility (shown left). The vessel is now supporting National Science Foundation
research in Antarctica (shown right).
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formation and avenue for transitioniog informatinn to the public sector. Tbese documents are available through a variety of
SOurces to indude dle Defense Technical In·
formation Cenrer, the National Technical In·
formation Service, and the information technology group at the individuallaborarories.

Conclusion

CRREL developed methods for near real-time determination of TNT contamination in soils have been commercialized by EnSys Inc. as a field test kit.
and negotiate licen ing agreements with private sectot partners.
The Corps labs have some unique part·
nering capabilities through the civil works
mission and authorities. In contrast to the gO\"
ernmem and DOD initiatives, the Corps labs
can be involved in coopenltive research that
is an industry initiative. This is implemented through a special CRDA as a part of the
COD truction Productivity Advancement Re·
search (CPAR) Program or through a Technology Assistance Agreement AA).

cr

Examples of Partnering
CPAR. The CPAR ProgrdID allows the
Corps labs to conduct COSt· hared coopera·
tive research on constrnctinn relevam technologies th:l£ are an industry initiative, but

of interest to DOD. Up to 50 percent nf the
development effort call be funded through
the Corps CPAR authority. Under CPAR, pan·
nering proposals for specific tedmologie are
competed and a number selected for fund·
ing eadl year. The work is accomplished via
a CRDA that defines the roles and responsibilities of each partner and specifies the rights
of the govemmem and the private panner
to the teciulOlogy following development. A
long list of CPAR projects has been initiated
since the inception of the program in 1989.
TIley include the development of antifreeze
admixtUres for low temperarure concrete,
landfill clay liner design criteria, robotically
assisted masonry construction, recycling of
plastic waste as constrnction materials and
prestressed clay brick walls.
TAA. The TAA allows the Corps labs to provide technical assistance on a reinlbursable
basis to any U.S. firm which is competing for
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or has been awarded a contract for a proj·
ect olllside the U.S. The technical assisGlnce
proVided under a TAA can involve use of
unique experimental fa ilities or tecbnicaJ ex·
pertise of Corps scientists and engineers. An
example of an active Technical Assistance
Agreement is CRREL support to Alden Research Laboratories which assisted them in
winning a contraCl ag;Linst international competition On power plant intake designs for
the Niagara River.
Reimbursable R&D Support. TIle labs
can also provide reimbursable assist.1llce,
through a CRDA, tn .. cnrporations if the
upport required i not available commer·
cially. TIlis usually occurs when the Corps
ha a special expertise or R&D facility nOt
generally available in the private seCtor. Examples include the use of CRREL's ice tow·
ing lank to support North American Ship
Building, Inc. in the testing of ice breaker vessel designs. TIle unique physical modeling facilities at WES have been used to support the
design of dle power plant structure for Vi·
dalia, IA for the Old River Control Strucmre.
Publications. Lest we forget the classical
technology transfer mechanism, technical
publications, dle Corps labs produce Literally
hundreds each year ranging from accounts
of fundamenLal research in peer review jour·
nals to updates to engineer manuals and field
manuals. Each lab publishes a erie of technical reports and a wide variety of fact sheets
and newsletters. Many tecllDicaJ presentations
are made at professional conferences and
meetings that are published in the proceedings and mO't of the technical s[;,ff in
the labs participate in professioDJl1 society ac·
tivities that are an invaluable source of in-

The Corps R&D programs serve a broad
customer base and often offet technological
products that are equally useful for the DOD,
other government agencies and the private
sector. TIle need to facilitate technology lran·
ition/transfer for the'e programs has
evolved an equally broad variety of methods.
Some are formal program funded by tlirect
DOD accounts, but many involve coopera·
tive programs and partnerships thaI create
an opportunity for the research community
and the customer to work together in the
demOnSLr:ltion or transition of the new tech·
nology. Customer involvement is a tremen·
dous asset and has become a key component
of the formal demonstrations and transition
efforts as well. The large reimbursable customer programs in the labs provide an invaluable connection between the research
world and the real world, providing focus for
dle research and a tlirect multifaceted path·
way for technolob'Y transition to the u er.
The ability of the Corps to partner with
the private sector dlrougb CRDA's, at times
with cost haring, has created many new opportunities to botb leverage the expertise of
the private sector ,md expedite transfer of
leclmologies OUl ide of DOD for broader application. Based on the Corps experience,
there i no ingle approach to technology
transition/transfer dUll i the best. Ratiler, get·
ting new technologies into the real world reo
quires a variety of methods that are often used
in conjunction widl each other.
For more infonnation contact dle follow·
ing individuals: CERL: Jeff Walaszek, tele·
phone (217)373-7216, f3.x (217)373-7222;
CRREL: Nang' Liston, telephone (603)6464221, fax (603)646-4712; TEC; Darlene
Seyler, telephone (703)355·2647, fax
(703)355,3176; or \TIS: Billy Bridges, telephone (601)634-2504, fax (601) 634-2361.

DR. LEWIS E. liNK is the director
of the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
in Hanovel; NH. He received his 8.S.
in geological engineeringfrom North
Carolina State University, M.S. degree in civil engineering/i-om Mississippi State University and Ph D. in
civil engineeringjrom Pennsylvania
State University.
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CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
ADVANCEMENT
RESEARCH
PROGRAM
By Dr. William E. Roper
Introduction
Due to our mission, the Corps of Engineers
has a keen interest in improving the construction industry's capabilities. We have taken several major actions in this area through
partnerships with other government agencies,
private industry, professional associations, and
academia.
It is widely recognized that the construction industry plays a major role in the social
and economic well-being of our nation. The
U.S. construction industry, with 800 biUion
in annual sales representing 13 percent of ti,e
gross domestic product and employing 10miilion people, has experienced a decline-or
at least no growth-in productivity over the

Map of
low temperature
concrete
admixture
impact
on winter
construction.
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past 25 years. The industry is facing existing
and growing international competition in a
contracting market for construction services,
with an increasing share of the domestic market going to foreign firms. At the same tinle,
the nation is at a critical stage in infrastructure rehabilitation and investment which will
depend heavily on the capability of our contruction industry.
The federal government is the largest single buyer of construction services. Technology advancements that improve construction productivity will reduce construction
program costs. Projects not now economically feasible might become so due to lower construction costs. aving would accrue

directiy to the government's constrL1ction program, as well. as benefit the U.S. constmction
industry and the U.S. economy in general.

Creation of the CPAR
Program
Since both the government and the contrllction industry could benefit from improved construction productivity, it is logical that we should work together toward this
goal. The U.S. construction industry is very
fragmented and, as a whole, has limited tesearch and development (R&D) capabilities.
RecogniZing this, Robert Page, who was
tben assistant secretary of the Army for civil works, in early 1988 directed the Corps to
conceive and develop a cost-sbared R&D program witb the U.S. construction industry. 1bis
concept resulted in the Construction Productivity Advancement Research (CPAR) Program, established by Congress in mid-1988
to assist the U.S. construction industry, enhance productivity and competitiveness, and
inc:re-.tSe industry's R&D investment. The idea
was to bnild on the foundation of the existing Corps construction R&D capabilities and
laboratories through the expansion and
leveraging effect that cost-shared pannership
provide. The project ideas, however, are
those of the private sector partner and not
limited to the ongoing R&D program at the
Corps Jab.
The CPAR objective is to facilitate research,
development and application of advanced
technologies through cooperative R&D,
field demonstrations, licensing agreements
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and other forms of commercialization and
technology transfer. The four ar~IS of research interest are: de ign improvement; improved construction site productivity; advanced materials; and technology trdnsfer
innovation.

Program Status
To date, 73 projects have been funded (16
compleJed) under the CPAR Program at a
combined Corps-industry investment of over
$70 million. Some 125 industry organizations
have pi/1icipated, including construction and
architecrure-engineer firms, equipment and
materials manufacturers and suppliers, nOnprofit organizations, trade associations, state
and local government agenc.ie • and "cademic institutions. CPAR products are now being used by the construction industry.
As we move into the future with the CPAR
Program, the past six y~s' experience will
provide lessons learned that will shape Our
direction:
• It is important to continue emphasis on
the three essential components ofCPAR projects: cost-and risk-shared R&D; technology
demonstration involving all partners; and
product commercialization by the industry
partner.
• In recent years, more and more proposals
involve multiple participation arrangements,
often involving ac.,demics and commercialization exp<.'ItS in addition to the industry partner. While we will cominue to encourAge
such arrangements, it i Our experience that
having the construction indu try as the lead
panner produces more effective CPAR
projects.
• To date, Our CPAR project selection
process has favored advanced concept, lower risk typeS of technologies. We need to pursue more high risk, high potential payback
projects in the future.
The following are examples of current
CPAR projects.

reirtforced composite cables for prestressing
conCtete. SDSM&T had developed the technology to do this type of construction, whid,
is very similar to prestressing with steel cables. That bridge supports some 800,000 tons
of truck traffic each year with no signs of deterioratioll.
The CPAR project aimed to demonstrate
the potential benefits of this technology in
a highly corro ive marine envimnment. TI,e
partners in the project are SDSM&T and the
Corp - of Engineer Constmction Engineering Researcb laboratories (CERL). Otber participants are Ihe .5. Na\'al Facilities Engineering Service Center (NFESC) al Port
Hueneme; Owens-Corning Fiberglas,
Gr-dnville, 01'1; Amoco Perfonnance Products,
Alpharetta, GA; and NEJYrco, P"AWIU ket, RI.

Test Pier
Gables for the pier section are made of fiber
reinforced polymer composites. SDSM&T has

done extensive work to assess the performance propertie . of carbon and fiberglass cables for prestressing tendons. For the pier,
Owens-Coming provided the fiberglass and
Amoco Perfonnance Products donated the
carbon fibers. NEPTCO made the fiber-reinforced, pUlLruded rods and DSM&D made
the cables by twisting together several of the
individual rods.
To make the piles, the graplute cables were
placed in a mold a.nd pulled by jack to 20,000
pounds in eacb cable. The piles were fabricated at a concrete casting plant in South
DakOta that normally makes teel cable prestressed concrele. Deck fabrication was similar. The pile caps were made on-site after
the piles were installed. Glass fiber reinforced
composite cables were used for the pile caps.
The pier ection was bullt during OCtober
1994. Driving the piles into the ocan bed
had no effect on the prestressed concrete, as
indicated by sensors placed on the material

A pile
being
positioned
and "jetted"
(using
pumped water)
into the ocean
bed.

Concrete Prestressed With
Composite Cables
One CPAR project demonstt"dtes a revolutionary coocrete prestressing technology
that use composite reinforcing cahles. The
project involves a 40-by 20-fool section of a
test pier built on the Pacific coast at Port
Hueneme, CA. The stnlcrure is expected to
have a longer service life than if it had been
made with steel prestressing cables because
the high strength composites do not orrode.
TI1e u.s. military and civilian communities
estimate that maintenance of waterfront strucrures costs nearly $2 billion a year. TIus cost
is largely due 10 corroding steel.
In 1991, the South Dakota School of Mines
and Technolob'Y (SDSM&-I) built the nation's
first bridge using fiberglass and mrbon fiber
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TItis system can provide the high degree
of reliability for tunneling underdeveloped
areas. It is also attractive because it does not
require personnel 10 enter the tunnel. For additional information, contact David Bennett,
WES, 3909 Halls Ferry Road, Vicksburg, M
39180,601-634-3974.

Pushing the Winter
Concreting Envelope

Laboratory test loading of the deck section made using carbon
fiber reinforced composite cables.
before driving. The piles had been tested at
SDSM&T before being transponed to ali·
• fomia and were found to meet aU applica·
ble codes for the de ign, including tho e established for sei mic su.rvivability. After
construction, NFESC subjected the deck to
falling weight detlcerometer testing, whicll ,'cr·
ified the pier's safe load carrying capa ity.

What's Next?
CERL will continue to monitor the pier sec·
tion's performance over the next year.
Lessons learned from the CPAR project will
be used in developing guirumce for future use
of the composite cables in prestre ing application.
Meanwhile, EPTCO i actively marketing
the compo ire prestressing cables. Most cast·
ing plants that already make teel cable pre·
stressed concrete could easily adapt their
process to use the compo ite cables. For ad·
ditional infonnation, contact Richard L'unpo,
CERL, P.O. Box 9005, Champaign,l1., 618269005, telephone (217) 373-6 65, E·mail
r·lampo@cecer.army.mil.

Retrievable Microtunneling
System
Microtunneling is a remote<ontrolled, guided pipe jacking process for eanh. It can be
used in constructing utility or acces runnels
under densely developed areas or military fa·
cilities withOlll disrupting surface activities.
Microtunnels could also provide secure
transport corridors between high ecurity ar·
eas or suppon high security stomge.
The U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment ration (WES) and Mclaughlin Microtunneling, Greenville, SC, signed a CPAR
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agreement in 1994 to demonstrate and eval·
uate an innovative, retrievable micratunneling
sy tem that use teropomry steel pipes duro
ing the jacking process, followed by an over·
re:lming proce s and Sllbsequent installation
of product pipe. This evaluation involved a
specially constructed test facility about 330
feet I ng. It had five different types of soil
conditions through which the machine bad
to navigate.
The test was designed to evaluate: retraction of the Micromnneling Boring Machine (MTBM) under adverse ground conditions (flooded running sand) while
m:tintaining the stabiJit), of the excavation face
and avoiding surface tt1ements; completion
of the 33G-foot drive tlltOugh the five soil profile using tbe tempor-dry steel pipe system;
and removal or the MTBM, attachmcnt of the
upsizing reamer sy tem, lInd redriving from
the reception shaft to the drive shaft. The
33.5·incll outside diameter concrete product
pipes were installed behind the re:Ullcr as the
temporary steel pipes were removed from the
launch bitt.
The test showed that the sy tern can successfully install a wide range of pipe dianleters (24-ro 42·;nch) using the same MTBM.
This feature sets ilie sl' tern apan from con·
ventional M113Ms iliat are capable of installing
only one or a narrow range of pipe diame·
rers. In addition, important questions were
answered about the proper selection and use
of lurry mixtures and lubricants, tlle pre·
diction and control of jacking forces and
ground di turbance (i.e., settlement and
heave), and the satisfactory performance of
the system under Widely varying ground conditions.

Protecting freshly poured concrete from
freezing costs the U.S. constrUction industry
about $800 million per year in heating and
extra labor for items such as shelters and insulation. With the construction industry increasingly moving toward a year-round
schedule, considerable savings could be
realized by finding more co t-effective
methods to protect concrete against cold
weatber.
The U,S. Army Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) has teamed
with W.R. Gmce and Master Builders ro develop and te t special chemical compounds
Ulat, when added to a concrete mix, can protect concrete placed at low air temperatures
without reqLtiring additional heat or insulation for protection. These compounds,
called "antifreeze admixtures," work iJl two
ways: to depress the freezing point of mix
water and to accelerate the hydration of Port·
land cement at low temperatures.
Both industry partners h:td prototype products that protect concrete down to 23 degrees
Fahrenheit. The CPAR project intended to
demonstrate ti,at tbe admixtures: promote
strength gain at low temperatures at tlle same
rate a concrete cured at 40 degrees Fahrenheit; are readily available as new fonnulations
of products currently approved for use in concrete construction; do not promote corrosion
of steel embedments or otherwise harm ilie
concrete; and cost I
than conventi naJ winter concreting methods.

Demonstration
In March] 994, both parrners' products
were te ted under winter field conditions at
the Corps of Engineers Soc Locks in Sault
Sainte. Marie, MI. With air temperatures mos·
ing from 32 degrees Fahrenheit down to 5
degrees Fahrenheit and concrete tempera'
tures as low as 23 degrees Fahrenheit, the
admixture protected the concrete throughout the curing process without requiring any
additional protection techniques.
This technology enabled tbe Corps to replace badly deteriorated concrete pad adjacent to the locks during the faciliry's normal wimer shutdown. Being able to do
concrete work in the winter is a great benefit, because it means much Jess disruption
to ship traffic than during the busy spring and
SUOlffier months at the locks.
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Based on tbis CPAR project, the co t of using antifreeze admixmres is projected to be
less than balf the cost of using conventional heated shelters to ClUe concrete in the winter. Besides saving money, antifreeze admixtures can extend the time of year during
whicb normal work can continue. These
chemicals an effectively add 2-1/2 months
to the constn'ction season in cold regions of
the .S. For additional information, contact
Charles Korhonen, CRREL, 72 Lyme Road,
Hanover, NH 03755-1290, 603-6464438.

TEC scientist
on a Caterpillar
dozer uses
GPS positioning information
to automate
construction
activities.

Global Positioning System
Use in Construction
Automation currently is being applied to
many aspects of tile design and construction
processes_ Mo t engineering designs are already done using computer-aided design and
drafting (CADD) sy tems. The Topographic
Engineering Cenrer (TEC) and Caterpillar,
Inc., are extending CADD to the constnlCtion site in earth-moving applications.
La April 1993, TEC and Caterpillar signed
a 3-year CPAR Program CRDA to develop a
Global Positioning System (GP )-ba ed construction vehicle positioning and navigation
system that will be adapted to various contruction equipment platfomls. The envisioned system will eli play terrain. information
for guidance to the equipment operator and

will produce as-built draWing of the construction site for the engineer to verify the
design surface. TEC is providing real-time GPSba ed pOSitiOning technology capable of delivering three-dimensional positions of
decimeter accumcy or less over a range of
20 kilometers. Caterpillar is contributing development of and expenise in an on-the-machine dynamic construction site data base.
Under this CPAR project, the GI'S and
CADD technologies have been combined and
tested at Caterpillar's faeilitie . The TEC hardware and positioning software were sue-

Demonstration of antifreeze admixture for concrete at Corps of Engineers
500 Locks in Saulte Sainte Marie, MI, during March 1994 with temperatures as low as -20 degrees C.
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cessfuUy combined with Caterpillar's Dynamic ite Data Base on a track-type tractor
(dozer). The machine prepared a section of
a highway construction site without grade
stakes or a survey crew. The dynamic construction site data were broadcast to a
reference station/base to proVide a current
topographic model of the ite. Multiple repeatability tests also were performed, verifying that tile positioning system con i5tentl.y
measures in the sub-<lecimeter range over
long periods of time. The combination of high
accuracy GI'S, CADD tools and the on-machine ire data base has demonstrated the viabULIy of automating the con truction, navigation, and pOSitioning system to a
production-level system. For additional information, contact Jeffrey Walker, TEC,
7701 Telegraph Road, Alexandria, VA 223103864; 703-35'>-2766.
For more infomlation on the CPAR Program, contact any Corps R&D lab or
HQUSACE, CERn-C, 20 MassacllUsetts Ave.
N\V, Washington, DC 20314-1000; (202) 2720257. Guidance available indudes how to
make proposals, who to coamet, a sample
agreement, and other useful materiaL Proposals for the f'Y96 CPAR Program will be
reque ted in May 1995.

DR. \VJLL!AM E. ROPER is the assistant director ofresearch and development (civil works), u.s. Army
C01PS ofEngineers, Washington, DC.
He holds a Ph.D. in environmental
engineering from Michigan State
University, and an M.S. in agricultuml engineering and a B.S. in mechanical engineeringfrom the University of Wisconsin.
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More Than A Demo...

SYNTHETIC
THEATER OF WAR-EUROPE
A test engineer rubs his eyes and drains the
last precious drops of coffee. Things are just
Starting to come into focus at 0430, but the
activity level is high in preparationfor the Synthetic Theater of War-Europe (STOW·E). The
workday at the Combat Maneuver Training
Center (CMTC), Hohenfels, Germany, is always long, but STOW-E means there are software and te t engineers at 16 sites (see Figure 1) in Europe and the United States
preparing to support today's training exerdse. There is much to be done.
Distributed [nteractive Simulation (DIS) interfaces, network hridges and routers are be·
ing tested in preparation for the coming battle. Teams at the Warlord Brigade/Battalion
Bactle Simulation (BBS) Center down the road,

By Robert Sottilare
the Simulator Network (SlMNEf) in Graten-

woehr, Germany, and other sites are all
preparing to support the dash of live, virtual
and constructive simulation force _
The date is Nov. 4, 1994, day one for the
STOW-E demonstration. The live battalion in
the "box" at CMTC will be supported by a
battalion in SIMNET, a virtuaJ tank simulation,
and a battalion in BBS, a constructive simulation. Uve forces along with additional BBS
forces make up the opposing forces or OPFOR.

Air support is furnished by helicopter sim·
ulators at the Aviation Testbed 3[ Fort Ruck·
er, Ai.
Une of departure for today's mission is
0700 Central European Daylight Time, and
time is hort. A project engineer for the U.S.
Army Simulation, Training and Instrumentation Command (STRlCOM), begins moni·
toring DIS network traffic, while a software
engineer brings the Brigade Operations Display and After Action Review System (BODAS)
online.
BODAS will monitor and record the daily
battle by accepting DIS entity and lire mission
data from STOW-E simulations, and inte·
grating this data with data from the CMTC
Instrumentation ystem (IS), which trncks live

US
Navy:
..
.

" AVTB, Ft Rucker
" BBS, Hohenfels
• CMTC·IS, HohenfeJs
• SIMNET, Grafenwoehr

• AEGIS, Mayport
• BFTT, Dam Neck
• NAWC-AD, Pax River
• NUWC. Newport
• TACTS, Cherry Pt.
• NSWCDD, Dahlgren
• Wissard, NAS Oceana
• NRAD (V), San Diego

• Spangdahlem
• Armstrong Labs
• RAF, Lakenheath
• TACCSF, KIrtland AFB
• Pentagon, TBA (V)

>

Iil

.

Other Sites:
-

"IDA (V)

Figure 1.
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Create a Brigade Training Environment
to Raise Entry Level Proficiency of All
Tactical Echelons ICW CMTC Rotations

• Intelligence
• Maneuver
• Fire Support
• Mobility/Countennobility
• Air Defense
• Combat Service Support
• Battle Command

• Fair
• Good
• Good
• Fair
• Fair
• Fair
• Good

• Good
• Fair
• Fair
• Fair
• Fair
• Good
• Good

• Good
-Good
-Good
• Good
- Good
• Good
• Good

Figure 2.
players and their fire mISSIOns. BODAS
stores thi data for replay later as feedback
to the troops being trained during STOW-E.
BODAS workstatiOns are located at CMTC-IS,
SlMNET, BBS and at the STOW·E Exercise and
Analysis Facility (SEAF) in Grafenwoehr for
real-time tracking of the battle.
Activities at the SEAF are at a fevered pitch
as last minute preparations are made for tile
hundreds of visitors that will stream through
the SEAF during STOW-E, Technical teams
representing STRICOM, the Advanced Research Projects Agency, U.. Army Europe,
the U.S. avy and the U.S. Air Force monilOr simulations as the cuinlination of 14
months of work begins.
The battiespace, once limited to the
CMTC maneuver box, is nnw extended
through the use of simulation. SIMNET and
BBS, which in the srand-alone mode only provided fair training proficiency in some of the
battlefield operating system , now provide
extended capabilities within a synthetic theater of war (see Figure 2). STOW-E provides
training for "proper utilization of assets" and
tile opportunity to "fight across a brigade
front" according to COL Paul Lenze, commander of the Operations Group at CMTC.
Back at CMTGIS, tile Brigade Training Analysis and Feedback (TAf) analyst strains 10 listen to tlle tactical r~dio networks as he task
organizes brigade units to support the after
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action review. The Brigade TAF analyst monitors the battle using BOOAS as live forces are
engaged by indirect fire from BBS.
The brigade attacks with three battalions
abreast and in three domains (see Figure 3).
At SlMNET, manned tank simulators engage
constructive OPFOR generated by BBS. The
helicopter simulators at the Aviation Testbed
engage ground rargets from SlMNET and BBS,
and CMTC players generate indirect fire missions onto SlMNET positions.
Transparent to the soldier in the fieLd,
STOW technology is at work supporting training objectives. DIS protocol data units
(PDUs) stream back and forth between the
imulations. carrying the status of battlefield
players and their interactions. Has the MI tank
on the hill, which is being simulated by
SlMNET, been damaged by indirect fire from
CMTC OPFOR artillery? Is it a mobility kill?
Is the tank on fire? Reams of data are sent
and received each second.
A BB unit represented by a platoon symbol deaggregated into four 172 tanks as the
unit symbol enters the sphere-<>f-in.tIuence
(501) of a SIMNET tank. The SlMNET tank
kills one of the 172 before it is fired on and
destroyed. The remaining 172s move off and
aggregate into a platoon unit symbol as they
leave the 501.
In SlMNET, the stealth operator adjusts his
posilion on the battlefield as his three

The
battlespace,
once
limited
to the
Combat
Maneuver
Training Center
maneuver box,
IS now
extended
through
the use
of simulation.
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dimensional window follows the hills and valleys of the synthetic terrain. He watches as
two live CMTC Ml Tanks engage. Their images and actions are mimicked in the synthetic environment. He witne ses d,e detruction of one of d,e tanks. Back at
CMTC, the destroyed tank di plays only a
/lashing yellow light to indicate its "killed"
status.
Also in the box at CMTC is a BW' traveling one of the mudd)', hilly roads that crisscross CMTC. The BMP's starus light begins
to /lash indicating the vehide has entered and
been killed by an electronic minefield. This
event is registered at CMTC-lS and relayed
to BODAS. ext, BODAS generates an entity state PD for the vehicle and transmits it
to dle otber TOW-E simulations. Back at
SJMNET, the stealth operator watche as the
image repre enting the real BMP bursts into
/lames.
As the battle ends, COL Dean Cash, tbe lAD
Brigade commander, olicilS feedback from
the troops. Feedback is in the fonn of smiles
as officers were "able to do the things [dley)
were trained to do. "
Over the next three days, the cycle continues-Early morning preparations, daily mision and monitoring of the barrie, After Action Review CARR) preparations and finally
the AAR itself. The AARs are centered
around tactical feedback to the troops executing the battle in the live, virtual and consltUctive domains. In parallel, the technical
teams are documenting where this still frag-
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lie technology needs work.
The DI compliance testing effort conducted by STRICOM has isolated and resolved
many problem prior to the major STOW·E
te IS, but as software continues to change,
up to ti,e 11 th hour of STOW·E start, interoperability i sues crop up. Some of the design criteria, set II months earlier, are exceeded as entity countS and activity levels
grow during ti,e exercise, creating huge
amounts of data. HardW>lre fails and software
is driven into unanticipated options. This is
reseatc1l and development-learning by stressing the system.
STOW·E bas been developed for two purposes: to support and expand brigade trolining capabilities, and as a proof-Qf-concept
demonstratioll of Advanced Distributed Sim·
Illation technologies. The brigade participating in STOW-E receives their training,
analysis and feedback through a training environment in which the level of tre s and
realism is not achievable through traditional means. While STOW-E doe not meet 100
percent of the expectations, it does enhance
brigade training. Concepts such as scaieability, compression, grid filtering, and semi·automated forces are tested in :m operational
environment. The Defense Simulation Internet the wide area network used to cart")'
STO'l ·E data, performs superbly recording
99 percent availallility.
The STOW-E demonstration is over, but the
engineers' work is far from done. ow comes
the Less glamorous task of trdIlsforming this

demonstration of new and potent technology into a hardened, robust training infratructure in Europe and in the United
States. The U.S. Army will reap very near-tenn
benefits from its partiCipation in TOW-E.
Technology developed for and used during
STOW-E will be the corne"tone for U.S. Artily
brigade training in the funlre .• TOW-E has
been an extraordinary effort. to provide ordinary training and we need 10 make il an
ordinary effOrt to pro ide extraordinary tr.lining" according to BG Charles Bauman, commander, U.S. Army Europe, 7th Army Training ommand. TOW-E ha been more than
a demonstration. It has been an experience
and a Legacy.

ROBERT SOTlILARE is a project
directorfor theproject managerfor
Di tributed Interactive Simulation
(DiS) within the u.s. Anny Simulation, Training and 111 tntmentation
Command (STRlCOM) in Orlando,
FI. During the past yea/; he served
as the STRlCOM STO WoE project director He hold a 8.S. degree in electrical engineeringfrom the Univerity of Central Florida and is chair
of the DIS Field Instrumentation
Working Group.
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Acquisition Reform...

THE
PRODUCTION
AND
DEMILITARIZATION
PHASES
By Gregory S. Haynes
Introduction
In the current movement to reinvent government, acquisition refonn tops many lists
for generating large savings and increasing
productivity. To date, most defense acquisition reformers have concentrated on the
front end of the acquisition process, the R&D
and Engineering Manufacturing Development
phases. The majority of the spending for a
we.1pon's progmm occurs in the production
and sustainment phases. It is generally tfile
that the most effective sequence for reengineering any process is to start at tbe end of
the process and work towards the beginning.
1bis discussion presents a new trategy, one
that offers benefits for all parties involved,
the government as developer, the military as
user, and the producing contractor.
1bis discussion focuses on one class of
wea pon system, the shon range manportable missile systems such as the future
Multi-Purpose Individual Munition/ hoftRange Anti-Armor Weapon (MPIM/SRA \'V'),
and the current light As ault Weapon/AntiTank 4 (LAW/AT4). TItis procurement Slr'dtegy is not limited to these types of missile
sy terns. It can also be applied to ammunition, MRFs (meals ready to eat), or other items
that are nonoCommodities items procured in
large quantities.

Background
The current method for procuring close
combat rockets and missiles i to buy a large
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quantiry over a short period of time, lOO,OOO
units per year for three years. This gives the
.S. Army a stockpile of 300,000 for future
conflicts, training, and qualiry assurance tesring. 1be government purchases these systems
at a discount, since the production volumes
are high. This mass production strategy has
its roots all the way back to Henry Ford and
the Model-T and has served bOtil the American manufacturers and the U.S. amled Services well in the past. The mass production
strategy during the Cold War made good
SC1l5C both economically and from a war figbting readiness ·tandpoint due to the ize of
the threat. However, today we need to be
more creative in our trategies and management practices, in order to maintain our
readiness for any potential conflict Or mission.
In addition, demiJitari7ing ordnance with
today's rigorous environmental regulations
is getting more expensive every year. The U.S.
Army currently has approximately 750,000
close combat rockets and missiles in inventory that will require demilit:lrization in the
ne'dt future. The cost to demilitarize thesc missiles will likely be more than to manufacture
tilem, initially.

Missiles Made To Order
Concept
The Mi siles Made to Order (MMTO) concept has its roots in just-in-time manufacturing, time-based competition, and process
reengineering. The MMTO strdtegy sugge ts

The government
benefits
from the Missiles Made
to Order strategy
in that it can
now purchase
far fewer missiles
over the life
of the program
in a peacetime
environment,
thus reducing the
amount
of total funding
required to produce
and sustain
the weapon system
over its life-cycle.
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SAMPLE OF MISSILES MADE TO ORDER STRATEGY
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"NEW OR PROOUCT IMPROVED WARHEADI
"ENDING INVENTORY WILL BE GREATER THAN ZERO, IF NO NEW SYSTEM BEFORE END OF PROCUREMENT CYCLE.
AT THE END OF 10 YEARS PRODUCTION THE OLDEST ROUND IS ONLY 3-YEARS OLD!

that missiles be manufactured as they are
needed for training, testing, or fighting. As
the DOD moves to adopt commercial stan·
dards, the future in building milital), hardware
will rest with conunerciaJ manufacturers.

Manufacturers that use flexible and lean man·
ufacturing systems to provide small quantities of high quality goods at reasonable cost
will reap the rewards from the Defense Department.
A simple example illustrates the concept.
The Army requires 10,000 units (annually)
of a close combat missile for training, testing, and storage by the rapid deployment
forces. These missiles are maintained at the
same level as ammunition is for contingencies. This uggests there would be no inventory at the various Army depots. The required number of missiles to be manufactured
would drop from the current norm of
100,000 to 10,000. In addition, nlissil would
be rotated at the holding ites to ensure that
missiles more than a year old are used first,
just as items are used in the food prace ing
industry.
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In time of potential conflict, surge capacity
from the manufacturer would be required as
a part of dle contract and production facili·
tY, but this manufacturing strategy is not new.
In fact. mo t automobile manufacturers
have adopted these processes and have
proven them successful. The government
needs to emulate private industry by binding the production contractor to a long·term
contract. In tum, the production contractor
would require fewer, but more dependable
suppliers. 11le MMTO trategy will eliminate
inventory at the depots, thus reducing the
demilitarization pl1.1SeS of the life-cycJe and
associated depot costs.

Advantages
The govemmenr benefit from the MMTO
strategy in tlmt it can now purchase far fewer missiles over the life of the program in a
peacetime environment, thus reducing tile
amount of tOtal funding required to produce
and sustain the weapon sy tern over its lifecycle. The carrying cost will be reduced because stOrage space, annual safety inspections,

and personnel required to handle, transport,
and in entory mis ile will be largely eIimi·
nated. The shelf-life requirement for the missile can now be reduced from 10 years to no
more than three years since no missile will
remain in storage mOre than two years with·
out being consumed eidler for training or de·
ployment (see accompanying figure). The reduction of the helf-life requirements can add
up to large savings for a missile program in
design, production, and maintainabiliry. In
addition, the new MPlM/ RAW and similar
weapons have been and will continue to be
high on terron t organizations' wish lists.
Thus, a smaller number of total units manu·
factured and stored will reduce the probabitity
of tileft and will facititate accountability.
TIle cost of demilitariZing ordnance in·
creases every year. The MMTO approach
avoids the entire demilitarization phase, since
there will be no excess inventory to be destroyed.
The military benefits from the MMTO strat·
egy because users get to add weapons to their
arsenal that they could not otilerwise afford.
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The . ldiers will always be tr.tining and fighting with tbe latest weapons. 111e past wisdom
concerning these inexpensive close combal
rockets and missiles was to retrofil existing
mis iJes with a new technology (new warhead or new rocket motor). The MMTO Strdtegl' "lIows for ,my new technology to be ;ntegrdted into the production line resulting in
the soldiers' receiving upgrdded mi . iJes within months. nOt years. Our soldiers will alw"ys
have the Il,test technology in thcir hands for
both training and fighting, allowing them to
m:l.inmin an edge over potent.ial adversaries.

The missile's shelf st"y will never exceed
three ye:us, thus reliability will be increased
with no increase in design cost. '11e fighting uni

that use these \veapons would no\'\'

be responsible for Iheir storage and cart:
much as they are with basic ammo loads. So~
diers'lives Virtually depend on the care they
givt: their equipment. Adding the m"n·
portable weapon syslem to Ihe unit's reo
sponsibiLity will improve Il,e readiness for the
system.
Defense conlrdetors will also benefit from
the MMTO manufacturing strategy. Contrdctors know Ihat if they want 10 produce
\ve'..LIXJns they Illust find ways LO reuu<..'e cost
j

to the cllStomer. 111e contrdctor gelS a known
workload because the govemmelll issues a
long·term production contract. The conIrdetOr gets p"id for h"ving 'urge capacity in
re en'e. This will increase his profit margin
per missile but will keep overall progr:1J1l cost
lower than current procurement practices.
as'luning ,I Jow number of surge require·

ments. In the MMTO str-dteh')', the contrac·
tor would be assured of a continuous flow
of business for as long as the weapon and iL~
upgrad('S were required. Foreign Military Sales
em eontrihute to increasing over-.tI1 profit and

I

MMTO strategy. urrently, milit",)' commanders know the we;,pons they need are
stored at the variou' depots. Ho\vever, these
same leaders need t.he flexibilitl' m"ny dif·
ferentlypes of weapon offer, but cannot because large quantities of new weapons are
t'lr too exp"nsive given the current budge!.
The MMTO strategy gives commanders a way
to buy more types of wC'dpons wiIII the same
funding level . 11le MMTO strdtegy is opti·
mal for the small scale, short dUrdtion con·
tlict· lIch a Grenada, Panam", Somali", and
Haiti. However, should" brge·scale, global
contliel arise, and surge could nol handle Il,e
increasing demand qUick enough. t:he MMTO
Slrdtt:g)' could he considered potentially risk·y.
The risk to the production contractor is
minimal. 11,e production contractor will have
" long·term contract and be the sole supplier of anI' upgr:ldes to the sy tem. The cOn·
tractors will have to adapt to " new manufacturing strateg),. Many defense contractors

are already n:engineeriJlg to provide im~
provements "s the defense budget decreases. Contractors continue to look for areas to

increase productivity and decrease government cost while maintaining acceptable prof·
it levels.

Impediments
There are several impediments to achiev·
ing the MMTO strategy. The fir t i that the
govcrnnlent must i Sue a long-teml contract
to the production COntr-dCtor. Budgets
change from year to year; a long-term con·
tmct would be reqUired for tl,e contractor
and government to enjoy any benefits from
the MMTO strategy. The manufacturer must
have a known production quantity and tao
hie funding to design and opt.imize his production processes. OnIl' through optinliza-

cost reductions by accelerating the contractor

along the leaming curve. In "ddition, the contractor would have: greater incentive LO perform continuous product improvement re~

t:arch with his own money.

Risk

-

'Il1e . k to the government in adopting the
MMTO strdtegy is tli"t it is very difficult to
implement any Ilew ;;ystem of procurement.
p"rt.icul"rly olle tl,at requires "II the parties
involved to work more closely Ill;m they have
in Il,e past. "nle life-cycle cost using tl,e
MMTO melllOdology will be lower unless
there are many large scale confHcrs requiring surges in production capaCity. The
mare surges required, the higher the co t of
the program over it life·cycle. Even so, this
strategy offers J)()tentj;~ 'avings over the cur·
rent ~1'stem of paying for stumge anti demilitarization.
The military has tl,e most risk with the
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The Missiles Made
to Order Strategy
allows for any
new technology
to be integrated
into the production line
resulting in the
soldiers' receiving
upgraded missiles
within months,
not years.

tion c:mllu: government receive any cost sav·
ings and Il,e contrdetor make a fair profit. The
MMTO strategy accomplishes this Wit:h a fixed
demand curve, unless conlJjets appear on t:he
horizon when demand exceeds the standard
rate.
The second impedinlent is the changes
needed to d,e logistics sy tern. The logistics
5)' tern cannot currenlly handle If'dcking individual missiles, only lots of ntis iJe . How·
ever. by the time "ny new slr,uegy is apprOl'ed, the logistics y tern can be made
to track individual missiles. However, other
potential logistical impa ts and savings have
yet to be explored "nd need furtber
investigation.
Finally, Il,e major impediment to the
MMTO stJ'dtegy is in the way most of us view
the cost of a program. When meone asks
what a missile systems costs, dle an 'wer i
u ually·so many $ 1000's per rowld." A better question to ask is, "How much does rhe
program cost over its life-cycle?" After all, tlm
is the real progr-dm cost. The co t per round
simply depends on the quantity being produced, who is prodUcing t:he round, and oth"r such variables.

Conclusions
11,e ;'trategy presented here can be applied
to other military procurements, not just misile sy tems. This article should be used as
" srarting point to investigate potential sav·
ings without sacrificing readines. The
MMTO strategy will save m ney in the long
run, reduce out-of-date missile inventories,
and give the soldier t:he most up-to-date missile sysrem widl which to tight and win!

i
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WORKSHOP ATTENDEES
REVIEW
ACQUISITION CORPS
IMPLEMENTATION
Approximately 80 civilian and military
Army Acqui ition orp (AAe) members attended an Acquisition Career Management
Workshop in San Antonio, TX, Dec. 14-16,
1994. The purpo e was to provide a forum
to report on and assess ongoing efforts related to implememation of the AAC. The
workshop was sponsored by LTG William H.
Forster, director, Army Acquisition Corp, Of.
tice of e1le Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development and Acqui ition
(OASARDA). Representatives from numerous
AAC implementing organizations spoke on
a broad range of t.opics.
The first fonnal speaker, LTC(P) John
HoUy, assistant to the director of acquisition
education, training and career development., Office of the Deput)' ndersecretary
of Defense for cquisition Refonn, reported
on Department of Defense implementation
of t.he Defense Acquisition Workforce improvement Act (DAWIA). He noted t.bat this
law a written with an empha is on improvement, which is being brought about in
part by mandated career paths and st.'uutnry support for educarion and training programs to profe sionalize t.he workforce.
Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley, deputy director for
acquisition career nunagement, OASARDA,

LTG William H. Forster, director, Army Acquisition Corps,
OASARDA, sponsored the
conference.
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discu sed Army implementation of DA\VIA.
Pinckle)' beLieves that the Army already had
a world-cl
acquisition workforce before
this implementation began, but c!1at the competence of the workforce is being improved UlI'OUgh an emphaSiS on the education and training policies ouLlined in the law.
He said that an infonnation sy tern is needed to disseminate new . on various topics such
as training and education.
OASARDA Director of MC Policy COL
Richard A. Gmbe outlined military implememation 'lOd requested feedback from the
attendees regarding acquisition policy,
proce se' and products. These products include competency, completed educational
course , and acce sion . Relative to the certification pr cess, Gnlbe said, "The military
has a distinct advantage in that we have a welldisciplined management Information system
called TOPMI (fotal Officer Personnel
Management InfoffilatiOn System), which ~
lows for a computer-as isted certification
praces.
A briefing on civilian implementation giv-

en by Dr. Jame H. Edgar Jr., depury director, AAC policy, OASARDA, foUowed. Edgar
illustrated the importance of attendee '
feedback on policy, processes and procedures, stating, ·Perfonnance measurement is
very important, because wben managing you
need to know bow weU you're doing. Feedback can help gUide needed adjustments to
existing plans." Edgar also discussed other
issues such as training and certification. He
believes that one problem for AAe civilians
is that the guidance for training requirements
is sketchy. Edgar noted also that the clear designation and publication of acquisition positions-both Critical and non<ritical-is a
very positive element relative to the civilian
portion of the Acquisition Corps.
COL William F. Hanna, director, Reserve
affairs, OASARDA, gave an overview on AAC
Reserve Component implementation. He stated that a major concern for the Reserves is
that experience requirement for MC officers, achievable by active duty members, are
unrealistic for Reserve officers, who train only
cwo weeks llIlIlually.
A briefing 00 acquisition, education and
training was provided by laVerneJones, chief
of the Acquisition, Education and Training
Office, OAARDA. he discussed Army-speciJic programs such as centraUy-funded and
long-tenn training, and DAWIA-mandated programs such as the Defense Acquisition
seh larsbip, Intern, and Mentor Programs,
and the Tuition Assistance Program. The
Army-specific programs are announced yearly and are competitive. Defense acquisition
scholars pursue graduate degrees in areas
uch as business adminjstratioo. science, en-

gineering, management, and technology. Fo~
lowing their graduation they are hired as
G5-9 interns and are paired with mentors who
have acquisition experience.
LTC(P) Richard O. BaiJer, chief of the Military Acquisition Management Branch,
.S. Total Army Personnel Command
(PERSCOM), tressed the importance of civiJian, as weU as military, attendee understanding how the military portion of the AAC
is managed. This is because many civilians
have military supervisors or employees.
BaiJ.er also emphasized that AAC officers remain in their ba ic branch of service even
though they become more acquisition-orienred as they work toward certification.
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presenUltion on the Civilian Acqui ition Management Branch (<:Mill), PERSCOM, was given by Dr. janet Brown, chief of the branch.
The vision of CAMB is to have a fully-integmted, joint military and civilian team.
Brown aid ctL1t to achieve this, Glreer program managers, who represent lhe various
ca.reer progr.uns within acqui ition (such as
contracting, logistics, and comptroller),
should work closely with civilian MC members and with personnel management pcialist in <:Mill on i ues su h "s training,
meDtorsl:lip and lCOlder development.
LTCjody Maxwell, MC personnel poticy
integrator fDr the depury chief of staff for pers nnel, discussed implementation of the
DAW1A requirement to select "best-qualified"
program managers ba.sed upon considermion
of both civilian and military Acquisition Corps
members. Ln detennining who is best qualified, many factors ace considered, such as
performance records and achievements,
and acqui ition experience and training consistem with DAWlA requirements.
LaVemejones returned to the podium to
discuss mandatoC)' training administered by
the Defense Acquisition University (DAU). 'he
a.id tbat DAU's role in mandatory training involves managing quotas and resources, and
integrating annual training requirements.
Mandatory training option include on-site,
residelll, and correspondence courses, comprehensive knowledge test , and college
courses equivalent to mandatory courses.
jones noted that on lbe OA' mandatory tr'J.ining horizon are new pilot courses and a
proces action tearn.

Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley,
deputy director for
acquisition career
management, OASARDA,
discussed Army
implementation of the
Defense AcqUisition
Workforce Improvement
Act.
LTG Forster welcomed the attendees, and
provided brief remarks. Said he: "TIlis is an
important event for the AcquiSition Corps.
I wi.ll be retiring this spring, so it i panicularIy appropriate now to assess where we are,
how far we've come, what we've done right,
what we've done wrong, and where we've

fallen shon. That is the genuine purpose of
meeting here at this tin1e."
The attendees then gathered into civilian
and military work groups to discuss how cermin issues impact lbeir portion of the Me.
TI,e civilims discussed "ccessions, cenification, centrJ] referrai. and the critical acquisition position lisling, while the military
MC members addressed accessions, the mil-

The conference concluded with a
motivational session provided by
Dr. John A. Daly, a professor in
the College of Communication and
Business at the University of Texas.
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Bennie H. PinckJC)' commended the attendees
for their partiCipati n, noting that they were
definitely on target WiU1 lbeir comments relative to focusing on and recording the issues.
He also appealed for their continued input,
and stated his intention to follow up and make
the Acquisition Corps even better.
LTG Forster then addressed seveml issues
related to the career development of Army
acquisition professionals. "You 11.1Ve to assure
yOW' people that career management and p~
fessional development is d1eir job-they have
to actively seek out opportunities," he explained. Forster also noted that more cros&training opportunities sbould be made available to civilians. "As the Army get smaller,

jmry acqu.isilion position Iisling, and per-

we will need ;t more versatile workforce, a

s rule) concepts.
The following morning. work group team
leaders COL Roben Brown, depury rurector
for contract operations at the Comma.nd, Control. Communications, Computers md Intelligence Acquisition Center, Communications md Electronics Command, and john K.
Sh'Ulnon, acting project manager, aviation tite
suppon eqUipment, reponed on the groups'
di ·cussions. COL Drown emphasized the im·
ponance of recntiting and developing the be t
individuals, and ensuring that junior officers
are memored. According to Shannon, training is u1e most significmt civilian issue. He
suggested lbe formation of a process action
team Oil civilian training, which could provide recommendations and the rationale behind them. TI1is, he said, would help career
managers and DAU components in tructuring and defining furure courses.
Following the work group rcpons, Dr.

more versatile Acquisition Corps. Employees
may find themseh'es migrating from series to
series or job to job, so being qualified in more
man one area can make employment more
secure," he added.
11,e conference concluded WiU1 a motivational session provided by Dr. 101m A. Daly,
a professor in the College of Communication
and Business at the niversil)' of Texas. Daly
ollered several suggestions on how to succeed in u1e MC and in general. These included development of people kill ; knowing your business and your customers well;
and defining your purpose in terms of a Service, ralber Ulan a product.
Daly added that mmagers should break
processes down into achievable accomplishments and should grade outcomes
rather Ulan processes. The distinctive attribute
of grem lelders, he S<1id. i :Ul incredible sense
of optimism.
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THE
PALADIN
ENTERPRISE
SOLUTION
I

An Integration
of Contractor New Production
and Government Overhaul Activity
at Letterkenny Army Depot
to Modernize the M109 Howitzer
By LTC Charles A. Cartwright,
Tom Carr and
The Paladin Enterprise
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Editorial Ole: DI/ring We Paladin Full·
Scale Production (FSP) program's source seloction process (Nov. '92), FMC aud flAIlS 0
all/wunced Ibeir illtention 10 forll1 a limited parlnersbip of Ibeir Defense-relaled
vltsilless lltlils. lit Ive early parI of 1993,
FMC /}ecame the managillg/Jarlller (60 percelli oWllersbiJ)) of Uniled Defellse, Limited Parlllersbip. llARSCO's 0 percenl was
primarily composed oflbe 8MY COmbal !.l'Slems Dlvisioll. n,e el/ellls discussed III Ibis
article span Ibe period of lransilion, inCilldlllg lbe lIame change oflbe production
conlraclo'-[1-o1ll FMC 10 United Defellse. To
avoid confusillg Ibe reader, we bave COillil1lled 10 /'efer 10 FMC durillg /be 'mli.-e
ebmnology; bowel/er, Ibe proper na me for
Pa/(ulin 's Po P cOIl/metor Is elll7'eully Ulli/ecl Defm,se, LP, Paladill Prrxlllelion Oivioto"
(1'1'0), Cbambersbw-g, PA.

Competitive Strategy
'l1,e Paladin Progmm is a consolidated package of product improvements to the MI09A2/
A3 self-propeUed Howi17.er. Downward budget adjustmeots and ost and schedule concenlS mandated implement:tlion of a competitive str-dtegy for subsequent produ tioo
acliviry. ever-,u factors c;,uselJ PalalJin production to be perceived as wlaltr:,ctive to patential competitive bidders. The ineumbeOl
development contrnetor enjoyed an obvious,
signific.lJll ad,'an13ge in terms of program experience and technical Wlderstanding of the
system. Additionally, ev lutiona.ry downsizing of d,e program from an initial production
quantity of 1,700 to 824 un.its decreased the
pOlenliaJ return on inveslment. The production trdtegy that emerged was dubbed
·Produdbility Evaluation Task" (PET). (See
Army RD&A Bullelill. Jan-feb J994. 'P',uadin
and PET.")
A market survey, in the form of an industry day, w, ' held to fm"iliarize industry with
the Paladin Program and provide infonnatiol1
on the PET effon. With PET, potential contrdCCOC:; could be paid to learn first-h'UllJ about
the Paladin system, study the technical data
package, and prepare a manufacturing p];tn
and proposal for FSP. The program executive officer for Field Artillery Systems, procuremen.t officials, and legal advisors 'upporled the governmeJll's position for
potential competitor to consider an innovative, srreamlined approach to their FSP proposals. l.etterkenny Army Depot (LEAD) offidals encouraged innovative approache by
describing their organic production capabiliry
relaled to the self-propelled llowitzer.
111e PET effort resulted in competitive FSP
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proposals from three sources: the incumbent,
BMY Combat System ; FMC, Ground Systems
Division; and Genera.! Dynamics, Land

Sys~

tems Division. During PET, aLI sources discussed d1e use of government facilities with
LEAD. These discussions, obviously competition sensitive, were GlrefulJ)' managed and
scnlpulously documented by LEAD officials. LEAD's intent was to be completely reponsive and cooperative, while remaining
passive to any suggestion of sLrategy or partnering concepts. imilar protecLivc me;lsures
were implemented aL the PMO. Some contractOr requests to LEAD were declined due
to the illegality of binding fixed price agreements and selling productive services din'etly
to the contractors.
Best value source selection procedu.res and
criteria were implemented through the FSP
solicilation instruct.ions and sub equent
evaluatinn of the proposals. The FMC

Benefits attributed to the Paladin

Enterprise Strategy:

Ground Systems Division proposal \vas

judged best value, and FMC was awarded the
$334 million, multi-ye;lr, FSP COIltI'lICt. FMCs
approach included cre-dtion of the Paladin I'mduct ion Divi 'ion (1'1'0), a collocated pr<~
duction facility at LEAD. PPD utilized the existing LEAD capahiliry for chassis overhaul and
conversion, anllamenl ttsting, completed vehicle break·in, 'md perfom1ance testing. This
strategy evolved from FMCs analysis of the
business risks associated with the Paladin I'm-

1.

Acquaint industry with Government's
desire for Innovative approaches.

2.

Structure solicitations and source
selection to achieve best value.

3.

Actively disseminate Information regarding Government production ca·
pability.

4.

Implement management team building to achieve partnered leadership.

5.

Use an integrated product team to
achieve a new operational paradigm.

6.

Document and train the entire enter·
prise on the new way of doing business.

LEAD (Lltilities, snow removal, r.lil 5e1Vice, etc.)

7.

Strive for continuous improvement.

The Enterprise Solution

8.

Manage and evaluate performance
on a single enterprise ba.sis.

ductjon Program.

nley acclIrdtely perceived

the value of a lower cost busi.ness environment and the benetits of avoiding duplication of the existing production infl'llstnlcture
at LEAD. FMC planned to procure the new
turret and then perfonll :L11 system inlt..'"gr:uioJl
activity at LEAD facilities on a "rent-free" basis. Additionally, FMC planned to renov"'e 'md
upgradt' Building ~6 (at their expen e) ami
procure facilities' support services from

Soon "I'ter cont",Ct award. FMC hosted a
three-day team building session for senior-lev-

1.

Delivery by LEAD of the first chassis
to FMC-PPD two months early.

el representlltives from the primary organi·

2.

Delivery by FMC-PPD of the first completed Paladin System to the Government two months early.

3.

Successfully completed all component first article testing prior to delivery of the first system to the Government.

4.

$46 M in savings attributable to the
competitive multi-year acquisition
strategy.

5.

$15 M in cost avoidance attributable
to process streamlining.

6.

Risk reduction attributable to the in·
tegration of computer systems,
shared information, and team management.

7.

Consolidation of vehicle assembly
and integration at one geographic location.

B.

Higher product quality ensured by
system-level performance tests.

vision evolved from that se sion: "Team Pal·
adin will be a model of government/industry cooper.ltion for an efficient industrial base,
uLilizing best p"'clices from all sectors...-. ML~
tual trust, open communication, and commitment to the ownersllip and continual improvement of lhe process were adopted as
basic opel'ltting principles. Their charter Sl:tt·
ed, <Ill-tis, team management concept is based
on recognition that progr.lnl problems cross
organizational boundaries, within and between government and industryl and that
proactive coopemtion is the key to program
success... 'Arms length' connotes, not onlr
the obligation of government and industty
officials to look out for their respectlve interests, but also sufficient closeness to
shake h'lIlds 'md work rogelher ro jointly
solve problems."
Subsequent \vorki ng sessions of the group
coalesced into a tnle partnersllip environment
as they mutuall)' began to appreciate the
scope of risk presenred by the proposed new

9.

The preservation of the production infrastructure strengths of both public
and private sectors.

10. The promotion of shared learning and
adoption of commercial best practices.
11. The resulting model of a successful
Government-Industry cooperation
and business partnership.
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Steps to Achieving the Paladin
Production Partnership:

zations involved in Paladin FSP. A consensus

wa)' of doing business. There \vas no

prece~

dent to follow "nd cultures had to change.
Regulations and standards appeared to be insurmountable obstacles to the efficient interorgll.Ilization exchange of workload, m:lterials, and informarion. TCl,m P:t1adin concluded
that achievement of their vision would =Iuire
r.ldical action. D:t1e AdullS, I'EO Field An:iIIcry
Systems, requested that PM Paladin and FMC
executives "identify non-value added tasks,
tequirements, and procedures, etc." He
sLlggcsled, "111ese Lhings need to be removed
to reduce cost." and further added: "Focus
on dumb things 1'0 eliminate." The creation

of an integ.....ted partnership and opcl'lltional
s1'stem ro manage and produce the required
Ilow of information, materials "nd 660 Paladin systems was given the highe·t priority.
Team Paladin conceived the "Enterprise Solution.Implementation of the FMC proposal required significant change to the typic,,1 way
government does business wid1 a production
contractor. I ntegration of the FMC-LEAD production opemLion complicared traditional
o,'ersight activity. Implementation of the proposed manufanuring strategy reqUired
streamlining "nd defiJling the org"nizational intera.ctions reqUired to produce an efficient tlo'\v of infonnation and material.
"n1e compleXity of multi-org:Lllizational interaction was compounded by government
regulations for property accountability, quartt::rl funding authorization for overhaul
work at LEAD. and repair parts shortages that
were incompatib.le with an integmted production partnetship. The organizational in·
terdependencies demanded efficiency and
communication linkage typical of an integmted enterjJrise.
Tea.m Paladin executives established the
Paladin On-Site Integration Te'd.m (POINl) to
address structuring dle organization:t1 intert;lces to achieve FSP. This integmted ptoduct team was composed of opet'd.tional
managers from ""ch organization of the partnership. E.1ch manager had both intimate
technical knowledge of his respective organjzation's contribution to the production enterprise and decision-making responsibility
to commit to sLreamlined procedures. POINT
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Paladin's
innovative
business
practices
have
demonstrated
the transition
of modern
theory
into
profitable
practice.
was given top·level management commitment
and resources to achieve top-<lown reform.
The team was cbaIIenged to develop and ac·
cept a new paradigm for Paladin production
that de cribed the "should·be" way of doing
business for the enterprise.
POINT u ed the Integrated Definition
(IDEF) modeling technique to develop and
document a Stnlcture for the "should·be" way
of doing busine . E.~ch major activity of the
production process was analyzed to describe
its controls, resources, inpUl and OUlpUL TIle
IDEI' modeling analySis produced a series of
process maps that documented the Paladin
FSP maoufacn.ring strategy comprehen·
sively.
The Paladin 'should-be" process reqnired
the government to consider PMC a a et of
work SL:1.tions within LEAD's olaintenance activity. (Building 56 is located within the confines of LEAD.) Under this scenario, it is nei·
ther nece acy, nor co t effective, to process
materiaJ tra.1l -fers within the LEAD main[enance activity through utilization of the
MILSTlUP/DLA proce . Therefore, materi·
al transfers are processed using a new uni·
fied LEAD/FMC process. The new process
provides a "real·time" validatioo of material
movement through electronic trdcking, and
provide timely materials to-and fromFMC-LEAD to fill their respective production
line requirements. Control of materials using
FMC's Manufactltring Resource Planning
(Mltl') n sy tem interlinked with LEAD' Progr.unmed Depot Maintenance Scheduling System and the tandard Depot System is far
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more rigorous than the government prop cry
accounting procedures. P'lrt inventory,
trdcking, and control are supplemented by
routine Defense Contract Management Area
Opemtions (DCMAO) oll·site audits. The in·
tent of the new process is to allow LEAD IFM
"real·time" accountability procedures in lieu
of Ulore cumbersoole less accurate government procedures designed for depot main·
tenance activity-not volume production.
The POINT repre enratives reached oumerous operation'll agreements that reo
olved much of the uncharted path to Paladin manufdcturing strategy inlplemenration.
POINT commissioned the preparation of a
·Paladin Enterprise Property Management
Plan" to document the material flow, procedures, and agreements reached dUring [he
·should·be" process development. 111is document describes the policies and procedures
necessary [0 account for parts and materials
dUring the production process, and to control Contrdctor Furnished Material [0 LEAD
j

and Government Furnished Material to FMC.
It describe tbe production process flow and
defines roles and responsibilities for aU Or·
ganizations involved. Management informa·
tion flow and control interfaces are coordina[ed and efficient. The plan serve
tbe
substirute for exi ring government ac·
countability regulations that are not designed
to upport tbe efficient operdrion of 'Ul in·
tegrated production enterprise (such as the
coUocation of FMC and LEAD).
Org3Jllzational interdependencies are in·
herentto the enterprise partnership. PM Paladin has summarized the agreements that support the enterprise operation in a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOV) that
supplements the FMC contract and provides
formal cohesion among tl,e five Paladin part·
ners: FMC, PM Paladin, LEAD, DCMAO, and
Defen e Logistics Agency (DLA) at LEAD.
Management Plan and the Enterprise MOU
prOVide the implementation mechanism for
the "Paladin Enterprise Solution."

'I

The Paladin Enterprise experience has highlighted
some obstacles 10 the achievement of full partnership:

1.

The culture change is difficult to achieve:
- The traditional view of separate Govemment and commercial industrial bases, in
competition with each other, is hard to change.
- The traditional focus on winning business without consideration of overall longteOll efficiency is well ingrained.
- The pressure to preserve status-quo involving policy, regulation, procedure, bureaucracy, plJblic jobs, and entitlements is strong.
- The traditional perception that creating new infrastructure and abandoning old is
the ideal strategy preclUdes optimum utilization of shared complementary industrial strengths.

2.

The Arsenal Act and Federal Acquis«ion RegUlations prevenVdiscourage formal teaming of industry and Government production organizations.

3.

There is a need to protect compet«ion sensitive infomlation.

4.

There are incompatibilities between current Government and Industry automated
infomlation systems and data networks.

5.

There are difficullies in establishing common objectives and leadership for a true
partnership.

6.

There are difficulties in establishing and institutionalizing an integrated corporate
vision.

7.

It is illegal for the depot to quote binding fixed prices.

8.

There is geographic dispersion of the "learn".

9.

There is the inability of the Government Supply System to adequately support timely
delivery ot common usage parts.

10. The Standard Depot System is insufficiently flexible to be tailored to the information
processing and operational planning needs of a discrete production enterprise such
as Paladin.
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The temptation alUl convenience of"doing business as usual" had to be overcome.
The organizational, cultural, alld regulatory constraInts were serious Impediments.
71Je team approach and the modelit1g
process used to develop thIs enterprise were
catalysts/or identi/ylng constrait1ts, reach1l1g agreement to solve tbe problems, and
developing an imjJleme"llatiot1 jJlan Both
contractor and govenunent have committed
significant resources to create the physical
and managerial infrastructure that constitutes
the Paladin Production Enterprise.
Initially, significant benefit was deri,'ed
from the integrated product team approach
and the modeling process used to establish
the enterprise operational tructure/strategy/procedures. 1111s initial operational understanding was perpetuated by communicating to the entire production organization
through extensive training based on the Paladin Enterprise Property Management Plan.
Additionally, the Paladin Enterprise has implemented a Joint LEAD/FMC Quarterly
Management Review (QMR) where all presentations and progre s reporting are done
together with a consolidated audience. A comprehensive program risk and customer satisfaction survey is given to each QMR attendee to assess how the Enterprise (and each
parmer) is pelforming. This feedback is very
important.
Development of the new paradigm for a
contraetor-govemment partnership caused intro pection on how, and whl', we do busine!iS the way we do. Paladin's vision was to
create a ·should be" process that streamlined
production Oow and the interaction of government agencies with each other arid the
contractor. The Paladin Enterprise Solution
was born.

Benefits

·•

·

Paladin has demonstrated the result is
worth the effort. Major benefits resulting from
the "Enterpri Solution" are:
• Streamllned and defined orgalllzatWllal
roles and responsibilities. Collocation and
teaming have reduced finger pointing and delays dealing with program issues. Daily contact between partners ha alleviated unfounded su picion and general mistrust
between the public and private sectors. Nonvalue-added participation and transactions
were eliminated. Organizational intelfaces are
now transparent with inter-linked electronic communication and data availability. 'l1le
risk from inappropriate or late deliveries Or
non-pelfonnance has been reduced greatly.
• 17Je development and Implementation
ofaltematlues to conflicting government regIllations_ The best practices of commercial
industry have been established using MRP [J
technique for tracking and control of rna·
terials, in-process activity, and finished product. Cumbersome, less accurate government
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accountability and transfer transactions have
been replaced. TI,e linkage of planning,
scheduling, and tracking information systems
between FMC and LEAD, with data access
available to DCMAO, PM Paladin, ,Old the U.S.
Atmy Armament, Munitions and Chemical
Command (AMCCOM)-now the U.S- Army
Industrial Operations Command (prov), provides real-time inventory control and project
management.

• t,wlmtinedparts alit! materialflow to
tlJe production fines. TIle just-in-time flow
of materials and parts-made possible b)' tlle
MRP II capability-allow' for an as emblyline facility configuration to replace LEAD's
station/bay build configuration used during
limited production. The assembly line provides efficiency and a rate capability to match
!'SP requirements.
• Processflow imjJrovements tha/mduce
cost, enbance quality, and reduce scIJedl/le
risk. The collocation has encouraged the acceptance of best commercial business practices at LEAD. The production process flow
is no longer dictated nor impedcd hy form,~
propen), accountability regulations that require a multitude of material transfer transactions. ew material , reclaimed part ,and
product flow freely between FMC and LEAD.
Division of work has been adjusted, resulting in more timely and reliable testing, less
mileage incurred during break-in and final test.
optimum utilization of production facilitie
(painting, test track, etc.) less "sit-time" from
production inactivity, and reduced delivery
schedule risk. Redundant govemment-eontractor activities have been eliminated.
• Improved .-epairparts ava((l,bility. TI,e
OMA-funded portion of the program,
MI09A2/A3 chassis and component 0 erhaul,
was <It considerable risk because common repair parts were unavailable from the supply
system. Availability of these parts is affected by funding, timel)' procurement action,
and vendor pelfonnance. The impact of these
constraints has been reduced significantly by
securing authorization to fund parts procurement for overhaul activity armually at
LEAD. The annu<ll funding replaces a quarterly authori7...tion cycle mandated previously
at tlle depol. Annual funding pennits LEAD
to provide DLA with fully-funded one-year
parts requiSitions. This has reduced the risk
of parts shortages substanrh,lly by prOViding
DLA the lead-tinle to contract for-and preposition-production repair parts to satisfy
LEAD's requisitions.

• Cost .-eduction opjJOrtunlties I"troduced
LEAD. Placement of the Paladin workload
at LEAD is critical to resourcing and preserving the depot work force and critical
maintenance skill. ome of LEAD' underutilized capacity (Le_ Building ;6) teceived
$3.4 miUion in improvements at no cost to
the government. TIle direct delivery of government-furnished parts to FMC lowers

schedule risk and a,'oids LEAD costs associ<lted with packaging. preservation, transportl,tion, etc. FMC is paying a prorated share
of the overall inst:lllation base operating cost.
FMC is sharing corporate knowledge gained
from extensive experience with other uccessful high-rate production progr-.uns (e.g.,
the Bradley Fighting Vehicle) with LEAD. FMC
production and management techniques
(such as MRP II, assembly line set-ups, and
"just-in-time" inventory management) u ed
for Paladin are applicable to other programs
at LEAD. Palad.iJl·s innovative business practi es have demonstrated tile transition ofmodem theory into profitable practice. The modem ffianuf<lcruring experience is a valuable
by,product of thJ partnership that enhances LEAD's competitiveness for future
program.
THE PALADIN PRODUCfION ENTERPRISE IS A WIN-WI STRATEGY FOR BOTH
THE ONTRACfOR AND 11IE GOVERNMENT.
TI,e 1'<lladin Enterprise represent the team
effort of many organizations. For more
infonnatioll, contact LTC Cartwright at
(201)724-2;72; Jerry
ilterhouse, chief,
Production Engineering DiviSion, Letterkenny
Anny Depot, at (J 17)267-'iXJ77; or Peter orr,
general manager, United Defense, L_P., Paladin Production DiviSion, at a 17)261-;903.

LTCCHARIESA. CARnVRIGHTis
the product manager for Paladin/
Field Attillery A mmullition Supporl
Vehicle (FAASV) in tbe Program Executive Qfficefor Field Artillery Systems. He holds a B.S. degt'ee from
Florida Soulbern College and an M.5.
degree in contracting management
from the Florida lItstitute of Technology.
TOM CARR is a COllsultanlfor lhe
Camber Corporation who specializes
in support ojproducl development
programs. He has prOVided the Paladin Program with production
analysis, Iralegy and planning
since 1985, He has a B.S. degree in
eleclrical engineering and has per-formed graduale study in projecl
management and bebavioral science.
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OWNING THE WEATHER
The Environmental Side
of the Information War
By Dr. Mary Ann Seagraves
and Richard J. Szymber
Introduction
"Owning the weather" (OTW) i a VISion
for battlefield weather support to assist the
Army in achieving its objectives more effectively. The OTW tbmst consists of:
• Using knowledge of battlefield environmental conditions and their effects on
friendly and enemy systems, operations, and
tactics to gain a deci ive advantage over opponents; and
• Exploiting and improving weather-related
technological adV'dlltages ofour battlefield systems over hostile y tems, making weather
a force multiplier.
The OTW approa h i a major factor in
"winning the infonnation war." It encompasses providing bauletield wcatller information never before available to com.manders and assessing weather effects, aHowing
us to ascertain advantages over the enemy.
We can then use our combat systems and sensors to our advantage by knowing when and
how weather conditions are affecting battlefield combat power at ali times dUring an
operation.
As the emy move into the 21st century
with an ever-diminishing base of resources,
we must find ways 10 achieve our m; sions
mote efficiently and effectively. One opportunity to acquire a force mldtiplier is to
exploit the emerging computer and electronic
technologies tllat will enable u to win the
information war. Winning the information
war includes owning the night, owning the
speclntm, and digitizing the battlefield. BUl
to succeed at night operations and to provide the right data at the right time and place,
knowledge of tlle environment is essential.

Weather and War
The pages of history poignantly document
weather' effects on wars, war fighters, and
weapons. A great many battle oU(comes have
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depended on weather, among them Waterloo, Trenton, Opl."J'"dtion Overlord, and tJ,e Battle of the Bulge. Some warriors who shaped
the course of history used the wC'dther tn gain
an advantage, while others were mercilessly vlctimized by vlleather conditions. For example, in 217 B.c. Hannibal gained an advantage by positioning himself between the
Roman armies and their capita! after marching 40,000 troops over the now-packed
moumain passes and then through treacherous marshe -believed to be impas able
during the spring floods. More recelllly, the
war in the Persian Gulf stier d us with images of vehicles stranded because of ,vi mer
rains, and of the burning Kuwaiti oil fields
that generated dense moke and obscured

tems. Chemical agems and obscurants rno e
,md disperse according to wind direction and
speed, turbLtJence, and temperature. Accu.-dte, timely knowledge of the weather and
its impact on friendl)' and cnuny m teliel and
openuions provides an a(lvanuise and .. combat mUltiplier.

vision.

conlmanders [0 rapidly develop \var game

Owning The Weather
The modern era of rapidly changing
thrc:lts creates an i.mpelus (0 fieJd new technology and weapon systems qUickly. Development of "all-weather' weapon systems
and sensors is very co t1yand involves considerable technical risk. We C'lIl, however,
pr vide a near all-weather capability to the
comnl:mder ...vith minimal investment in
weather exploitation technology. Proper use
of this technology wiIJ supply an effective capability within the next decade. OTW wiil
enable commanders to exploit knowledge of
the weather and its effects, turning the
weather from foe to friend.
The atmosphere affects nearly :dl AmlY systems, especiaJly tJle newer, high-tech smart
irnagers, seekers, and munitions. For example, haze and fog can severely degrade [arget recognition and acqui ition devices, and
dense fog could render them useless. Precipitation is a concern not only for trafficability, bur it also degrades optical and infrared
devices, and can even incapacitate radar sys-

A Combat Multiplier
Our ability to own the weather, used in
conjunction with tbe Army Tactical Command and Control Stem, wilJ provide commanders with a combat multiplier tJ,at .oows
them to exploit uperior knOWledge of the
environment and it effects. Some examples
of OTW teclmolob'Y are:
• Tactical Decision Aids (TO ) permit
courses of action; determine probable effects
friendly and enemy systems, tactics and
doctrine; and incorporate weather effects intO
mctical planning and operations.
• Accurate and timely meteorological information throughout the battlefield is critieal in meeting the requu-ements of accurate
predicted fire support. The ability to acquire
'lIld apply accurate meteorologi a! data is a
major 'tdvant<1ge for shon- and long-range f1l"C,
AnTIy aviation, and air defense artillery.
• The assessment of the effccts of the
weadler on terrain and on tJ,e <1bility of friendly'1I1d enemy weapons systems to negotiale
that terrain, aids in deciding on effective offensive or defensive courses of action. Mobility and counter·mobility inFom13tion puts
frienclly and enemy capabilitJe' into perspective and allows commanders to concentrdte their forces at tJ,e most advantageous
places and times.
00

Weather For Winning
The heart of the 01W capability i embodied in me "Weather For Winning"
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process, a strategy for exploiting the battlefield environment.

First, weather conditions Illust be observed
before they can be foreca t and onverted
inw weather intelligcnce. OTW begins with
timely, accurate meteorological observations.
Observations over target areas require gre>1I
dctail and high resolmion ,md accuracy. TI,CSC
data are diflicultto collect. but have the highest potential payotf as a combat multiplier.
Theater observations are also of vital inlportance, but generally require less detail and
resolution. AJlthe rL'fJuired observations can·
not be supplied by any single sensing system.
Rather, a uite of complementary and syn·
ergistic sensing ·ystems-space·based, airborne, and ground-based-is necessary to pro,ode ob tVations at the reqUired accuracies,
resolurions, and coverage. Some of the reo
quired data c;)n be extracted from measurements imended for purpo es other than
weather. For cxample, wind infoml'lIion may
be obtained from some type of radar data.
O'ata from every a,e,tihlble sensing system must
then be validatcd and aSSimilated to build a
complete horizontal and venical picture of
the atDlosphere.
The second stcp in the process involves
the processing and distribution of mis ion·
specific observations. foreca ts. and weather intelligence infomlation. TI,e Integrated
Mcteor logical System (IMETS) prm'ides
this capability. IMr:rS is a mobile, t:tctical, automated wcatller <Llta system designed to provide timely weather and environmental effectS forecasts, observations, and decision aid
inforn13[ion [0 appropriate command elements. LM ETS uses existing Anny ammon
hardware/software, standard integrated comDl:Uld post shelters, tactical vehicles and com·
murticati ns, and specialized software and
weather products to pro\'ide a complete battlefield weather system.
TI,e tllird step in the process is the generation of the weather effecL~ infomlation for
planning mctical operations and for making
dccisioos in combat. TIlis type of infomlation
is critical throughout the milita.ry decisionmaking process, from intelligence preparation of the banlefield (IPB) to ,nission
execution.

rPB, TDAs, and war-g'lI11ing are aU means
h)' which commanders quickly and accurately
ca.n detemline the weather effects on impending operations and to change or modify action a ordingly. TDAs nOt only provide information about weather impacts on
friendl)' systems, but also show the commander if and when weather conditions give
him an advantage over the enemy. 01\V capabilitie provide commanders confidence
that tIleir plans have fully incorporated U,e
impacts weather might have on their operations and mi. sion.

Tomorrow's Battlefield
The faU of the Soviet nion and domestic
pres."ures to reanalyze commitments of resources require new, innovative approach-
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es in the development of doctrine, leaders,
organizations, training, and materiel. Army
Bartle Labs serve as the bridge between development of operational concepts and
doctrine based on the old theater threat of
the Cold War era and the ana.lysi of reo
qltiremenrs and capabilities for a global "Force
Projeclion Anlly" faced with new and un·
predictable furure threats.
The Battle Labs, Ule link between battlc
dytlamics and modernization requirements,
pro,ode an excellent pro'ong ground for possible aJternatives with the insertion of van·
ous technologies into the hands of soldiers.
These teciulOlogy insertions rake place
where warfare is raught and where the capability exists to test solution to potential
threats. se of weather scenarios and weaUler effecrs infomlation dramatic;illy increases the level of re,Uism in the Battle I.ab en,'ironment. Exercising these capabilities is key
to including weaU,er in openltions planrting
and in building confidence in battlefield
wc<tther data gatllering and proces ing.
The Anny is beginrtiog to rely on computt'rgenerated, s)'ntlleric en\'ironmenrs to meet
training, resting, combat simulation. and 01'emtional planning needs, For such environments to be trWY realistic, they mu I ponray
accurate and timely wearher influences.
The Anny Research L,bonuory is working
with the Army Corp of Fngineers to introduce realistic environmeoml e1t'lllents such
as haze, fog, precipitation, and bartlefidd obscurants into such scenes for the Ballle Llbs.
Computer models for the diffusion and mixing of smoke witllin a forest canopy can portray simultaneously atmospheric effect for
sensors ranging from visible direct-view optics to infrared thermal viewers.

Louisiana Maneuvers
Equally important as the Battle UIbs in the
development of new solutions to potential
threats is U,e Loltisiana Maneuvers (LAM) initiative. Because tI,C Battle Llbs will be linked
to lAM, it is essemial that weather applications used in the Battle Labs be carried over
to lAM. Use of accurate weather information
in lAM will allow realistic experimentation
and analysis of requirements for force projection operations, combat operations, and
operations other than war. Th.is use of weather information will also enhance the effons
of leaders at aU le,'els working in the lAM
environment to fi,nd new ways to achieve advant;lges over the enemy_

The lAM process stresses experimentation
by simulation, but widl real soldiers and units.
Actual weaU,er data gives inluJatiOns and war
games a realism that the use of climatology
or assumed atmospheric conditions cannot
achieve. TIlus, sinllliations em realistically de·
pictthe battlefield for both tmining and evaluation of emdidare weapon and targeting systems. For example, consider a ca e of
reduced atmospheric visibiliry and its effect

Our ability
to own
the weather,
used
in conjunction
with
the Army
Tactical
Command
and Control
System,
will
provide
commanders
with a
combat
multiplier
that allows
them
to exploit
superior
knowledge
of the environment
and its
effects.

on the Olllcome of a tank battle. In Figure

I, the visibility is 4 km, 'Illd both sides can
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see the target about equally well. When visibility drops to 2 kin, shown in Figure 2, the
enemy can no longer see us with Ills optical
(Le., visible) aquisition system, but we can
see him with our infrared ensor and now
we have a dear advantage. Use of till type
of realistic simulation helps to train commanders to enhance their warfighting capability by exploiting the weather.

Conclusion
Owning the weather pro'>ides an effective,
near all-weather capability enabling the
Army more efficiently to seek and destroy its
enemies on the battlefields of tomorro with
a ignificant contribution to winning the infonnation war. The Army needs advanced meteorolOgical observing, analysis. assimilation,
processing, modeling, weather effects interpretation, and dissemination techniques
and sy terns to support commanders imo the
next century, and thereby allow them to own
the weather. The complete owning the
weather capability can be a reality by the end
of the next decade.

Figure 1.

DR. MARY ANN SEAGRAVES is a
upe,-visory meteorologist with tbe
Army Research Laborat01y. She
holds bachelor's and master's degrees
in mathematics and a Ph.D. in atmospheric science. She is currently
acting chiefofthe Battle Weather Division oftbe Battlefield Environment
Directorate.
RICHARD j. SZYMBER is a meteorologist with the Battlefield Environment Directorate ofthe Army Research Laboratory. He hold a
bachelor' degree in geograpby and
a masters degree in atmospheric sciences. He is involved in research in
satellite meteorology in addition to
developing owning the weather concepts and pmgmms.

Figure 2.
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TESTING AT
U.S. ARMY YUMA PROVING GROUND'S
MINE, COUNTERMINE,
AND DEMOLITIONS COMPLEX
The 1988 Base Realignment and Closure
Commlssion's decision to close U.S. Army Jd·
ferson Proving Ground and transfer the ammunition production acceptance test mission
to .. Army Yuma Proving Ground may have
been a blessing in disgui e. Faced with this
ituation. senior Army planners found themselves in a unique position. It was as if some·
ODe had asked, "If we could start allover
again, improve the facility and use new technology, how would we design it differently?"
Relative to mine, countermine and demolitions (MCD) testing, answering !hi h)'pothetical question has produced the safest,
most adaptable and one of the most up-todate MCD test facilities in the world today.
Located under the clear skies of southwest
Arizona's hot Sonoran Desert, U.. Aml)'
Yuma Proving Ground's Walter DeGrande
MCD Test Complex incorporate digital data
processing, allows real-time data gathering
and offers the abUlty to eJectrorucally transmit test data directly to the custOmer. Test
developers are now able to test their products in "tactical real life" and a multitude of
"what if" cenario -all at one location.
In addition to general testing, specific procedure and robotic equipment have been
deveJ ped which provide the capability of
detailed failure analy i of tactical high ex·
plosive mine duds without expo ing per'
sonnel to safety hazards. Failure analysis of
actual test munitions provides the customer
with specific data on mine malfunctions without ti,e added expense of attempting to simulate the failure mode.
Present test operations include mine system deployment and functioning while
measuring deployment velocity, mine paoern
dispersion, and individual mine functioning
times. Testing at Yuma's MCD complex in·
cludes lot acceptance and engineering eval·
ualion testing of tile Volcano Mine System,
catti ter and individual anti-tank mines, ur·
veiJlance testing ofvarious mine systems such
as the Modular Pack Mine System (MOPMS)
and Pursuit Deterrent Munitions (PDM), and
render safe/disposal demolition procedural
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tests. A static firing explosivel)'-fomled pen·
etrator range is being designed to enlmnce
the complex's capability. TI,e open field test
facility began operation in April, 1994, with
lot accepmnce testing of the M87 Volcano
Callister Minc System.

testing capabilities unique 10. d,e test and ev.uuation community. Ron)asper, test director
at VPG' MCD complex, states tbe facilitie
complemeOl eadl other. ·You can do tllings
in closed chambers that you can't do On an
open field-and vice versa," said Jasper. "Also,
bcalUse the data is collected at a single location, it's easier to consolidate into a single
test sequence." The open field facility han·
dles "real world" tests while the closed ch:un·
bers simul:lle a variety of controlled "worst
case" scenarios.

MCD Test Complex

Open Field Facility

This new facility at Yuma Proving Ground
couples state-of-the-art technology, equipment
and capabilities with a highly experienced
staff of munitions experts. Munitions and demolition test customers benefit from a real·
time data acquisition system, digital data
processors and failure analysis as Yuma Provo
ing Ground personnel perform requested
test. Test technicians adapt and customize
the facility to each customer's specific
needs, unhindered by noise abatement program and "lost time" due to thermal inversions and inclement weather frequently en·
countered at other test locations.
The open test field ,clo ed test cells, and
control center of the MCD complex provide

TIle pen field test facility consists of two
test fields separated by adequate di tance to
allow independent operations to occur on
each field at the s.une tim . Each field is made
up of six fully instrumented te t cells, each
cell of which measures 60 meters b)' 100 meters in size (approximately the area of a foot·
h
ball field).
Dedicated "",'trlUllentation indud 24 high
resolution video da!., collection canleras ,,~th
15X telephoto lense which are mounted
around the te t fields to moni1o.r test oper·
ations. Remotely controlled from the s.tfety
f the control center, the video system fea·
tures videotape recorders. digital frame
gr-abber and time code insertion units for
each camern. An acou tical microphone arra)' prOVides independeOl monitoring of all
test opemtion ,including mine function and
location.
A four bay ammunition tempemture con·
ditioning and staging are-a with overhead and
side fragmentation protection is centrally 10'
cated between the two test fields. Temper·
ature conditioning chambers are remotely
monitored and operated from the control
center.
An oll·site we-atl]er station provides cUmatic
daw. Weather data is monitored on an aroundthe-clock basis and is time coded and digi·
tally stored in the control building.
For Family of Scatterable Mine (FASCAM)
lesting, each teSl nlUll.ition is remotely
armed by specified mine air launchers and

By Ron Jasper
and Mary Ball

Test engineers designed an armored robotic vehicle to safely
remove mines at the Mine, Countermine and Demolitions Test Complex's two open field test areas.
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is deployed onlO the open test field. In addition to velocity acquisition and acoustical
and video monitoring, the open test field design also provides for magnetic target simulation, physical disturbance and target penetration evaluatiOn capabilities. Provisions have
been made for the facility to accommodate
future digital (fiber-<lptic and radio frequency) control and monitOring capabilities.

Closed Chamber Facility
This portion of dle MCD Test Complex provides a carefully controlled test environment
to support tactical munitions testing in a limited area witbout exposing personnel or
equipment to unacceptable risk.
Each of the facility's 30 individual teel testing chambers is fully instrumented to provide
digital timing of munition arming and functioning characteristics by acoustic monitOring, magnetic target simulation, remote
physical disturbance, amlor penetl"dtion and
target penetration, and warhead evaluatinn.
Each steel chanlber is located inside a concrete bunker to contain mine fragments and
allow overpressure venting.
A four bay ammunition temperature conditioning and staging are-d with overhead ;Uld
side fragmentation protection is centl"dl.ly located near the te t chambers. TIle temperature conditioning unit have remote opera·
tional controls and 24-hour digital monitoring
located within tbe central control building.
After each test munition i manually
armed, it is deployed into the test cell b
launching it witb an air gun, and colliding it
against a simulated impact medium. This represents a tactical 'worst case" deployment
scenario. The cell is then sealed closed. This
method oftesting permits the conduct of high
volume test operations in a relatively small
te t area witb minimum exposure of personnel and equipment to fragmentation hazards. Additionally, test engineers can easily
control tbe munition under test to negate outide inJJuences on the munition dlat may COtrupt test results.

Control Building
The contrnl center is centrally located between the open field and closed chamber test
facilities. Test data is collected and recorded at individual work stations and digitally
networked throughout the control center to
proVide real time data reporting. The central
location of the center provides ub tantial
cOst savings to the cu tOmer by allowing test
instrumentation and operations personnel to
simultaneousLy control botb test facilities.
Instrumentation at tile control center includes remote control centers for data and
security video systems, temperature conditioning chambers, on-site climate monitoring,
acoustical scoring, radio frequency measurement equipment, and wave fonn generators.

The test director' workstation provides Information and equipment to calculate cost
estimates, produce test records and reports,
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A mine detonates at the U_S. Army
Yuma Proving Ground's Mine,
Countermine and Demolitions Test
Complex last year.
and analyze data. Video safety monitoring and
technical representative work areas are al~o
incorporated.
TIle communications network for thc building consists of copper cables (ranging from
three-pair to 200-pair) and fiber-<lptic cables
(both 24 and 36 fiber), with over 100 m.iJes
of cable networking the entire complex.
A video array workstmion provides for mine
field monitoring, video recording, video scoring of function times Rnd deployment positioning, and digital enhancement.
An electronics workstation RlJows remote control of data proc sors, an acoustical scoring array of function events and p0sitions, radio frequency srrengtb monitoring
and magnetic signal/target simulation generation.
Controls for each temperature conditioning unit (fCU) provide remote operations and
monitoring of TCUs, capability for adjustment
of TC temperatures, emergency shutdowns, and botil audio alann and video TCU
monitoring. Real time temperature chart genel"dtion and digital temperature data storage
is also provided.
The control building's meteorological
monitoring stalion prOVides remote monitoring of the MCO complex's meteorological tower, Monitored data includes minute,

hourly, and daily meteorological measurements, real tinlC temperature generation, and
digital meteorological data storage.

State-of-the-Art Operations
Although Yluna Proving Ground's Mines,
Countemline and Demolitions Test Complex
was initially built to support the development
of the FanJ.ily of SCanerable Mines (FASCAM),
tile facility was designed to suppon a \vide
variety of munitions testing into the 21st century. The "state-<lf-tile-art" MCD complex incorporate hard wire and fiber optic digital
command and control systems in what bas
become one of tile most modem, comprehensive and adaptable MCD test complexes
in the world. Spare hard wire and fiber optic
cable has becn nlD dlroughout the f:tcility to
proVide adaptability for future testing requirements. These unique capabilities provide
customers with a one- top ccoter that truly
meets present and future testing challenges.

.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground personnel have e..-rablished rigid policies to perform
each te t procedure. Using standing operatlngprocedures developed at Jefferson Proving Ground, Yuma test directors have carefully developed checklists to guide all testing
phases, on a tep-by-step basis. These twoperson checklists are similar to those used
by airline pilots.
Yuma Proving Ground has also carefully
designed and implemented a thorough operator training program. ALI operators are
trained and certified in this program before
working on tests at the MCD compLex. This
provides operators with mission experience
and exposure to afety concerns and reduces
human error during testing.
All faciliti and equipment for the test cornplex were designed with personnel safety in
mind. Workers are protected from di.recr exposure to exploding test munitions by custom-designed armored vehides, shelters, or
di tance.
At the end of each test phase, mine field'
are clcarcd of all high explosive materi;lls.
Maintaining the fields in this m:mner prevents
tile development of a "no-man's land" fnr future gcnerations to cope with and increa. ed
long-term cleanup costs. lbrough the diligclll
removal of unexploded munitions from the
facility after each test, eventual cleanup co ts
have bcen minimized.
Yuma Proving Ground's MCD planners
have succeeded in designing a flexible, modem test facility that incorporatcs rigid safety procedures with a respon ible environmental outlook. The complex is another
exanlple of the constant search by Yuma
Proving Ground' motivated, expericnced,
and highly skilled teanl of engineers and technicians for new methods, equipment, Rnd designs to improve test opemtions and reduce
customer costs.

RONJASPER is a 10-year Anny
civil service veteran who relocated
to u.s. Army Yuma Proving Ground,
AZ, as part of the BRAe missiontransfer from jeffer-son Proving
Ground, IN. A/ormer const/ucfion
enginee/; he is considered an expert
on the test and evaluation ofthe Family ofSeattemble Mines (FASOtM).
MARY BALL is an Army community services peeialist at U.S. Arn~y
Yuma Proving Ground, AZ. She became a Department q! Anny civilian in 1984 and has worked in a variety ofpositions,
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Introduction
'n,is anicle is based on my last assignment
as a contracting officer ill Central and South
America, My primary assignment was to SUI"
pon engineer task force that deployed from
the continental nited States to provide nation builcling assiscance to countries throughout the Southern Command theater. The comments in thi anicle are exclusively my
opinion and are intended 10 assist engineer
units with their deplo)'ment planning.
In la)'fllen tenninology, Contingency can·
tracting is the process of proViding goods ,tnd
services to troop down range using host nation vendors to U,e maximum extent practicable. Th; , of course. is a simplified definition and is nO! to be taken a all-inclusive.
However, jt prOVides a good foundation for
the rest of the anicle.
ontingency contracting is not new. but
it is receiving a great deal of attention since
the faU of the Berlin Wall ,md the end oft'he
Cold War. Inste:ld of focusing on European
defensive and offensive military strategy, we
are now concentrating our effons on con·
tingency oper'dtions. In light of thi , contingency contracting has come 10 the forefront
of opemtions planning foi'deployments outside the continental United States (OCONUS).

Six Tips For Customers
I am convinced tbat too many military personnel do not understand contracting procedure and their role in the process. Customers (the end users) have a need to know
procurement. Why? Because the process does
not start mltil the customer initiates a request
which can be fonnal or informal. Contmry
to popular belief, the customer is the key 10
successful contingency contracting, not the

CONTINGENCY
CONTRACTING
IN
CENTRAL
AMERICA
By MAJ Preston Butler Jr.

contraCting activity. The importance of the

eu tomer's participation i discussed below.
There are ix major i ues to consider for
every deployment and, if perfomled, wiU significantly inlprove U,e procurement proce
and logistics planning.
• KnollJ Your Requirements. Know supply and senlice r<:<1'Urements thoroughly. Ambiguiry and ball park figures are lethal in the
cont.mCling world. For in tan e, if you say
"I need five 4x4 vehicles with AM/FM radios,
air conclitioning, he:lt, tinted windows, and
eight-passenger capaciry, it sounds very descriptive. However, there 'lfe several bits of
information missing. What type of fuel (i.e.
diesel nr lUlleaded), what rype of transmission (i.e. aut.omatic/standard), acceptable year
model (i.e. 1991 or better)' All of t11is may
sound somewhat picky and trivial, but it is
e .ntial. me comllries may not have diesel
fuel or may charge a much t.hat it is too expensive to purchase. Additionally, planning
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must he tailored for each coumry because
they are aU clifferen\. When a critical specification is ontitted, many contractors take Ule

liberty of filling the gap with whatever they
mink is best. So, do your bomework and gather as much information as pos>ibk. Allenrion
to detail is paramount.
• Pum Early. Start pl,mning early. One yellt
prior to start of exercise is nonnaUy sufficient.
Most units know well in advance when they
will deploy on an annual rotation exercise.
Task force commanders are Llomlally selected
18 to 24 momhs in advance. I recommend
each task ~ rce designate at least two represematives who are fanliJiar wit.h the supply and service requirements. YOll should pre·
pare a tentat.ive estimate of supply 'Illd
services (such as bill of materiel and WillSponation nceds), and then contact the contracting office for support. By prOViding the

procurement officer a copy of the estimate,
he or she can recommend change and ensure you are preparing it in sufficient delail.
The key is to swrr early enough to allow for
changes. If you do not start before the [nitial Planning Conference or first formal meet·
ing, you are already behind.
• Contact the Local Contracting Office. I
st rongly recommend you link up widl the
contracting office that will be supporting you.
Find out what they require in terms of lead
time and paperwork. Le:,d times may vary by
comm,md, but four months for a formal contract (>$100,000) is a good "rule ofthmnb."
Someone coined a phrase that said, "knowledge is power." lms can not be overstated
when dealing with contracting issues.
• Assist tbe Contracting OJJicer. No one
knows your needs better than you. It is critical that the customer be part of the market
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When we
are on
foreign
soil,
we must
remember
we are
ambassadors
in uniform.
We must
put our
best foot
forward
especially
during
recurring
exercises.
survey te:tnl to verify the specifications on
the requirement document (normally :t DA
Form 39')3, Purchase Request Rnd Commitment). The two biggest challenges customers
tend to have are; late submission of requirements and inadequRte deSCriptions on
the DA FOlm 39')3.
Both challenges can be managed by starting the procurement proce early. However, descriptions still pose Runique challenge
when dealing with foreign vendors. Our terminology m.1Y Th1Ve a differem me'Uling in
places like Bolivia and HoodurRS. One technique I found very useful W".IS to include drawings or pictures of the requested supplies e:>peciaUy if the items were unique.
During a market survey in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, Ihe description and pecifications the
ustomer provided was for a hot water tank
that was significantly larger in South America than in the U.., with the SRme specifications. TIlere was nothing wrong with the
specifications as long as I was procuring the
item in the United States. Here was a case
where another eountry had the same pee·
ifications, but a different item.
FOrtlUlately, the task force sent a repreemative along who was able to phy ically
identify the exaCt water tank needed 10 complete a project. Had he not been there, we
would have purchased the wrong item. 0
the lessons learned are: prepare your specifications based on the country you will op-
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erate in, 31ld budget for a couple of OCO
temporary duty trips to conduct market surveys md site visits.

• Invite Contracting Representatives to
Key Meetings. Invite a contracting repreentative to all plaruJing onferences, especially the initial planning conference, and any
critical in·process reviews (IPRs) or site urvel's. Failure to do a will Oaly decrease dle
likelihood of having all contractual arrangemems in place when required. Inviting contracting represcotatives early in me plaJIDing
pha e helps the contracting activity with
scheduling because they are always working
on multiple exercises sinlUJtaneously. 0, if
j'OU wait until the last minute to send them
m invitation, they may not be able to accommodate you due to prior commltments.
• Follow tbe Rules. The procuremenL
proce is stacked with an overwhelnJiog
amount of cumbersome rules which me contracting community has recognized. Steps are
being taken to improve the process as evidenced by the recent signing of dIe FedernI
Acquisition Streamlining Act. As a customer, l'oU are not expected to know all the
niles. Nevertheless, if you apply me five pre·
ceding steps, you will become very familiar
wim the process and tlle rules you need to
know.
Too OlaJ1y people want to take shortcuts!
Shortcuts get you in trouble and should not
he confused with treamlining. They are not
synonymous. There are several laws, regulations, and poUcies tlJat govern procurement
tlJat can nOL be taken lightly. Contacting your
contracting office may help you learn Lhe
rules, but you have LO he disciplined enough
to follow them.
With every deployment, something is overlooked until you are 00 the ground. If it is a
ritical oversight, the grolllJd commander
quiLe often give 311 order mat sounds like
this-"make it happen." By the Lone of his
voice, you uoderstand that he wants it d ne
inlmeclJately. Unfortunately, maJlY contracting issues can not be fi...xed overnight without bending the rules and placing someone
in a compromising position. In my limited
experience, I've noticed most task force com·
manders do not want to accept the fa t that
a contracting issue can not be resolved qUickly. The possibUiry of a sinl3tion occurring like
thi is one of the reasons contracting officets
normally do not report directly to the
ground commander. If rules are violated and
it is discovered during an investigation, the
commmder mighL get reprimanded or reo
Iieved, hut the coner-acting officer cotlld lose
hi warrant (procurement audlOrity) and be
incarcerated.
While on an exercise in the country of Belize. Central America, one of the ground commmders kept demanding I purchase ome
items t1,at could not be hought widl exercise

fuods. I tOld him repeatedly tMt the items
could not be purchased with me color of
money I had at my disposal. A stated earlier, knowing the rules of engagement is one
thing, following the rules is aJlother Uling.
Many solcliers are under the inJpre sion mat
when you are down range, you are allowed
to manipulate the rules. This is not only false,
but it can be a career-eoding assumption.
Well, I don't want to leave you hanging, so
here's the rest of the tory.
ince ·00" is an unacceptable response
from a Staff officer to a commander (lIDless
dIe directive is illegal), I had to do something.
FortulJately.1 was able to find a vendor who
was willing to loan use of the upplies. To my
knowledge, there ,,-"-as no regulation, la ,or
policy that probibited US from borrowing supplies. So we used the items and returned Lhem
to the supplier aL me end of the exercise.
A1though!hi ituation turned OUl okay, il
could have gotten ugly. The best advice Is
to let the contracting oflictals do their job aJ1d
for the sake of the mission, work With mem.
After all, contingency contracting officers are
graded 00 how well they support an exercise. The grade the exercise receives is normaUl' a reflection of the qualiry of support.

Conclusion
When we are on foreign soil, we must reo
member we are Ambassadors in uniform. We
must put our best foot forward especially during recurring exercises. Some governments
are not very forgiving. Adclitionally, when our
actions l1arnJ or upset :t COntractor, he may
be reluctant to do bu iness with us during
future exercises. If he is th.e only game in
tOwn, we wil1 have a very large obsta.cle to
overcome. He might increase prices aJ1d justify it as a cosl of doing business with me U. .
government.
Remember, tlle keys to suc essful contingency contrncting are the cusLomer, early planning, and early involvement by contracting personnel. If you need help, contact
your nearest contra ting activity.

MAl PRESTO BUlZER JR. is an
ordnance officer on a Training With
Indust'ly assignment at Rockwell Inlernational Corp .. Tactical

~ tems

Division, Duluth, GA. He holds an
M.B.A. from Babson College in
Wellesley, MA.
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Introduction
The modem Army utilize state-of-the-art
test equipment to ensure that its persoonel
and systems of all types receive the proper
support to maintain readiness and safety.
Army test equipment is used for a wide Vllriety of me-dSurements in physical, electrical,
optical and radiac-re1ated applications. The
U.S. Army Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic
Equipment Activity (USATA), located at
Redstone Arsenal, AL, is tasked with the support of 650,000 pieces of test equipment located throughout the world. A large percentage of that equipment is eLectronic in
narure, requiring calibration support of
such parameters as voltage, resistance, Cur·
rent, power and complex impedance.
Voltage is an important measurement parameter in the modern Army with an
increased reliance on electronic sensing,
guidan e and communication. Accuracy req uiremenrs of a few parts per million are common among modem test instrumenrs and
even better measurement standards and techniques are required to eflSure those accuracies. Jo ephson afrdY voltage standards are
an emerging technology that promises to
change the way tile Army supports voltage
parameters in test, measurement, and diag.
no tic equipment (TMDE).
TheJosepbson array voltage standard is an
intrinsic standard, meaning the derived values are based on physical constants and can
be produced at any location with eqmtl accuracy without the age-old dependen e on
traveling artifact standards to provide traceability to higher level standards at the USATA's
U.S. Army Primary Standards Laboratory Di·
rectorate (USAPSID) or the National Instirute
of Standards and Technology (NIST). Josephson array voltage standards are typically used
to measure stable, solid- tate voltage reference . However, they can also be u ed for
special testing of voltage linearity on resistive dividers and digital voltmeters. LaboralOries using tbeseJosephson arr.y standards
have achieved accuracies on the order of a
few parts per billion. a capability lhat satisfies virtually every known DC voltage mea·
surement requirement.

History

HIGH ACCURACY
INTRINSIC
VOLTAGE
STANDARDS
By Brian R. Moore
er 10 more than 10 volts. These arrays were
con trueted using microwave monolithic integrated circuit (MM1C) technology lO place
more than 20,000 junctions in series on a cllip
half the ize of a postage stamp. ntil 1993,
only the 1ST lab ralories in Boulder, CO,
had the capability to produce these circuiL~.
TIle m.anunlcruring yield of working arrays
has typical!)' been very low. The arrays have
been very fragile and could even be dt'StfOyed
by prolonged exposure to air due to the moisture in the atmosphere. Over tlle ~lSt 20 re:lfS,
improvements in computns and high-resoLution digit'u voltmeters have Virtually eliminated the tedium of the Josephson array me:'surement._. Even though igoiticant advances
have occurred, the number of operdting
Josephson array systems has been Iimitecl,o
less than a dozen in the nited Slales. Rea·
sons indude the lack of availability of
josephson arrars and the compleXity of the
associated equipment. The arrays require

cryogenic cooling, pro\'ided by expensive liquid helium at four degrees Kelvin. Also, a
ource of stable microwave energy at an accurately known frequency (typically, 7Q.80
GHz) is required.
Highly trained personnel are required to
opemte and diagno e problems with today's
existing ystems. I'igure 1 shows tJleJo eph·
son array ystem at the
APSLO with the
computer, voltmeter, frequency counler, he·
Iium dewar and other ancillary equipment.

A Combined Effort
11Je USATA has been an active participant
in jo ephson arra), research for m,my years
and recentiy took the initiative to adV'"dnce
tile technology to I he next level. Wide pread
deployment ofJosephson army devices wil!
require a reliable source of robust, afford"ble
arrays. implified supporting equipment, and
software that will detect and orrecl problems lhat might clefe"t a nO\~ce operator.

Figure 1.
The Josephson
array system.

The Josephson effect has been known for
about three decades. The phenomenon has
beeo used 10 define and maintain the accuracy of this country's lega! volt at me 1ST
in Gaithersburg, MD, for more than two
decades. The first attempts at comparisons
between joseph on devices and other voltage standards were very tedious and often
inaccurate because of the millivolt output lev·
els of the earlyJosephson devices and tile requirement to resolve minute differences Witil
the human eye on me graduated scale of a
light beam galvanometer.
As tedmology emerged. arrays of josephon junctions in series were constructed to
raise the output voltage to a level that was
more convenient, first one volt and then lat·
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improved because more 3C urate tandards
are on hand at a lower level which can be
acces ed more quickly.
The goal for future generations of tcsl
equipment is to have embedded stand;Lrds
lll1d diagnostics. Tbese smart instrument
could ensure dleir own accLm'cy wid]oul the
requirement for convention:t1 calibration.
When a malfunction curs, the in InlnlL'11LS
would also tell dle Am])' tecl1J1ician what is
wrong and how 10 fix il.
Allod,er promising eXllJnple of intrinsic
electrical standllrds is the quantum Hall ef·
fect resistance standard. TI,ese landards produce extremely accumte resistllnces in Ihe
presence of cryogeni temperature and inlense magnetic fields.
Furure rese-drch in quantum Hall effect resistance technology and josephson array technology will be directed at testing materials
wWch might be capable of producing these
phenomenon at ambiem temperatures. The
use of these high tcmpemlure supercon·
ductors cotdd virtuall' eliminale the reo
quiremenr for tbc complex equipment associated with cryogenic cooling.

Summary
Figure 2.
The mounted Josephson array.
A program funded by the USATA and ex·
ecuted in a cooperative effort by the U ATA,
the NIST, the Army Research Laboratory
(ARL) and a private company, HYPRES Inc.,
ha made progress toward that goal. HYPRES
improved the NIST design in their fabrication
facility lit Elmsford, NY, to produce all·niobium Josephson arrays, eliminating the lelld
content of ellrlier lelId·niobium lIITlIYs which
limited their life and cau ed them to be very
fragile. 11,e fust of these new lIfflIYS have been
tested II t the USAP LO and the NI 1'. A recent lot of 33 arrays tested at the USA]' LD
produced eight working array . Figure 2
shows a mounted Jo -ephson array relldy for
final connections and immersion in the liquid helium dewar.
TI,e process d,at produced the good arrays
is well-documeoted Rnd future yields are expected to be even bener. This is a signifiC:U1t
development in josephson array technology.
A commercial company has demonstrated for
the first Lime d,at arrays can be produced in
qUlll1tities that would he required to make
josephson standards a reality at lower leveL
support ceoters. econdly, these arrdys are
more rugged than all earlier designs and will
be beuer suited to operation in harsh envirofUllents.
The ARL has been tasked widl building a
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prototype mechanically refrigerated ystem
which eliminates the requirement for liquid
helium and will reduce tbe cost of maintaining the Josephson array sy tems at Army
TMDE upport Centers. Also, single frequency
microwave sources are being investigated to
further reduce the initial costs of these syslerns and simplif)' operation.
TI,e NIST al Boulder, CO. pioneered ear·
ly josephson array technology and has developed software which monilors almost
every aspect of the measuremem proces •
providing analysis and dillgnostics which
gready simplify the measurement proce s. A
part of the
KIA·funded fumre NlST research is directed toward a digitall prograrnmabJe josephson array chip for use in
low frequency waveform symhes.is. That ef·
fort could possihly rest~t in the dcvelopmem
of an intrinsic AC voltage standard.

Future Plans

TI,e Arm)' ha been II partner in a signifiamt advancement of tecimoLogy through par.
licipation in the research and de\'e!opment
ofjosephson array voltage standards. This in~
tilltive is expected to save both money and
manpower by simplifying rhe suppOrt of important measurement [Y.lramelers in Army test
equipment worldwide, and it serve as an ex·
ample of how teclmology can work to main·
tain a high level of readine al a time when
the U ATA and the Army are reshaping to
meet the challenges of me f1lture.

BRiAN MOORE is a senior engineer and group leader in the Electrical Standards Laboratory, Army
Primaly tandards LabomtOfy Directorate, u.s. Army Test Measurel1umt and Diagllostic EqUipment Activity. He holels a B . . degree ill
elec/rical engilleerillgjrol/1 Auburn
University and bas near~y 30 years
expet'ience in the Army me/rology
and calibration program.

The USATA's long-range goal is to pl:lce intrinsic me'LSurement capabilities at the lowest possible support level in the Army. The
beneftt is two-fold. First, a tremendous sav·
ings is experienced by the elimination of all
the support equipmenl and personnel now
uired to ensure l:r:I eability to national meauremem Sllllldards. In addition, readiness is
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MILITARY
SPECIFICATIONS
AND STANDARDS:
BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE.
SOME CAUTIONS
Background

I

On)une 29, 1994, the Honorable William
J. Perry, ecretaryofDefense, signed a memorandum directing implementation. of tbe rec·
ommendations in the Report oJ the Process
Action Team on Mititmy Specifications and
Standards, Blueprint Jor Change,· April
1994. The primary objectives outlined in this
report are to:
• Ensure that system and data requirements
do not unnecessarily preclude commercial
practices;
• Express requirements a foml, fit, and
ftUlction;
• Eliminate unnecessary specifications
and standards;
• se non-government standards and
commercial item descriptions;
• Encourage industry to propose alternarive solution ;

l

.

• Ensure correct applications.
These objectives will be accomplished in
part by using performance specifications, remcting the use of military specifications and
standards, removing excessive references and
tiering of specifications, and pannering
with industry to replace military standards
with commercial standards. The recommendation are logical and are endorsed by
the complete Army chain of command.
The U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM)
understands the prinCiples of acquisition
streamlining, and fully concurs with the philosophy underlying the Process Action Team
(pAn recommendations. In fact, M1COM
conducted 17 combined industry, professional society, and government workshops
Nov. 29-30, 1994, to draft a realistic implementation plan that meets the intent of these
new initiatives. More than 600 M1COM prime
contractor and supplier specifications and
standards experts participated. Followup
meetings are being scheduled throughout CY
95 to develop detailed contractual approaches to ensure that critical missile system reliability requirements and long-teon
(1().years required, 20 years desired) storage
life requirements for our missiles and rockets will continue to be met.
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By Truman W. Howard III
and Gary B. Davis

Reliability Requirements
The beart of M1COM missile systems is the
sophisticated electronics tbat provide the capability to rapidly acquire, track, and inter·
cept targets. To meet advancing threats, missile system electronics have become mucb
more dense, sopbisticated, and complex.
ew components may be more sensitive to
the effects of temperature, mechanical
stress, and chemical corrosion. The missile
system hardware must be highly reliable, not
only at delivery, but also after transportation
and handling and 10 to 20 years of storage
in harsh environments world-wide.
To achieve high reliability for missile systems, M1COM has stressed the requirement
for high reliability soldering and parts,
process controls, additional rescreening of
selected microcircuits, and environ.mental
stress screening (ESS) of printed circuit

boards
and higber level assemblies. Data gathered
over a period of years verifies tbat the use
of high reLiabiliry soldering and parts in production increases yields and reduces the system total life cycle cost due to increased reliability.
TIle cost effective manufacturing process
outlined in the accompanying figure is
based on cost estimates from MlCOM prime
contractors. Tbe message is clear that using
higb reliability parts, along with processes
that find defects at the lowest level of manufacturing, is cost effective.
Prior to the Army implementation of Dr.
Perry's memorandum, MJCOM used tailored military specifications and standards to
en ure that the above mentioned high reliability, high quality practices would be used
to design and build missile system hardware.
ow we must carefully transition to the new
way of doing business. Government and in-

• •

dustry personnel have concerns about the
transition process that need to be considered.

Government-Industry
Experience
The Army Materiel Command has conducted roadshows to present the new ac·
quisition initiatives. Tbese roadshows, willie
providing good idea ,did not ease the concern of those that must implement the initiatives. For example, MlCOM has had to contractually "force" certain proce se on
contrdctors, who later credited the government with improving their overaU qUality and
reliability, while reducing scrap and rework
and increasing profit margins. The commercial industry, because of the intense pre&
sure of competition, has histOrically been
more willing to invest up front to gain effi·
ciencies. Since competition is very limited in
missile system procurements, the Defense in·
du try bas been reluctant to invest its capi·
tal dollars to improve processes.
Without the incentive of a contractual reo
quirement and funding to conduct certain
process improvements, most contractors .have
been willing to go ,vith the status quo. This
was true for the implemenration of ESS and
statistical process control (SPC). A few
years ago, because of tlle capital investment
costs, many government contractors were
hesitant to fuily implement ESS and Pc. In
all probability, tlley would have limited applications in their plants toctay if the government had not required them contractually. Now, most of our prime contractors are
strong supponers of ESS and SPC.
With these initiatives and other cost effective manufacturing techniques, such as
high reliability soldering and selective electronics parts rescreening, five MlCOM prime
contractors (Boeing Company, Lora! Voight
Systems, Corporation, Martin Marietta Electronics and Missiles, Rockwell International
Corporation, and Raytbeon Company) have
become higber quality producers of MlCOM
materiel. They have become recognized for
their superior efforts by admittance into tlle
government initiated Contractor Performance
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tion and tandard, the new practices must
be proven to be cost effective over the life
cycle. TI,e Am1y can ill-afford tomorrow to
have reduced the reliability of our missile
stoc)q)iIes, lowering readiness and pulling our
soldiers at risk, to save a few million dollars
by using le s reliable, cheaper parts and
processes.

Summary

-1!1OOO

Cost Effective-Manufacturing,
Certification Program (CP)2.
The new acquisition refornl policy emphasizes immediate cost reductions by using
commercial specifications and electronic devices, with little apparent concern for operations and support (0&5) costs. Lower quality and reliability will show in the weapon
sy tern inventory unless high reliability
processes are emphasized during development and production. orne at the secrerary
of Defense level em to more clearly understand thi point as shown in the recent
memo,..dOdum on the use of Ada by the acting under secretary of Delense (acquisition
and technology): ' ...other programming languages can be considered if proposed by a
contractor as part of bis best practic since
waivers to the use of Ada can be gT3J)ted,
where cost-effective, in accorcLwce with procedures established in the policy referenced above. However, such proposals require strong justification to prove that the
overalllife<ycle co t will be less than the use
of Ada will provide.
The PAT recommendations addressing the
use of military specifications and standards
in solicitations must have been misinterpreted
based on the direction that has been pas ed
down verbally to MICOM and missile project managers. The guidance being issued verbally is that all military spc...dfications and standard shnuld be removed from Army
solicitations. The PAT repon, however, recognizes the need for specifications and standards and that unique military pecifications
and standards exist. Mr. Griffin, PAT chairman, in the July-August 1994 AnllY RD&A
Bullettll, stated: "all major buyers, even commercial ones use specifications and standards
to pr cure quality products. Standards are a
critical component of international competitiven s; they contribute to higher quality at
10' er prices, increased product safety, and
reliable and common production techniques.
The PAT indicates that "common sense"
should be applied and that only essential military specifications and standards should be
used. Industry also recognizes that some miJ.
itary unIque specifications and standards have
no commercial counterparts. The M1COM
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workshop participants stated that months to
years of effort will be required by industry
and professional societies to convert them.
Given the proposed implementation schedule, the govemment will be forced to procure hardware without the benefits of specifications and standard during this transitioo
period. Industry experts have expressed their
concern. Mr. Les er, the editor of Defense
Electronics magazine, says: •Are there adequate . _ .standards that can meet existing
DOD rad-hard requirements, temperature
range requirements and hock and vibration
requirements? ..when it comes to totally removing mil-spec requirements, I question the
soundne of the directive and the logic behind it."
Similarly, a Martin Marietta manufacturing
tean1 in August 1994 required the use of ooly
solderable military specification wire. After
completing their rudy, team members said:
"I will be able to do my job in one pass rather
than 4 to 10 attempts...The Ocala team is
totally satisfied with the solderability of the
new wire bought to the improved specs...
cost performance to inlprove 6 points."
During a recent visit by government executives to the Saturn automobile plant in
middle Tennessee, it was clear that the Saturn plant relies heavily on tough specificatioos and standards and supplier oversight ro
procure and build quality hardware. Their use
of stringent specifications and standards, along
with good supplier control, has allowed them
to produce vehicle that are consumer satisfaction index rated ooly below the top--ofthe-line, and much more costly, Lexus and
Inti.niti.
Implementation of the PAT recommeodation needs to be accomplished t1lrough
a well thought-()ut plan with a reasonable
timeframe. The current implementation
schedule leaves linIe time to make the required changes to the current processes without incurring high risk.
Missiles and rockets have wlique mission
critical reliability requirements and must be
capable of storage in harsh environments for
10 to 20 years and then must work every
time! Before we throw out every specifica-

While most of the Department of Defense
(DOD) PAT recommendations are worthwhile and overdue, the way they are being
interpreted and implemented within the
Anny may seriously impact missile reliability and shelf life, and future systenl 0&5 costs.
The PAT, the commercial world, and DOD
recognize that tough pecifications and
standards are necessary to procure top quality hardware. Our dependence on unique mi1itary specifications and standards, however,
d es need to be dramatically reduced to allow maximum use of the commercial industrial base for military bardware production.
Implementation plans and schedules need
to address the concerns preseoted in this artide. TI,e MlCOM workshops on ov. 29-30,
1994, along with the followup meetings, have
made a good start on that process. The final
plan needs to allow adequate time for a lowrisk rnn ition to the new way of doing business. Our future soldiers deserve mis i1e sy lem hardware they can bet their lives on!

7RUMAN W HOWARD ill is asociate director for product assurance at the u.s. Army Missile Command Research, Development and
Engineering Center. He bas graduate degrees from Texas A&M University and tbe University ofVirginia,
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work in systems enginee1"ing. He has
been a member of the Army Senior
Executive Seroice since 1984 and received the Meritoriou Presidential
Rank Award in 1992.
GARY B. DAVl. is a branch chief
in the Quality Engineering Division,
Product As urance Directorate,
RD&E Cente1; U . Army Missile Command. He holds a degree in physics
from Westem Carolina University
and anM.BA.fromEast Texas State
College.
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THE PARTNERING TEAM
Implementation of an
Acquisition Improvement Practice
Introduction
The U. S. Army Materiel Command (AMC)
has met the challenges of hudgetary con·
traints and costs associated with Defense acquisition regulation and oversight with an aggressive program of acquisition improvement
practices. In the Roadshow series, senior AMC
acquisition offidals have conducted seminars
to illustrate the formulation and use of improved acquisition strategies. Roadshow ill
explained the concept of ·pannering" and
how to use it to support AMC's acquisition
improvement philosophy.
Pannering finds its origin in the Administrative Disputes Resolution Act of 1990 as a
team concept for program management. The
concept was promulgated in a memorandum
for the acquisition community igoed by both
the Army acquisitioo executive and com·
manding general, AMC, in October 1992. The
fundamental premise behind partnering is the
acknowledgement that we have effectively
failed if nur contractors fail
In AMC, partnering is defined as a commitment among two or more organizations
to improve communications and avoid disputes. It is accompli hed through an informal process and is a means of providing our
soldiers with quality prOducts, on time and
at a reasonable price. Partnering is neither
a panacea nor a one-way street and is nO! contrary to government busines practices. It requires total commitment from aU involved
parties.
The pannering process has been succe fully applied to meet critical production
deadlines for the 120mm M121 Mortar System Program. The concept of a partnering
team was developed and employed to facil·
itate the parmering proces . A partnering
team is a group of technical and administrative
specialists. Their purpose is to closely interface with contractors, open lines of communication, resolve conflicts, identify problems early, and prevent contract disputes. A
partnering team must be flexible, dynamic,
and tailored to meet the specific contracting
situation. A succes CuI pannering arrangement can produce both near· and long·term
benefits for cost, schedule and quality of a
product.

Background
The 120mm MI21 Mortar System is a non-

I
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By MAJ Wayland P. Barber III
de,'elopmental item (NO!) acquired ftom the
Israeli firm, oltam, Ltd. The system acquisition is managed by the product manager,
mortar systems located at Picarinny Arsenal,
NJ- The U.S. Army Armamcnt Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC),
Fire Support Armament Center's, Mortar ysterns Office is the development program office for the system. An engineering services
conlractto support the initial tccluuc<,1 data
package (TOP) was necessary, as a result of
the numerous language, drawing convention,
and production difficulties encountered during the irtitial production of tbe MI 21.
Benet LabomtOries, a subordinate organization to the Close Combar Armaments Center within the ARDEC, was contracted to support this NOI system through the production
and development pha e of the mortar. The
contract for the production of the 120mDl
MI21 Mortar Weapon System was awarded
to the Watervlkt Arsenal, Watervliet, NY.
Since Benet Labomtories and the arsenal production facility are collocated, the engineering
support element was able to work directly
with the production line personnel using a
systems engineering approach.
TI,e Initial Production Test (IV!) quantity
of six, and the first two years' buy quantities,
totaling 287 systems, were developed and produced at Watervliet Arsenal. A preponderance
of the learning curve, associated witll tI,C first
two years' procurement, was bome by the
arsenal. The arsenal worked directly with
Benet to resolve techrtical issues and enable
the production line to effectively make the
mortar system.
For subsequent buys, the Office of the Product Manager, Mortar Systems approved Watervliet Arsenal's decision to switch from inhouse production to suh-contrJcting many
of the major components for the mortar system. The switch was made as a cost savings
measure to meet the budgetary constraints
nftbe program. To facilitate this switch. the
arsenal and Benet deVeloped and employed
the pannering tearn concept.
A partnering team, specifically tailored to

support tbe production and delivery schedule of weapons and ancillary items for the
120mm MI21 Mortar ystem Program, was
chartered to foster a cohe ive working relationship between critical contractors and the
Watervliet Arsenal production facility_ Partnering was employed to effectivcl)' manage
qu:Llity and delivery cheduJes of tbe contracted items for mortar production.

The 120mm Mortar
Partnering Team
TI,e partnering team Cl'pitalized on the talents its members gained during initial production of the mortar system. TI,e te'lD1 W:lS
comprised of the following members, one of
whom was from the Defense Contrac, Management Area Operation (DCMAO):
Team Leader: A military representative,
from Benet, was the team leader, ha ing responsibility for coordinating team efforts and
acting as the spoke person.
COlllmeting Offieer Representative (COR):
TI,e can, from Watervliet Arsenal, \ as reo
sponsible for aU contmetual requirements. All
actions were reviewed by thc contracting officer or the contracting officer' technical representative (COTR) to ensure conformance
within the contract,

Plallller: A planner, from Watervliet Ar·
senal, was responsible for directly interfacing with production engineers within the c ntractor's plants. Planners assisted the
contractors in set-up and assembly line
procedures.
Quality Rep"esentative: The qualilT engineer, from Product Assurance, instmcted
the contractor on all quality requirements pertaining to incoming in pection a!1d firsr·ar·
tide acceptance.
Engineering: Engineers and designers
from Benet L.1boratories coordinated efforts
with engineering elements at the contractor's
facilities. The engineers resolved teclmical issues in the TOP, and were highly re pon ive
to the contractor's questions.
11,e partnering term provided the tedutical
expert! e reqUired fnr succes tul partnering
berween Watervliet Arsenal and their contractOrs.

Partnering Team Evolution
When the aCCluisition strategy was changed,
the majority of the program was hifted from
Army RD&A
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Watervliet Arsenal to contractor-owoed, contraetor-operated facilities. To minimize prognun risk, contracted items were assessed to
determine which ones were the most critical.
Pre-award surveys were conducted to determine the viability of all potential contractors to meet quality and delivery schedules. The pre-awards initiated communication
between the arsenal and potential contractors. Questions were answered, clarifications
to the TOP were provided, and many issues
were resolved prior to the award of the contract. The pre-award surveys set the stage for
successful partnering with potential contractors.
Immediately after the contracts were
awarded, the partnering tearn conducted their
first visit wi.th contractors producing the critical contracted as ernblies for tbe mortar.
These initial visits stressed the critical role
each contractor played in the mortar delivery schedule. Contractors were generally receptive to the partnering team concept,
though initially skeptical toward the atypical openness of a government contracting organization. Subsequent visits by the team effectively eliminated dleir apprehension.

Team Strategy
The primary objective of the partnering
team was to work with selected contractors
to open lines of communication and expeditiously resolve issues to ensure the success
of the prognun. ubsequendy, the partnering team developed procedures (a check list)
which were employed during liaison visits
with a contractor. The current check lisl
follows:
• Communication: Acontinuous dialogue
between the contractor and a contracting officer's representative or the contracting officer's technical representative (COTR) was
paramount to having a successful partnering
arrangement. It was inlperative for contractors to have a clear avenue to identify problems thaI could hinder cost, schedule and
performance. When the contractors had questions, it was the governmenl's .responsibility to expeditiously resolve dlem. Open and
free communication was the essential element
for a successful partnering arrangement.
• Technical Data Package Evaluation:
The initial effort of the team was to completely review every drawing in the TDP pertaining to the contracted item. A planner or
engineer from Watervliet Arsenal or Benet
Labs and production personnel from the contractor's plant conducted this technical review. The process served tbree purposes.
First, the team could guarantee the contractor
was producing to the proper TOP in accordance with the contract. Second, questions
were arrswered by the planner or engineer
with regards to procedures previously used
on the Watervliet's production line. Third,
the learn ensured the clarity of the drawings.
• Cost and SChedule Review: The partnering team constantly emphasized the inlportance of quality, cost and delivery in terms
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of how each of the contractors fit into the
overall delivery of the weapon system.
• Use of Contract Options: Options were
considered for all contracts, allowing the government to procure additional quantities from
the same contractor wben desired. The situation allowed the contracting activity 10 continue working with a partnered contraetoe and
contractor performance on the basic quan·
tity detennined if options were exercised.
• Learning Curve Transfer: Any learning curve and lessons learned, bome by the
contracting activity, weee transferred 10 the
contractors. A plannee or engineer with firstband experience and expertise provided beneficial Wormation, previously gained from
the arsenal's production line, to the contractoes. This information was telaeed to assembly line pcocedures, problem identification and resolution, and peci6c production
control approaches. This learning curve transfer equaeed co increased quality and delivery
schedules for contracted items.
• Provide an Example Part: The team
used available production parts, as examples,
during many team visilS. Contractors were
very receptive to seeing wbat the finished
product would look like.
• Provide Tooling and Gages: Excess
tools and gage were leased to contractors
when reque ted. TIlese production items assisted the contractoe by providing them with
the same proven tooling used on the arsenal's initial production line. Delivery schedule acceleration was possible wben government furnished equipment (GFE) was
proVided.
• Expedite Essential Waivers and Deviations: A streamlined process to expeditiously review any questions or changes requesled by the contractors was es entia! foe
meeting quality and delivery schedules.
• Allow Concurrent Production: Contractors, identified on the critical patll of the
system, were authorized to procure long lead
items prim to the govemmeDl' production
approval (first article). This compressed the
delivery schedule. To minimize risk, the contracting officer eeviewed the contractor's
source of supply to ensure they could produce conforming material.
• First Article Evaluation: First article
evaluations, lradieionally conducted at Wa·
tecvliet Arsenal, were performed at contractoe
plants. This conccpt resulted in rapid firstarticle evaluations. The quality inspector had
tbe opportunity while in the contractot'S
plant to make on-the-spot corrections for minoe notl<onforrning material. This saved time,
rewoek, and transportation costs for many
long-lead items.

Results

equated 10 a cost decrease of approxinlateIy $12,000,000 CFY92 production) and the
unit cost decrease was approximately
$27,000 CFY92 production). Deliveries of the
M121 Mortar System were a month ahead of
schedule. Contract options weee exercised
to sustain production with many of the same
contractors for future production requirements. ProbLems were identified and resolved
before they equated to production line delays.
First-article evaluations were conducted at
various contractors plants. Clear-cut lines of
communication were established. Mutual respect and trust were established among many
of the contractors. elected contractors
were allowed to proceed with concurrent
production prior to first article approval. The
partnering goal-to open lines of communication, resolve issues, attain quality parts
on schedule and within budget-was attained
for the M121 program.

Conclusion
The partnering team approach establi bes an
environment of mutual trust between the government and critical contractors and ultimately works as an acquisition inlprovement
practice. Partnering with contractors is Iaborintensive and requires initial co IS related to
resource , special talents, and a concerted effort to overcome existing paradigms. When
properLy inlplemented. pannering provides
long-term benefits. To have a su cessful partnering arrangement, it is essential to start the
approach prior to contract award and maintain the relationship througb contract completion. A tailored check list, as outlined in
this article, is adaptable for different DOD programs. Partneting can be accomplished undec the provisions of the FAR/DFAR and current slatutes. The partnering team is an
innovative means of administrating contracts
which has the potential to contribute to the
success and cost savings for new acquisition
programs within the Department of Defense.

MAl WAYLAND P. BARBER III, CPL,
is assigned to Benet Laboratories in
Watero/iet Arsenal, NY. He was detailed CIS a production managerfor
the M121 120mm Mortar Program
for 12 months. An Army Acquisition
Corps officer, Barber holds a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering
from Northea tern University, and
an M.S. degree in both systems acquisition and logistics from the
Naval Postgraduate School.

The Watervliet Arsenal and Benet Laboratory team successfully inlplemented the
partnering team concept in suppon of the
l20men MI2t Mortar Sy tern production operation. The smooth transition from make to
buy, orchestrated by the partnering team,
March-April 1995

XM56
TYPE CLASSIFIED
A New Era of Large Area
Obscuration Begins
Introduction
On ept. 27, 1994·, BG George Friel, commanding general of the U.S. Army Chemical
and Biological Defense Command and mile·
stone decision authority, approved the
XM56 for type classification standard A and
entry into the production and deployment
phase. The M56 is the Army's first multispectral large area smoke system providing
both visual and infrared obscuration on the
battlefield. The M56 is the first new design
in large area smoke since the M3 series of
moke generators which were originalJy developed in the 19405. An armored variant of
the system, the XM58, which is mounted on
the M113A3 chassis is currently in preproduction qualification test with type dassification expected in fourth quaner FY95.

Discussion
On the modern battlefield anything that can

By CPT Peter A. Taran

be seen can be killed. Until recently, this was
confined to the visual spectrum and viewing
devices such as the eye, cameras, day sights
and other devices relying on light to operate. Referring to Table I, it i~ evident tllat new
and emerging technologies make it possible
to acquire, designate, and seek targets in other portions of the spectrum.
TIle infrared pectrum which is divided into
ne-dI', mid, and far proVides a tremendous advantage in gathering information not possible wirb the naked eye. Laser designators and
rangefinders, thermal sights, and many
weapon guidance systems opemte in this
region.

Table 1.
Wave Bands of Military Interest.
tncreasing Energy ----.

2.1.10 13 tlZ

W.~.I.ng1h

l00mm
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.41A-m

The millimeter wave portion of the spectrum is tlle operating region for ground based
mdar and advanced guidance systems fnr
some smarr weapons.
The M56 is the first smoke genemtor that
can deny all these regions to the enemy's information gathering devices. Presently, the
M56 can provide visual and infrared ob curation with a preplanned product improve·
ment scheduled to add rbe Millimeter Wave
(MMW) portion of the spectrum.

Description
The M56 is a large area smoke generator
which was developed to meet rbe Army's urgent requirement for a highly mobile, en·
hanced obscuration capability. Mounted on
the M1097 High Mobility Multipurpo
Wheeled Vehide (HMMWV), the M56 consists of four basic modules: rbe power mod·
ule, rbe visual module, the infrared module
and rbe control module.
The power module consists of a Tiemay
Turbines 1T4Q-4 turbine engine mounted in
a protective endosure which also houses the
engine control electronics, fuel pumps, and
other associated hardware. The turbine is
started by slaving power from the HMMWV
batteries, but once started, a 10 KW DC gen·
erator wblch is integral to rbe engine provides
the electrical requirements for the system.
The tempemture of the turbine exhaust is acCUrdtely maintained at 1,050 F wblcb is the
optimum temperature for fog oil vaporization
and dissemination. The turbine engine is sui>
plied with fuel from a separate 19-9alJon fuel
tank which is enough fuel to conduct a
one-hour mission inclusive of start-up and
shutdown. The turbine can utilize)P8 and
all grades of diesel. Tbls is an important improvement in that the prinle mover and the
smoke generator operate off of the same type
of fuel. A bose is provided to draw fuel from
an external SOllrce for rationary missions_
The visual module consists of two 43-galIon high.<Jensity polyethylene fog oil. storage
ranks, a variable output fog oil pump, and
hoses to allow the system to operate off of
an external fog oil supply such as a tank and
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August 91 and were evaluated during production proveollt testing (PPT) and early user
test and evaluation (EUTE) which occurred
irnultaneously from fourth quaner FY91 to
fourdl quaner FY92. Failures resulting from
PPT and EUTE were analyzed and the systems
red""igned to correct deficiencies. Eight preproduction qualification test (PPQT) systems
were delivered in June 1993 which incor·
pomted the necessary design changes. PPQT
began in June 1993 and was completed in

M56 Large Area Smoke System.
pump ulli!. The fog oil pump output can be
varied from zerO to 1.3 gallons per minute.
Opemted at maximum output, there is an am·
pie supply of on board fog oil to conduct a
6O-minute mission withom resupply. The fog
oil is pumped from the LOrage tanks to the
exhaust one of the turbine where it im·
mediately vaporizes and recondenses in the
form of visual moke.
The infmred module consists of a hopper
assembly for Storing the grapltite pellets; a
grinder assembly for reducing the pellet to
the proper size particles; and an ejector assembly for disseminating the gmphite onto
the battlefield. The infrared obscurant is
graphite which i supplied to the field in 3Dpound reusable containers. The pellet arc
poured into the hopper which holds 300
pounds, enough graphite fOr a 3D-minute mission. TI,e graphite is conveyed out of the bottom of the hopper into a high speed grinder
where it is ground into micron sized panicles. From here the ground graphite is drawn
out of the grinder by a vacuum produced by
the turbine, through the ejector and into the
almo phere.
The control module consists of a panel 10cated on the interior of the HMMWV and in·
cludes nOt only opemting functions but also
warning and troubleshooting indicators.
Numerous cables tela}, information from each
of the other module to the control panel for
display to the user. The infrared and visual
modules can be operated by the driver or the
passenger, either independendy or imultaneously as the threat dictates.
In addition, lhe system has a watertight stor·
age box which has ample space for the M249
squad automatic weapon and spare barreL,
one ammunition can of linked 5.56 rnm, an
AT4 antitank weapon, on board spares for
the system, tools, and manual .

Programmatics
TI,e requirements document was originally
signed in oven1ber 1986 by the user, the .S.
Army Chemical SchooL A Milestone 1/0
in-process review was conducted in the first
quarter FY87 with a decision to enler engineering and manufacturing development
(L®). Subsequently, an EMD contract was
awarded to Chamberlain MRC in the fourth
quarter FYS7 to design, develop, and te t a
working prototype. even workillg prototype were deli ered from the contrdctor in
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cations where no infrared threat exists. nus
effort is funded forFY96.
The second improvement is to develop a
millimeter wave (MMW) module which
could be substituted for the infrared module.
The MMW module is ready for EMD and is
funded beginlling in FY99.
The modular design of the M56 will allow
the maneuver commander to tailor the systern to meet the threat. Some systems could
be outfitted widl visual and 1& moke while
others could be outfined with visual and millimeter wave smoke, effectively blocking the
entire e1ectronagnetic spectrum that is ofmi1itary interest. Another scenario could be to
block the visible and millimeter wavelengths while leaving the infrared spectrum
open, an atea in wl:tich the United States
armed forces currendy enjoy a technical
advantage.

Conclusion

Tactical mobile mission conducted during independent operational test and evaluation at Fort
McClellan in June 1994.
second quarter FY94. Testing occurred at
Dugway Proving Ground, White Sands Missile Range, Cold Regions Test Center, Tropic-dl Test Center, Combat Systems Test Activity
and Yuma Proving Ground resulting in over
1,000 hours of reliability testing.
TIle independent operdtional test and evaJu.ltion (lOTE) was scheduled to occur at Fon
Carson in January 1994. Due to lack of funding to the Opemtional Evaluation Command,
the test w"s postponed and modified to a
length, duration, and cost that the product
manager's office could afford. TIle rOTE was
successfully completed at the U.S. Army
Chemical School in June 94. Failures found
in both PPQT and IOTE were analyzed and
the tecllnicaJ data package modified to reflect
nece ary engilleeting changes.
The Milestone III in-process review was
conducted on sept. 27, 1994, widl the de·
cision to proceed to production and deployment. A five·year finn fixed price mulli·
year production contrdct will be awarded for
FY95 through FY99 for procurement of systems and will be solidted competitively. Contract award is 'll1ticipated fot early 1995.
Deployment to Force Package One will
consist of 267 sy terns and begin with field·
ing to the 82d Airborne Division in May 1997
and conclude in October 2001.
Two preplanned product improvements
are funded for the system to maximize the
value and flexibility to the battlefield commander. The first will consist of a third fog
oil tank that would replace the infrared mod·
ule and increase the visual smoke mission to
90 minutes. This would be desir"ble in 10-

The M56 is ready for production and deployment and when fielded will proVide the
maneuver commander maximum flexibility
in countering threat sensors and weapons.
For the first time in history, large area multispectral smoke is an option that can be used
on the modem battlefield to provide the decis.ive edge commanders need to win wherever the Army is called on to fight. LTC
George Birdsong is the current product man·
ager for smoke and obscutants. His point of
contact is the system manager, Randy Loiland,
o 584-2806.

CPT PETER A. TARAN was the
deputy system managerjor the M56
when he wrote this article. He is currentlyat the Chemical Officer Advanced Course and holds a 8.S. degree in chemistry from Dickinson
College. As a member oj the Chemical Corps, he has seroed as both decontamination and smoke platoon
leader l:n the 2d Division Korea.
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Introduction
Training Witb Industry (TWI) at General
Motors (GM)? GM makes commercial automobiles, nOt Defense products, right' Correct, but GM also conducts re earch and development (R&D) in such areas as materials,
manuf.lcturing processes, advanced modeling and simulation, vehicle electronics, advanced batteries and alternative propulsion
systems. These sound like the very areas to
which the Army also applies extensive R&D
resource . For years, there wa linle or no
knowledge of these efforts, nor was there a
mechanism for exploring the potential of joint
R&D.
Mucb ofGM's research is similar in nature
to Army research and is ofvalue to the Army.
Ilkewise, the government bas conducted research with value to indul>-rty without industry
involvement. Today, we have the opportunity to work witb companies like GM and
seek out leveraging opportunities for dualuse technology. GM is a firm believer in leveraging technology and realizes the federal government is a prime source for leveraging
opportunities. Combine tlli with Army and
DOD current initiatives to streamline the acquisition process and incorporate more and
more commercial specifications in military
procurements, and you qluCk]y realize that
GM offers a tremendous T\Vl opportunity to
Army officers.

TRAINING
WITH
INDUSTRY
AT
GENERAL
MOTORS

Background
[n the early fall of 1993, LTG William H.
Forster, director, Anny Acquisition Corps and
military deputy to the a siStant secretary of
the Army for research, development and acquO ition, vi ited the Tank-Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC). During this visit, LTG Forster
re eived a detailed briefing on the efforts of
TARDEC's ne Iy created National Automotive Center (NAC) to develop clo er lies between tile Army and the big three alltomobile manufacturing companies-General
Motors, Ford and Chrysler. LTG Forster wa
impressed by TARDEC' emphasis on dualuse technology and collaborative R&D witb
tile commercial auto induslly via the NAC.
Dr. Ken Oscar, former TARDEC director and
now prinCipal deputy for acquisition at He-Adquarters, .. Army Materiel Command, suggested to LTG Forster tbat he consider establishing a T\Vl Program with the auto
industry for Army Acqlli ition Corps (AAC)
officers. LTG Forster agreed, and GM volunteered to be the first host for the new l\'V1
program. In September 1994, I was fortunate
enough to be the first officer as igned to this
new T\Vl position.
March-April 1995
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While TARDEC W<IS creating tilt: hC In
1992, GM was conceiving its Research
Technology Partnerships Directorate (RTP).
Numerous articles about the NAC have previously been published in the Army RD&A
Blilleti/!, so my focus for the remainder of
this article will be on GM' RTP Directorate.

RTP Directorate
The RTP Directorate was officially activated
on Oct. I, 1993, and is one of four directorates witl1in the General Motors Research
and Development Center. The directorate,
widl Dr. Olfistopher C. "Kit" Green as director,
c nsists of several departments. The prima-

ry departments that the T\Vl officer will be
working wim and their nlission statements are:
• Government Partnerships. The mission of tllis department is to create highly
leveraged R&D pannership involving GM
and government funded organizations to enable the corporation to reduce me risks, coS!,
or time involved in achieving GM's R&D portfolio and other business plan objeetlves. The
intent is also to assure that new and emerging government-funded science and technology opporturUties are identified and evaluated In a timely manner with respect to their
potential competitive In1pacr on the corporation.
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The future
of R&D
in the
United States
will be
founded
upon
collaboration
among
and between
the federal
government,
private industry
and academia.

• Industrial Partnerships. This department's mission is to obtain higWy leveraged
R&D expertise from the industrial sector; to
support the R&D portfolio and enhance commercialization and rapid deployment of
new technologies; and to develop the
process and guidelines to license non-core
and non-competitive GM technologies.
• Academic Partnerships. This department has a mission to obtain higWy leveraged
research expertise from the academic sector,
The goals of the RTP Directorate are to:
• Provide a new business focus for ongoing
activities, if resourced too thinly, or to expand beyond GM's tra<UtionaJ borders;
• Develop government, industry and aca·
demic partnerships lhal are more cost-clfective; that couple GM with high science and
technology not developed or capitalized at
GM due to resource limitations; and that are
clearly associated with outside centers of business excellence,
• FUter all opportunities through a business case model, using the GM R&D portfolio
as a pre-au<lit, and accepted mea ures of effeclivene s to po t-audit.
Since the establishment of the RTP Directorate, GM has collaborAted widl multiple departments of the federal government
using mechanisms such as Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements
(CRADAs), cost sharing R&D contracts, and
other cooperative agreements, Examples of
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current Or proposed programs include hybridelectric vehicles, vehicle conspicuity (reverse
camouflage), collision avoidance and intelligent highway systems.

The Future of R&D
The furure of R&D in the United tates will
be founded upon collaboration among and
between the federal government, private industry and academia, TARDEC and GM have
tra<litiomilly led their respective automotive
communities for years, and are now again
leading the way in today's new acquisition
environment. Army project managers, scientists and engineers will have to work harder in the future to support R&D efforts to
mainmin our Army's tec1lnological superiOrity,
Likewise, managers within GM who are seeking approval for new R&D effort must frequently look to outside agencies like the Army
for fun<ling, special facilities, specially
trained personnel, etc. The solution to
these concems lies in leveraging technology through collaborative R&D.
CoUaborative R&D can provide government
researchers access to indu try's and acade·
mia' facilities, personnel, lecllnical knowledge and vice-versa, This is a two-way street;
the flow of infonllation and resources is back
and forth between the partners based on the
terms of the contract, CRADA, or other cooperative agreement. Frequently, these partnerships are 50-50, but others range to an BO20 relationship, This is a relatively untapped
resource which has the potential to meet our
future R&D needs as weU as tile needs of both
industry and academia,

Aspects of the Assignment
The RTP Directorate is located at the General Motors Technical Center in Warren, MI,
just one mile north of the U,S, Army Tankautomotive and Armanlems Command
(fACOM), Selfridge Air National Guard
Base, located 23 miles to the northeast, provides military housing, troop medical clinic
and dental clinic, commissary and base exchange services, an officer's club and near·
lyall the morale, welfare and recreation activities avallable at any military in talIation,
Thus, the TWl officer at General Motors will
be offe.rcd the be t of bOtll worlds-the
chance to work in industry while still maintaining a close relationship to the Army community, Some officers performing 1WI at
General Motors may receive a follow-on assignmentto TACOM or one of the two PEO's
collocated with TACOM,
General Motors has taken a hands-on approach to the 1WI Program with an attitude
of leartling by doing, The TWJ officer can expecl to be treated as an integral member of
the RTP Direerorate and will be heavily involved in the Government Partnerships Di·
vision of the directorate, In tlti capacity, the

TWl officer will be exposed to the industry
perspective on dual-use technology and collaborative R&D, and may participate in or observe the development of propo als, Cooperative R&D Agreements and contracts,
For approved programs, d,e TWJ officer
will be part of the creation and staffing of Project/Program Management and Systems En·
gineering Offices. TWl officers at GM will also
have the chance to work with many federal agencies, General Motors collaborates with
the Departments of Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and Hwnan Resources, Transportation, and ASA and many smaller federal agencies,
During the tOur of duty, the TWI officer
will also learn how GM coUaborates with
academia, otber industries, and intemation·
al partners, and how GM manages R&D efforts valued at several hundred million dollars annually within the GM R&D Center
alone, Finally, 1WI officers will also use their
Army-prOVided $1,500 travel allowance to
spend up to one week in GM' Washington,
DC, office to participate in and observe business in our nation's capitaL

Conclusion
The concept of dual-use technology and
collaborative R&D is still relatively new, This
concept is not unique within the world of
indUStry to GM. GM is, however, certainly
lea<ling the wa)' to the commercial auto industry, and was quick to volunteer for the
TWl Program, TWl at Gener.u Motors i a
chance for Amly officers to get hands-on experience in the techniques ti,e Anmy will use
to manage R&D in tbe future, Officers leaving tbj assignment will bring indUStry's per·
spective on worhng with the federal government back to the Anny. This experience
will undoubtedl)' belp when writing solicitations, or seeking new and innovative
wa),s to manage R&D programs, This is a SUo
per opportunity for any Acquisition Corps officer to learn today, the future of R&D management and R&D acquisitions,

CPT WALLACE TUBELL, a member
of the Army Acquisition Corps, is a
TWI participant assigned to the
General Motors R&D Center, Warren,
Mi, He is a graduate of CAS3 and
the MAM Course and has a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering
from Florida Institute oj Technology, and a master's of engineering
management degree from St. Martin's College,
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FORCE XXI
RDA
ISSUES
Dr. Robert B. Oswald
Director of Research and Development
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Force XXI is the Army of the future-lethal, light, and mobile. It will be a very flexible force capable of meeting U.S.
military objectives in the 21st century. Force XXI is based on
the concept of an information-based force capable of out-performing the enemy becau e of its real time distributed knowledge of the situation (friend and foe) and its ability to act inside of the enemy's reaction time.
Wormation will be a critical component of the Force XXI
Army. Infonnation will enable command groups, units, and
individual soldiers to act as independent members of a combat team applying their expertise and executing their role within the commander's battlefield strategy to achieve the objectives.
Certainly one of the key resources in the Force XXI battle
scenario is the map. The digitized battlefield map becomes
the basis for battle pLanning and execution. The digitized battlefield will include critical information on current enemy positions a.nd trengths; updates on weather, mobility and target acquisition; and friendly force assets.
The key role of the Corps of Engineers labs is to provide
the technology to process tlle information and make digitized
maps that can be rapidly and accurately updated to reflect
changing conditions. This infoffilation then becomes the basis for battlefield tactics and the use of tile combat as ets of
the future.
The research and development challenge is to not develop military-unique software and hardware, but to take advantage
of technology already commercially available. The commercial marketplace i already providing information tecimologies and capabilities that are advancing at staggering rates.
Commercial information technology provides the engine
which we must adapt to the Army's need and methods of
operation for Force XXI. The process for adapting commercial technology wiU rely heavily 011 field demonstration and
evaluation to explore and validate its applicability as weB as
March-April 1995

identify future needs.
The real user's input will be critical to the assessment of
the technology and its further evolution. This demonstration,
assessment, and development process must be dynamic. The
technology development wiU always be evolving due to the
continuing commercial advancement of the technology lUld
as we gain greater insight from field exercises and sinlUlations.
We must be ready to adopt those technologies that improve
our performance on the battlefield.
One major concern we need to address, with this approach
to acquisition, is to ensure that we do not build an information system with an achilles heel. Field exercises or imulations will only be a limited test of the viability of the information systems needed for the Force XXI Army. The enemy
will have the capability to learn and understand the commercial
;')'stems we adopt and potentially exploit them. Thus, we need
to design complimentary experiments that will fully stres the
systems as tbey will be tre ed and exploited by our adversaries. TIlese experiments should evaluate how we protect
against the common threat of janlffiing but also evaluate the
more sophisticated threat of information corruption, as well
as ensuring that the enemy cannot gain access to tbis information for their purpose.
A.nother issue that must be addressed as we evolve into the
information based force is: 'WiU our communication systems
be adequate to handle the large volume of data that will be
needed to rapidly update information on our digitized battlefield?"
The combat effectiveness of the U.S. Anny's technology edge
was aptly demonstrated in Desert Storm. Our task now is to
ensure that the soldier maintains that combat advantage as
we move into the 21st century. The Corps of Enginee.rs research community is committed to the development of the
digitized battlefield critical to the success of Force XXI.
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SPEAKING OUT

What Suggestions
Do You Have
to Improve
the Certification Process?
Robert Morlg
Director, Army Acquisition
Executive Support Agency
Fort Belvoir, VA
My agency was selected to be tlle
test case for me acquisition certification process in September 1994.
Even with limited documentation
available, we were able to walk
about 40 of our personnel through the
process wimlittle difficulty. Now that the certification "train
the trainer" workshop has been completed, and the documentation has been refined based upon that experience, it is
my view that this process is fairly straight-forward.
I have yet to see the product of aU this work appear in me
form of a completed ACPERS Record Brief from me civilian
personnel office. When we aU have our data in me system
and tlle system can produce a correct record brief on our em·
ployees, then the process can be fully evaluated. As of now,
the employee, the supervisor, and the certifying official have
done their part.
My guess is mat this process will create a "bow wave" of
training requirements mat will stress me Defense Acquisition
University and result in some frustrated employees. Bur I do
believe that once me "bow wave" is worked off, the training
demand will stabilize and tills issue will go away.
I think it is always good for me employee and the supervisor to evaluate the qualifications for each acquisition position and to ensure the en1ployee has the opportunity to at·
tain tlle necessary experience, education, and training, not
only for meir current position, but also to prepare mem to
compete for promotion opportunities. The certification process
does this.
I believe it is very important for us not to lose perspective
of our real objective-that of enhancing me professional competence of the Army acquisition workforce. TI1is process forces
me supervisor to examine position requirements, employee
competencies, and to determine corrective actions required
to enhance mose competencies. Supervisors need to con·
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tinuously re-examine the changes in qualifications required
so as to ensure our employees are afforded the opportunity
to stay qualified for future positions.
The people who worked so hard to establish the procedures
for certification deserve credit for an "about right" process.
It meets the objective of getting our employees certified, and
for those that don't meet the requirements, it forces us to take
action to get them qualified. I say, "Job well done."

Randy D. Colvin
Chief, Technical Management
Division
Corps Surface-to-Air Missile
(CORPS SAM)
Project Management Office
Redstone Arsenal, AL
In a continued environment of
downsizing and increased competi·
tiveness among the federal workforce
for critical positions, the move toward certification was inevitable. The process of certification has emerged from the
need to come to grips with the future acquisition environment
and the ever-increasing scrutiny the federal workforce mu t
endure in the acquisition of new systems in the future. TIle
acquisition workforce has recently undergone accession I entry into the Army Acquisition Corps. Since the process of obtaining Acquisition Corps membership required a similar
proce s of defining background, training, and documenting
experience, it would seem that the two processes could have
been more closely associated to take advantage of the synergies
and simi!aritie of me two processes. Since bom processe
are governed by me Defense Acqui Won Workforce Improvement Act of 1990, the timing would have supported a
more synergistic process.
The biggest complaint I found in addressing me certification process is me complexity and sometimes conflicting instruction that accompanied the Certification Review Board.
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SPEAKING OUT
The docmnentation was voluminous and complex and required
significant understanding of seveml of the existing and evolving dvilian personnel office automated systems, specialty codes
and definitions, acquisition-related mandatory training breakouts and current computer system limitations. The combination
of unfamiliar terms, awkward forms that required significant
manual red lining, and somewhat unclear and confusing instructions made execution a frustrating activity.
The next most recognizable and complicating factor was
that of timing. In an attempt to wait for system modifications
to ea e the manual burden of the certification process, the
Army inadvertently shortened the reaction time for submitting the certification package. Additional complicating factors
also surfaced, including late delivery of the computer-generated forms and background data, a rather inflexible capability to address other experience (military and industry) to the
process, the need to do alternative fulfillment for training and
experience, and the non-flexibility in the system to accept more
than one certification package. These were all complicating
factors and added to the difficulty and confusion in the
execution of the certification process. Most evolutionary system I process changes do not occur without a measure of pain,
this one induded. I'm convinced, though, that the end justifies the means. However, the proces could have been much
more fruirful and rewarding if the circumstances had not been
time-<:ritical, if the information system had not been constrained,
and if the Acquisition Corps submittals had been better coordinated.

Amy H. Bradley
U.S. Army Space and Strategic
Defense Command

Huntsville, AL
TIle purpose of the Army acquisition certification process was to assure
iliat acquisition personnel were qualilied in terms of education, experience, and training to perform the
duties of their current asSigned acquisition position in accordance with the standards set fOrtll
in DoD 5000.52M (November 1991).
If an individual is unable to meet certification standards for
his or her acquisition career field and level, tIlen the individual
will have 18 months, which began in January 1995, to meet
certification standards under tile new DoD SOOO.52M. Once
an individual is certified, he I she is not required to go back
and attend mandatory training for a lower career level or meet
future mandated training at the current level even though requirements changed in January 1995. If an individual's supervisor feels that this training should be obtained, tIlen the
individual could be considered for tile classes as tIley become
available.
Overall, our certification process went very well. The Certification Review Board Guides were very helpful once our
agency prepared a reference sheet advising personnel of the
page numbers for tile various codes. The major improvement
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that could be made to the proces is to combine tile dar.1 from
tile guide and tile handbook into one document.
LTC Mark W. Jones
FA51 Proponency Officer
Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Army (RD&A)
The Pentagon
I would focus on tile iliree "R's" relative to certilication... "AR," "PR,"
and "LR." With respect to "AR"
(Army regulation), altllough DA\VIA
and DOD 5()()().52M provide adequate
top-level guidance, many of the problems in implementing
certification for the Army, stem from the fact that no HQDA
regulation exists which defines organizational respon ibilitie ,
relationships and procedures for managing tile Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) I Acquisition Workforce (AWF). The impact on military acquisition officers of not having an AR has
been minimal, due to the existing centralized personnel system which prOVides adequate certi.fication oversight and data.
On tile civilian side, tile lack of an "AR" has re ~l1ted in a dysfunctional combination of decentralized CPOs on one hand
and the need for centralized management and reporting on
tile otller. Until an AR or upplement to an existing AR is approved, efforts to fully address, automate and I or centrallj'
manage certi.fication will be temporal at best. As to "PR" (public relations), a concerted campaign is needed to educate everyone as to tile benefits of certification and eradicate the negative perception that certification is just one more" top-down'
requirement for which there is little return on investment and I
or enforcement. The fact is that the education, training and
experience requirements for certi.fication IAW DOD 5()()().52M,
directly translate into DOD's annual funding of more than $5
million in Army requirements for mandatory career field and
assignment specilic courses and training.
With respect to enforcement, it's a fair statement that certification has been a "non-player." This is no longer true. The
requirement that an individual meets tile certification requirements for a speci.fic position (With emphasis on Level
III), will become a reality in the assignments process during
FY 95. Approval to grant Level ill certification waivers will
continue to reside at tile three-sr.1r level witll the DACM.
Finally, as for "LR" (long range), a dosed-loop process needs
to be implemented that provides continuous feedback from
the field to the proponency I career field representative as
to what's working, what's broken, and what needs to be considered in the future of acquisition certification. VTC's, roadshows and an MC e-m.1il bulletin board are just a few examples.
Feedback is especially critical to tile MC Proponency Division, as we coordinate future DOD 50QO.52-M certification requirements witll OSD and tile other Service . Hopefully this
will result in tomorrow's acquisition leaders with the requisite education training and experiences which will enable tIlem
to lead, rather t11an follow the Army's digitization and horizontal integration efforts of Force XXI.
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3rd Quarter, FY95
MAJ,Army
Senior Service College, Army
Command and General Staff
CoUege, Army

Apr. 11· May 6, 1995
Apr. 2; - May 19, 1995
june 6 - 30, 1995

4th Quarter, FY95
COL, Army

Aug. 1; - Sept. 9, 199;

AAC Accession Board Results

FY95 Civilian Product Manager
Selection Board Results
The Ann)' Acquisition Corps is proud to announce the results of
the Product Manager (PM) Board that wa held in October 1994 to
select civilian PMs for dIe Multiple Ulunch Rocket System (MLRS)
lmproved Fire Concrol System and the tandard Theater Army Command and Control ~. tern (STACes). Congratulations to the following
individuals on dleir selection as PM :
Roben G. Wilks jr. has been sele ted to serve as PM, MlRS Im·
proved Fire Control ystem. WUk is cure ntly a signed to me Of·
fice nf the Program Executive Officer (PEO), Tactical Missiles. He
has more man six years of acquisition experience, is a graduate of
the Program Management Course, and holds a B.S. in management
from James Madison Universit)'.
Peter O. Johnson has been selected to serve as PM, TACC.
johnson is curremly assigned to the Office of the PEO, Command
and Comral Sy terns. He has more than 10 years acqui ition experience, is a graduate of the Program Management ourse, and holds
a B.S. in electrical engineering from Monmouth College and an M.S.
in electrical engineerin ' from FarJeigh Dickinson College.
At the time of this publication, no as ignment dates have been
identified for these PMs, however, tenure for these positions will
be three years from assignment date.
The selection board process was very succe ful and we plan to
expand this process to include project manager (PM) positions.
The civilian PM election boards will parallel the military PM selection boards. As such, the boards will be held simultaneously. Also,
PM po itions will continue to be reviewed annually by the General Officer teering Committee to validate the requiremem for con·
tinued need for cent.-dlized management. This review will begin the
FY97 cycle which will occur during me fall of 199;.
In accordance witb the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act, the assignment period for PMs will be:
a. Acquisition Category (ACAT) 1 programs: Limited to the com·
pletion of the major milestone that occurs closest in time to the date
on which tbe person bas served in the po ition for fout years.
b. ACAT n, ill and IV programs: Limited to three years.
Reassignmems of civilian PMs is not a punitive action. It is an opportunity for dvilian to provide their expertise in jobs of equal or
greater responsibility.

The Military Acquisition Management Brandt is pleased to announce
the result of the 1995 Acquisition Corp Acce sion Board. The follOWing is a list of officers who were selected for accession into the
Army Acquisition Workforce and Corps.

FY 95 PERSCOM Acquisition
Candidate Accession Board Results
Rank
CPT

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
MAj

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
MAj
MAj

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

MAJ

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

PERSCOM Notes...
FY95 Centralized
Selection Board Schedule
The following is a list of tematively scheduled centralized selection boards for dIe remainder of FY95. Exact dates will be released
in the zone message prinr to each board. TIle schedule was current
as of ept. 30, 1994.)
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CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

Name
Branch
ALVARENGA, Charlotte D.
C
AMBROSE, Matthew H.
AD
ANDERSON,MarkA.
AV
ARN, Mark R.
EN
ARUZZA, John A.
FA
BAGLEY, Michaelj.
AV
BAKER, Terrence].
QM
BALLEW, Mark E.
AV
BANKS, Douglas T. ill
00
BECK, Anthony F.
SC
BlACHER, Maurice P.
AR
BLODGFIT, Mark A.
IN
BOCHO OK,Jeffrey T.
EN
BOOZELL,]ames H.
AV
BORUFF, William M.
TC
BO E, Scott P.
AV
BOSWORTH, Brian E.
AD
BOVAlS, Jeffrey A.
IN
BOWlE,jimmy D.
AV
BRECHER, Jo eph A.
SF
BROUSE, Steven M.
AD
CATIGNANI, Richard A.
EN
CHANDLER, jeffery T.
FA
CHAPEL, Preston L.
FA
CHAPMAN, David P.
AV
CHINOW KY, Lary E.
CM
CHUNG, Hong Ki
C
COLBOURNE, Alfonso
SC
COLE, William E.
FA
COLVlN, Darryl].
00
COPElAND, Kennedl O.
00
CORDOVA, Andrew J.
EN
CRUM, David B.
TC
CULVER, Robert W.
SF
CUMMINGS, Brian P.
IN
CUNNINGHAM, Daniel].
FA
DANNER, Benton A.
AR
DAVIS, Christopher P.
AV
DAVIS, james V.
Ml
DEATON, Phillip G.
00
DELUCA, Ralph C.
AR
EIJJSON, Dennis B.
Ml
EVARO, Victore J.
QM
EVENSEN, Kenneth C.
AG
FAIRBANKS, Michael A.
QM
FAUST, Rodney D.
CM
FOLDEN, Raymond G.
FA
FORD, William M.
QM
FOSTER, Stephanie 1.
TC
FREY, Charlotte S.
QM

FA
5t
51
97
51
51
51
51
51
51

53
97
51

53
97
97

53
51
51
51
51
97
97

53
53
51

51
51

53
51

51
97
97
51
97

;1

51
51
51
51
97
51
51
51

53
51

;1
97
97
51

;1
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
CPT
CPT
CPT

AAC ELECTRONIC MAIL
POINTS OF CONTACT
CHIEF, MeMO .,

"

BOARD OFFICER

~"

M ••

_

CLAWSONO.HOFFMAN-EMH1 AAMY.MIL

M ••

OEI.ANAYM

• ........•....•.....••....

AnY ctVll SCHCX>lING _

_..HAMllTOR .

SEPARATIONS

_..EllERBVC..__

.__ __.._-

_..BfK)WN.l2, ...•....

.__.

_

_..•._

CHIEF, CAM8

_

CHIEF, MAMe ...•••..•

Me COlONB.S ASSIGNMENTS

GAULTC

,

,

PU~...

_..•.. _
_

upscaJlit
STONEJ •• _

FA97 CPT ASSIGNMENTS

'lNOM CK.J .._

J4AC, c::ot.lPUTER ENGINEEA

MUNOZO.

Me smENGTH MANAGER

_HA'.ULTOR

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
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.

.

.

..

FAS3 CPT ASSIGNMEN'TS

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

__ .

REYENGAA .

FA97 LTCJt.tAJ ASSIGNMENTS _

CPT

.

,

yAGERR

FA53 LTCIMAJ ASSIGNMENTS

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

....•...•

_

RHODESW,..............

.

.

DOWLlNGE .

FA51 CPT ASSIGNMEHTS,
MIL PERS SPEC (MAM.

.
_.

M

_ __ ...LEES .•.._

FI\51 LTC ASSIGNMENTS
FI\51 MAJ ASSIGNMENTS ,

._

8AllERR

..••..._

CPT
CPT
CPT

.
..

: ._

•

_

QM
OD
I'
FA
QM
AD
MI
FA
MI
FA
E

~TON,UonG.

AD
AD

HAYNES, lincoln C.
HENDERSO ,Michael A.
HENDREN, Jeffrey 1.
HERRMANN, CoUeen].
HlGGIN , Michael C.
Hlll, Desiree M.
Hlll, Paul M.
HIRSCHMAN, Keith A.
J-llTZ, Stephen E.
HODGE, John E.
HOGAN, Melvin S.
HOTAllNG, Sean
HUBNER, Michael W.
HULCHER, Bruce S. Jr.
INMAN, Gail G.
]ENE, Bernard L.
JIMENEZ, Ramon
JOH SON, David L.
JOHNSON, Prosha R.
KI.LBY, Gregory R.
KING, John S.
KINLEY, Gloria L.
KIRSCHBAUM, Christine A.
KIRSOPP, Frank L.
KOTO CH, Gary J.
KRUCZEK, Richard C. Jr.
LAASE, Gary L.

..

_

FRIEDlAND, JeannetteJ.
FROM, Jeffrey D
FRULLA, Kurt A.
FULLER, WUJiam S,
GABBERT, Jeffrey A.
GARCIA, Joseph G.
GENET, Bradley L
GOLDFISH, Timothy P.
GONZALEZ, Gregory B.
GORE, Barry].
GREGG, Michael G.
GRIFFIN, Gene E. Jr.
GUTLFORD, Daniel].
GUTHRIDGE, George A, ill
HALE, David A.
HALLINAN, James G,

LARRABEE, Palricia M,
LAZAR, John M.
L&\10NDES, John Jr.

.
_._

EN

EN
IN
AG
EN

FA
MI
MP
MI
SC
AR

97
51
97
97
97
53
53
51
51
51
97
51
51
51
53
51
51
51
51
51
51
53
51
97

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
PT
CPT
CPT
CPT

CPT
MAJ
MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

FA

51

CPT

FA
IN
IN

51
51
97
53
53
53
S3
51
51
51
51
51
51
97
53
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

CPT
CPT
MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT

AD

FA
OD
QM
OD
AD

FA
SC
FA
AR
EN
SC
IN
FA
MI
FA
MI
AR
QM

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

LEPrNE, Paul R.
FA
LICHTENBERGER, Robert N. Jr. FA
LIN EMEYER, Lawrence C. AD
LIPSCOMB, Racheal! D.
CM
L1TILE, John W.
F
OD
LOFTON, Daryl W.
LOUGHNANE, Stephen D. QM
OD
MAGO, Angelo E.
MANCULlCH, Michael G.
TC
MASO , William R.
IN
MCKEITHEN, Timothy M. QM
MCNERNEY, Catherine A. AV
MCVEY, Wade L.
AR
M1LI.ER, George B.
SC
MILLER, Patrick V,
FA
MOBLEY, Donald R.
AV
MOLES, Tony L.
CM
MOORE, Aaron D.
SF
MOORE, Paul Jr.
MI
MUSCHEK, Richard C.
AV
ASERS, Gary D.
CM
NEILSON, Lisa R.
QM
NlGHTINGALE, Malcom E. IN
OLSO ,John R.
IN
MI
OLSO , Keith R.
PACE, Phiilip F.
FA
PAYNE, Kenneth E.
MJ
PINCO KI, Mark].
AD
POPE, Joseph K.
OD
POllS, Anthony W.
AV
QM
POWERS, Timothy W.
AR
PUlFORD, Scott A.
PUTHOFF, Frederick A_
SC
RAFTERY, Brian W.
AR
RANKIN, James A.
SC
REED, Stephen S.
IN
RElSWEBER, Deborah A.
MP
REI WEBER, Mark A.
AV
R.ETlTE, Craig 1.
00
RIGGINS, David W.
FA
Rll.EY, Donald D.
AR
RIORDAN, Matthew T.
EN
ROBERTSON, Daniel S.
AR
ROBINSO , tanley B.
AR
RODESCHIN, Darrin H.
EN
ROHALL, David).
OD
AR
ROWE, ):unes R. J.
RU1Z, Alvin
SC
RUSIN, Daniel S.
00
SAFLIN. Stephen T.
AV
SANDERS, William A.
QM
SAVAGE, Roger
QM
SCALSKY, David W.
FA
SCHAEFER, Craig P.
1
SCHOOLCRAFT, David E.
AV
SCHlJ'ITER, Jeffrey D.
FA
SCHWARTZ, Thomas 1.
SC
SI'IADE, David M.
MI
SHANNON, Joseph C.
AR
SHERE, KeUy J. A.
CM
SHOOP, Brian P.
AV
IMMO S, Bennie L.
AD
SIMO ,CarIJ.
AV
SINGER, Calvert T.
MI
MJTH, Willianl A.
IN
SMYTHE, Daniel R.
AV
SPE ARD, Anhur E.
FA
PENGLER, William R.
IN
STORMS, RusselJ L.
AV

51
51
53
51
97
51
51
51
51
51
97
53
97
51
51
51
51
53
53
51
51
51

;1
51

51
51
51
;1
51
53
51
51
53
51
97
97
51
97
51
51
51
97
51
51
97
51
53
51
53
97
97
51
51
S3
97
51
53
51
51
97
51
53
51
53
51
53
97
51
53
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CPT

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CIYf
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

STRANGE, Timothy].
TAYLOR, joseph M.
THIES, Dennis
TIl0MAS, Eric
THORPE, james S.
TOOMEY, Daniel A.
TORRENT, Fernando L.
TREGRE, Jacqueline R.
TURNER, Keven
URQUHART, Darlene M.
VASQUEZ, Terry R.
VISCONTI, Albert j.
VITALE, Joseph L.
VOIGT, Jeffrey R.
WAGNER, Raymond L.
WEllBORN, Robert M.
WESTERGREN, Brad L.
WHEELER, Darrell A.
WHITE, Thomasj.
WHITEHURST, Vincent E.
WHITWORTII, Mary K.
W1LKINSO ,Chris A. B.
WILLIAMS, Nancy S.
WILSO , Veronica A.
WINBUSH,jameS o.
WOMACK, john S.
ZARBO, Michael E.

EN
AR

00

SC
00
EN

SC
C
AD
00
AD
M1
AG
IN
AV
FA
IN
AR

OD
SC
QM
M1

QM
AG
OD
AR
M1

97
51
51
53
51
51
53
53
53
97
51
51
53
97
51
53
97
53
51
51
51
53
97
53
51
97
51

Video Television Conference
On Dec. 13, 1994, the FA51 major and lieutenant colonel Acquisition Corps assignment officers (MAjs Dowling and Gauit) conducted
a video television conference (VTC) with 15 officers from PEo-ASM
(Warren, MI). MAJs Dowling and Gault provided an Acquisition Corps
overview, information about the operation and procedures of the Military Acquisition Management Branch and the assignment process and
conducted individual interviews. The VIC facility at Headquarters, U. .
Army Materiel Command was used and £be session was videotaped.
The assignment officers accomplished in two hours what would normaUy take one to two days of TOY. The cost in travel and time spent
away from the desk was minimized. The VIC does nor eliminate £be
need to travel to locations that bave larger populations of Acquisition
Corps officers such as, HuntsviJJe, DetrOit, Fort Monmouth, Fort Hood.
However, It do s allow assignment officers to readt personnel locat-

ed in lower density locations indudingjapan, Germany and Kwajalein.
[f your organization would like ro receive an Acquisition Corps update via the VIC, please contact your assignment officer.

MAMB Recorded Information Available
The Military Acquisition Management Branch has a new recorded
information line. Touch tone phone users can access infortnation about
promotion lists, bow and when to apply for £be Army Acquisition Corps,
how to apply for Advanced Civil Scbooling (ACS), including a listing
of what schools are available, bow to apply for Training With Industry (TWI), and how to obtain a copy of your regular and restricted microfiche. In addition, offi ers can be automatically transferred to their
assignment officer, the schools!fW'! officer, or AAC certification officer through this system. The number is D N 221-3411 or commercial
(703)325-3411.
This sy tern wa designed to answer the mo t commonly asked questions about these topics. !fyou have questions concerning any of the
above topics, please try the recorded information line first. Then, if
you still have questions, call your assignment officer.
One important note: If you want to peak with your assignment officer after listening to one of the messages, or if you JUSt want to listen to another message, pre the tar key ~ at the conclusion of the
message to be returned to the main menu. This will aUow you to make
another selection, to include being transferred to your assignment
oflicer.
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Microfiche
The Military Acqui ition Management Branch has indicated that
PERSCOM recently began converting aU OMPF microfiche to optical
digital image files in the state-of-the-art Personnel Electronic Records
Managements System (pERMS). If you recently received a copy ofyour
OMPF fiche, you may have noticed mat recent documents forwarded
for filing did not appear on the fiche. This is because the ma ter mjcrotiche are not avallable for update during the conversion process.
Conversion for active duty officers should be completed by March 1995.
In ti,e interim, promotion, command, and school selection boards are
provided a copy of the existing microfiche plus any authorized hard
copy performance documents received for filing which have nm been
added to the microfiche. Once PERM is operational, a PERMS-generated OMPF microfiche wiU be forwarded to you to validate the accuracy. Since this product is the principal document in the election
board file, it is critical that ti,e record is accurate and up to date.
To ensure that aU active duty Artny acquisition officers receive the
above mentioned PERMS-generated microfiche, you hould forward
a completed DA Focm 3955, Change ofAddress Card, with your work
phone number to include commercial and D and bome phone n\ll1}ber, to your branch as ignments officer. You must keep your mailing
address and telephone numbers current at PERSCOM to ensure you
receive the new microfiche and other imporrant PERSCOM communications.

On The Horizon...
Single Functional Area
Based on LTG Forster's approval with the AAC Proponency Division's briefing in December 1994, the formal staffing to combine
FA's 51,53, and 97 into one functional area has begun. This change,
if approved, wiU result in assignments, po itions, certifications, etc.
designated with a 51/A, C, R, S, T, V, X, or Z which is lAW with £be
acquisition career fields in DOD 5ooo.52·M and DOm 5000.58. The
AR 611-101 NOFe combining of functional areas, which includes
changing authorization documents, typically requires 18 months.

FY 96 Military Acquisition Position List (MAPL)
The FY 96 MAPL reviewed by the Council of Colonels during January HH4, 1994, and ubsequently approved by the DACM has been
distributed to the field. The MAPL is the DACM's document for recognizing those po ilions requiring an acquisition officer, providing
they are authorized on a TDA or MTOE. Adtlitional copies of this
document can be obtained via E-mail by contacting the appropriate
proponency officer.

Correction
The "On the Horizon" article on page 57 of the January-February
1995 issue of Army RD&A contained several errors relative to the
AAC Proponency Office E-mail addresses and pbone/FAX numbers.
The correct information is as follows:
FA 51 (LTC Mark W. Jones): JONESM@BELVOIR-AIMl.ARMY.MIL
FA 53 (LTC Far! Rasmussen): RASMUSSE@BELVOlR·AlMl.ARMY.MIL
FA 97 (MAJVicki Diego-Allard): DIEGOALV@BELVOIR-AIM1.ARMY.MIL
The phone numbers are: DSN 655-4059 or commercial (03) 8054059. FAX numbers are: DSN 655-4163 or commercial (703) 8054163. Provide your proponency officer with your address to receive
up-to-date information on certification, Military Acquisition Position
list (MAPL), Training With Industry, and other related topics.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

From the Proponent FA 97...
(Contracting and Industrial Management)
Numerous inquiries have been received regarding certi6cation. The
foUowing is provided as a response:
Functional area cenification is critical for career development. Certification requirement are outlined in DOD 5000.52M, Acquisflion
Career Development P'-ogmm, dated]anuary 1995. This manual applies to military members and civilian personnel who are in, or desire to be in the Army Acquisition Corps (AAe). Ail AAC personnel
sbould be familiar with this manual.
AAC FA 97's who desire to compete for procurement command
should be Level III certi6ed in the contractS and industrial management
career field, or capable of achieving Level ill certifications within
18 months of assumption of command. Level III cenification equates
to the completion of seven mandatory courses and 48 months of contracting experience. Getting the requisite contracting 'timc" is the
crux of certification at Level ill. Specific Level III certification cri-

tcria arc shown on the accompanying figure.
You will find your individual level of certification in the bottom
right colunm of the officer record brief. Level of certification achieved
will be annotated under 'Title XI AAC Status," foUowed by the calculation date.
Level ill certification is a key factor in command consideration as
weU as assignment to critical acqui ition positions. Level m certification achievement should be a factor in your career development
and assignment plans.

Any questions related to FA 97 career managementpolicy matters can be directed to MAJ Vicki Diego-Allard on
DSN 655-4059 or commercial (03) 805-4059.

Career Path
Contracting (including Construction)
LeveU
Typical
Typical Grade Assignments

Experience l

Education

TrainingJ

Level ill

Mandatory:
Four cumulative
years contracting
experience

Mandatory;
(I) Baccalaureate degree; or
(2) at least 24 semester credit
hours from among the following di ciplines: accounting,
business finance, law, contracts, purcbasing, economics,
indu trial management, marketing, quantitative methods,
organization and management;
or (3) pa equivalency
exam(s); or (4) have at least 10
years acquisition experience as
of 01 Oct 91'

Mandatory:
One advanced (Level III)
DAU course in executive
contracting

Procuremenl
analyst

GS/GM-13 and
above

Branch head

0-4 and above

Division director
Director of
contracts
Supervisory
contractiog officer

Desire<!:
An additional four
years of contracting experience

Desired:
Master's degree in business
administration or procurement

Mandatory;
One advanced (Level III) DAU
course in primary contract orienlation (pre-award, post-award, or
cost and price analysis)
Mandatory (Assignment
Specific);'
One advanced (Level III) DAU
course in systems acquisition
contracting
Desired:
Two weeks management
and leadership training

A General/F1ag officer or SES must have at least 10 years experience in acquisition positions. At leasl 4 years of this experience must have been
performed while assigned 10 a critical acquisition po ilion.
, See Appendix K for specific requirements for acqui ition corps and critical acquisition position criteria. Credit by examination is directed by 10
U.S.C. 1724 and covered in DoD Instruction 5000.58.
, Refer to the current edition of the Defense Acquisition University Catalog for a lisl of mandatory and de ired courses and approved equivaJenices
that can be used 10 meet the training standards for this career field.
• This course is mandalory for contracting personnel assigned to major programs (but not required for certification). Refer to the currenl edition of
the Defense Acquisition University Catalog for Level III Contracting.
I

Career Path Note: Critical acqui ition positions may only be filled by members of an Acquisition Corps.
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NOTICE FOR
ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS
CIVILIANS
If you are a member of the Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) and now receive Army RD&A at your home
address, you must notify the Total Army Personnel
Command if you change your address. Address changes
may bemailedtoJoeKunzeatCommander.U.S.Total Army Personnel Command, ATfN: TAPC-OPB-B (Mr.
Joe Kunze), 200 Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA 223320411. Address changes IDay also be faxed to Joe
Kunze at DSN 221-8111 or commercial 003)325-8111.
Please send your E-Mail address to (TAPCOPBB@
Hoffman-emh1.army.mil).

37 Graduate From MAM
On Dec. 9, 1994, 37 students graduated from the Materiel
Acquisition Management (MAM) Course at the u.s. Army L0gistics Management College, Fort Lee, VA. Research and development, testing, contracting, requirements generation, logistics and production management are examples of the
materiel acquisition work assignments being offered to these
graduates.

LTG William H.
Forster,
director,
Army Acquisition
Corps, addresses
MAM graduation
late last
year.
LTG William Forster, director, Army Acquisition Corps, gave
the graduation address and presented diplomas. The Distin·
guished Graduate award was presented to CPT Martin
Mansir, Theater High Altitude Area Air Defense Project Office,
HuntsVille, AL.
The eight·week MAM Course provides a broad knowledge
of the materiel acquisition function. It covers national policies and objectives that shape the acquisition process and the
implementation of these policies and objectives by the U.S.
Army. Areas tudied include acqui ition concepts and policies;
research, development, test and evaluation; financial and cost
management; integrated logi tics upport; force modernization; production management; and contract management. Empha is is placed on developing mid-level managers so that they
can effectively participate in the management of the acquisition proce .

PERSONNEL

Glisson Heads
Soldier Systems Command
BG Henry Thomas Gli son has assumed command of the
Army Materiel Command's new Soldier Systems Command,
which was provisionally activated in November 1994. He served
fonoerlyas commander of the Defense Personnel Support Center, Defense Logistics Agency.
Backed by more than 28 years of active service, Glisson bas
also served as executive officer and special assistant to the
deputy chief of staff for logistics and deputy director, Directorate for Plans and Operations, Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Logistics, Department of the Army, Washington,
DC and commander, Division upport Command, 4th Infantry
Division, Fort Carson, CO.
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Glisson holds a master's degree in education fium Pepperdine
University in California and a bachelor' degree in psychology from onh Georgia College. He received his commission
as a second lieutenant in the U.. Army Quartermaster Corps
in September 1966 through the Reserve Officer Training Corps.
In 1967, he was selected as a Regular Army Officer. Hi mil·
itary education includes the Quartermaster Officer Basic and
Advanced Courses, the Command and General Staff College,
and the Army War College.
Glisson's military decorations include the Defense Superior Service Medal, the Legion of Merit with four oak leaf clusters (OLe), the Bronze tar Medal with "V" Device and one
OLC, the Purple Heart, the Meritorious Service Medal with
four OLC, the Army Commendation Medal, the Air Medal, the
Combat Infantryman Badge, the Paraclmtist Badge, the Parachute Rigger Badge, and the Army Staff Identification Badge.
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TARDEC Signs MOA
With CASCOM
The u.s. Army Tank·Automotive Research, De\'elopment and En·
gineering Center (TARDEC), Warren, MI, has entered into a partnership
agreement with the U.S. Army Combined Arms Support Command
(CASCOM), Fort Lee, VA, to focus on combat service support (esS)
issues facing both organizations.
The memorandum of agreement (MOA), signed last year by TARDEC
Director Wayne K. Wheelock and CASCOM's Technical Director
Clayton R. Lee, is the first of its kind between CASCOM and an RO&E
center. TI,e MOA defines agreements and clarifies methods of doing business between CASCOM and TARDEC.
TARDEC is the nation's laboratory for advanced automotive teell·
nolog}'. Us mission is to conduct research, development and engi·
neering work to achieve global technological superiority in military
ground vehides. It is also charged with timulating the tranSition to
a growing, integrated national indu trial capability which provides
the most advanced, affordable military systems and the most com·
petitive commercial products. More than 1,200 TARDEC associates
design and develop vehicles for aU U.S. Armed Forces, many federal agenci s, and more than 60 foreign countries.
According to Marcia Erickson and CPT Chris Oliver, TARDEC's liaison officers to CASCOM and the Combat Service uPPOrt Battle
Lab at Fort Lee, VA, CASCOM initiated the agreement, whiell was
developed in an interactive process that lasted only three months.
The agreement states that TARDEC and CASCOM's Modernization
and Tecl1nology Directorate will jointly provide matrix support on
specific projects with ess logistic implications to both communi·
ties. "That means that we get the right people in touell with one
another," Oliver explained.
CASCOM, through its Modernization and Tecl1nology Directorate's
Tecl1nology Modernization Division, will centraUy coordinate all pertinent progrants and issues between CASCOM and TARDEC; provide
teclrnology objectives and priorities based on operational capability requirements and lessons learned from fielded systems; and represent CSS interests in evaluating government/industry dual-use teellnology proposals under the purview of the Tecl1nology Reinvestment
Program.
Additionally, it will represent the proponent in development and
prioritization of user needs for logi tics advanced technology demontrations, science and tedmology objectives, and tecl1nology man·
agement deci ion execution packages; and periodically conduct science and tedmology reviews of user needs and technology work
efforts.
TARDEC's Emerging Systems Division will maintain a dedicated
ess Uaison Team to coordinate all gennane progranlS and issues be·
tween CASCOM and TARDEC, as weU a coordinate TARDEC ess
i ues with other TRADOC Battle Labs when appropriate. The ess
liaison tean1 will work with CASCOM to understand mobility and tecl1nology needs as dley relate to ilie ess Operational Capability Requirements and establish and maintain an infonnation exchange with
CASCOM on potential teclmology opportunities to enhance C S
mobility.
"TItis agreement represents a very positive step toward establishing
a doser working relationship with CA COM," said LTC William
White el, chief of TARDEC's merging Systems Division. "It facilitates communication between the two organizations, and est.~btished
common areas of support and mutually beneficial methods of doing bu ~ 'J'ffis'is me latest in a series of steps we are trying at
TARDEC to ensure the ess piece of the equation gets me full con-
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sideration it deserves early in the R&D process," White I added.
The precedillg article was written by Rae A. Higgins and
Angela Penick. HlgglllS Is a publicist assigned to the U. . Army TankAutomotive Research, Development and Engineering Center's Customer Relat/OI1S Office. Penick is a marketing co-op with TARDEC
Sbe Is cUrl-entry in her jourtb year at Wayne tate University,
Detroit, MI, where she is pursuing a bachelor's degree In marketing.

Army Automatic Identification
Technology Program
The AmlY'S Automatic Identification Technology (ArT) Program
is in high gear. The Army product manager for A1T, in cooperarion
with the DOD community, ha awarded an eagerly awaited NT contract. This multifaceted contract for joint Service and oilier government
agency use was awarded to Imermec orporation of Everett, WA.
Though the contract was subjected to protest, a deci ion to over·
rule in favor of the government was made last year. That ruling cleared
the way for exciting, innovative and much needed technologies to
enter d,e DOD and government arena,
Though the contract combines the requirements of duee sepa·
.-dte contracts and is a succeSSOr to the existing logistics applications
of Automated Marking and Reading Symbols Program, th latest in
microcircuit tedmology in logistics applications (MlTI.A) equipment
have also been included. With a potential contract worth approximately $250 million, lntennec Corporation is now tasked with providing the next generation of vital AIT equipment and services to
potential users.
With the Army leading the way, requirements were identified and
pursued, challenges were met and overcome, and goals were set and
achieved. Sound management, concentrated effort, meticulous at·
tention to detall, and joint Service cooperation paid off handsome·
ly in the attainment of what is expected to be a very technically ad·
vanced, beneficial and rewarding contract. TIlis contract allows for
a commercial off·the·shelf, multi-service and government agencies
buy of source data collection and peripheral equipment including
LOGMARS and MITLA hardware, sofrware, and services already de·
veloped and successfully u ed in private industry.
TIlis wide array of equipmel1l includes portable and fixed data collection telIllinals; hat code scanners, wands, slot scanners, and wedges;
voice recognition devices; magnetic stripe encoders and readers; print·
ers (laser, thennal/thennal transfer); communications devices
(modems, wire and radio frequency networks); and storage device
(memory, laser, integrated circuit cards together \vith their associ·
ated readers/writers). This assortment of equipment will provide a
common baseline of bar code and microcircuit devices for both tactical and non-tactical applications throughout DOD, Coast Guard and
other federal agencies. A wide variety of software will be provided
to include equipment operating systems, bar code label and form
generation, bar code application generation and compiler languages.
The Services' portion of the contmct will provide for maintenance,
training, technical engineering services, insGlllation, and translation
of slDall applications for use with exi ting bar code systems and development of application .
TIlis valuable and anlbitious effort is led by LTC Aaron R. Andrew ,
product manager, automatic identification technology, Tactical Army
Management Wonuation Systems (TACMIS), U.. Anny. Overseeing
the program are COL Charles Mudd, progmm manager, TACMIS and
Charles 1. Au tin, progranl executive officer, Standard Army Man·
agement lnfonnation Systems.
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TARDEC Eyes Composites
For Expanded
Combat Vehicle Role
Army researcllers and United Defense Urnited Partnership (formerly FMC and BMY corporations) have teamed up to develop
a composite research vehicle to demonstrate the weight-saving
potential of fibergla reinforced plastic composites in combat
vehicle trucrures.
The aim of me program is to demonstrate a 33-percem weight
savings in the structure and armor of a combat vehicle over a
comparable mecal vehicle. Such a reduction would cut the gross
vehicle weight by about 10 percem.
The feasibility of composites in a primary combat vehicle structure has not been demonstrated to date. But tile current emphasi
on downsi7.ing tile military ha led to a requirement for a small·
er Army capable of more rapid worldwide deployment, creating
a need for lighter-weight, lethal, and urvivable vehicles.
Responding to thi need, the .S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC) initiated a two-phase program in 1992 to determine if lightweight organic composites cOllld be used in lieu of conventional metals
to cut vehi Ie weight.
Phase I, which has already been completed, consisted of a preliminary design concept smdy conducted by General Dynamics
Land Sy tems and FMC. The study included an investigation ofvarious de ign and composite material possibUitie , a trade-off analysis to identify their trengths and weakne ses, and initial assessments ofassociated issu such as IThlOufueturing, cost, and dura1lility.
Phase II began in December 1993, when TARDEC awarded United Defen e a $53.7 million, 57-month contract for in-depth development of design altemative , Ola'terials testing and the canstmction and testing of the research vehicle.
Known as the Composite Armored Vehicle Advanced Technology Demonstrator (CAV ATD), it will have a maximum projected weight of 22 too . That is aIlOut ] 0 tons less than tile M2/
M3 Bradley Fighting Vehicle. and falls within the C-130 cargo plane
roll-on/roH-off weight reqUirement.
The CAV ATD will con ist of three main parts: an upper huH,
a lower huH and a two-man crew capsule. The upper huH will
be a sandwich structure consisting of alunlina (aluminum OXide)
armor ballistic tiles between layers of fiberglass-reinforced epo"..y.

CAV will demonstrate a lightweight, survivable and
deployable composite structure.
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The lower hull and crew capsule will be bomogeneou structure.
The lower hull will use a combination of libergla and a mermoplastic called polyphenylene suJlide, while me crew capsule
will be made of fiberglass and epoxy. For added protection, me
crew capsule will al 0 feamre bolt-on modular armor.
The vehicle will have no turret or fire-control system but will
carry a force generator on a base plate atop the upper hull. The
purpose of the force generator will be to demonstrate that the
structural compo ite materials can withstand gun-firing loads and
shock during test-firing.
The CAY ATD will u e a 6V92TA Detroit Diesel engine and
the M2/M3 Bradley vehicle transmission. It will also incorporate
the T-150 track used on the Armored Gun System and a Cadillac Gage-built hydropneumatic suspension sy tem.
~11]e key thing that needs to be emphasized," said TARDEC's
Jeffrey P. Carie, CAY contractor' technical representative, "is that
this vehicle is non-mi sion-specific. That's why we don't have a
turret, fire control, elaborate communication sy tern or other onboard equipment to speak of.
"The only controls mat we have are automotive controls," he
added. "We did this to keep the costs of the program down and
keep me program emphasis solely on composite materials."
Under terms of the CAV ATD contract, United Defense will
prepare a Composite Stmctures Design Guide that will document
the entire design process for the vellicle. "We hope tllis will serve
as a guide for future vehicle developers who may want to use
this technolngy in a future developmental program,' Carie said.
According to Carie, me CAVAm is expected to be completed in October 1996, at which time it will undergo two months
of gun-firing tests at Camp Roberts, CA. From ther ,it will go to
Aberdeen Pro,oing Ground, MD, for a year of urvivability and endurance te IS that will include 6,000 miles of operation 00 surfaces ranging from paved highway to cross-country.
Carie pointed out that, although the major emphasis of the CAV
Am program is to determine the structural viallility of omposite
materials in combat roles, the program will also include several
projects aimed at addressing other inlportant issues. He said one
of these will involve building a balli tic test hull for use in gunfire te IS that will allow engineers to validate me ballistic requirement and tudy tile effects of ballistic shock on composite materials.
"We've got a pretty good handle on how metal vehicles respond
to ballistic shock: said Carie, "but we've got a data void with
composites. In theory, composites may prove better because of
lower stiffness values, but component attachment methods are
a question."
Carie added that following completion of the balli tic evaluation, the test hull will be used to demon trate composite material repair procedures being developed in the program for use
in the field and in depots.
oting other program efforts, he said United Defen e will be
conducting an analysis of the CAV ATD design approach to deternline the fea ibUity of using it in a vehide weighing as much
as 50 tons and as little as eight tons. He also aid United Defense
will be providing TARDEC with detailed concept drawings showing the structural modifications that would be needed to produce
quad carrier and mortar carrier versions for po ible use in future re earch.

7he preceding article was written by George Taylor. who formerly served as a technical publications writer and editor at
the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development and
Eng/nee/tng Center.
.
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Natick Awards GEN II
Soldier System Contract
The V.S. Army adck Research, Development and Engineering
Center, atick, MA, has awarded a $44 million system contract for
the developm nt of the Generation II (GEN II) Soldier System to the
Motorola Government and Systems Technology Group, Scott dale,
AZ. This award represents a key milestone in soldier system research
and development.
For the first Lime, the Army will use a 'ingle system contract for
the development of a soldier system in a manner imilar to the development of other major systems and weapons platfonns. Motorola,
as the GEN n primary contractor for the 56-month, five-phased contract, Ila teamed with Honeywell, Hughes, Arthur D. little, BaneUe
and Gentex.
The GEN 11 advanced technology demonstration i the core and
integrating effort of the 21 t Cenrury Land Warrior (21CLW) Top
Level Demo. The 21 CLW will be the individual combatant's link into
the digitized force of the future, resulting in enhanced survivability, Situational awareness and lethality at both the individual and unit
level, and will significantly enhance force effectiveness due primarily
to the digital link.
GEN 11 will develop and demonstrate integrated headgear, individual soldier computer and radio, weapons interface, and protective and microclimate cooling subsystems. G 11 subsystems will
integrate and/or interface with new infantry weapons and target
acquisition and hand-Qff systems, combat identification and personnel status mOnitoring. The GEN II computer and radio will
u e the Army's emerging command, conrrol, communications,
computers, and intelligence technical architecture for compatibility with the digital ommand and conrrol network.

Army Activates
Soldier Systems Command
With an eye toward the future, the Army recently activated
the V.. Army SoLdier Systems Command at the U.S. Army atid Research, Development and Engineering (ROE) Cenrer in atick, MA_ The new command, under the leadership of BG Henry
T. Glisson, former commander of the Defense Personnel Support
Center, will provide research, development, engineering, and

acquisition support for everything the soldier wears, carries, or
consumes.
The V_ . Almy Soldier Systems Command will upport the Army
dlief of taft's vision for the 21st century fighting force by modernizing the soldier as a tOtal sy tem by ensuring all aspects of
the system are integrated to achieve a balance among the soldier's arfighting capabilities, to include lethality, mobility, sustainabHity, survivability, and command and control.
The U.S. Army Soldier Systems Command has been established
provisionally wltil final approval and incorporates personoel from
tl1e Natick RDE Center; the Project Manager Office, Soldier at Fort
Belvoir, VA; and the Plliladelphia Clothing and Textile Branch
of the .S. Army Aviation and Troop Command (ATCOM)_ AdditionaUy, some acquisition and materiel management support
will be provided on a matrix basis from ATCOM in. t. Low . These
geogr.lphically- eparated organizations will now have their functions managed by a ingle command-giVing one stop support
for soldier systems. It is a cost-effective, long-term solution to take
full advantage of rapid technological advancements.
Upon assumption of the new command, Gli on remarked,
"We-re ready to grow and we're going to grow. I can't think of
any more important business than the business of taking care of
soldiers."

Soldier Systems Command
• New Command
Formed
• One-Stop Soldier
Support
•

Life Cycle
Integration

•

Develops Force XXI
Soldier

CONFERENCES

Upcoming Conferences
• TIle 49tl1 meeting of the Society for Machinery Failure Prevention Technology will be held April 18-20, 1995 in Virginia
Beach, VA. The theme is "life extension of aging macllinery and
structure ." Organized and managed by the Vibration Institute,
the meeting will feature topics such as diagnostics, failure analysis, life extension, sensors technology, tinle frequency analysis,
and detection, mOnitoring and response. For additional infomJation,
contact Marc Pepi, exhibits chairman, U.. Army Research Lal:>oratory, AM RL-MA-eB-292, 405 Arsenal Street, Watertown, MA
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02172-0001; Phone (617) 923-5334; or Sallie C. Pusey, registration cllairman, 4193 udley Road, Haymarket, VA 22069-2420;
phone (703) 754-2234.
• The 1995 Institute ofEJectrical and Electronic Engineers Inc_
(IEEE) International Frequency Control ympo ium will be held
May 31-June 2, in San FrdIlcisco, CA. Sponsored by rEEE, the symposium will address recent progress in research, development
and applications related to frequency control and predsion timekeeping. For additional infol1Th1tiol1, contact Michael R. Mirarchi,
Synergistic Management Inc., 3100 Route 13S, Wall Town hip,
I J 07719; phone (90S) 2S0-2024.
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BOOKS
War and Anti-War:
Survival at the Dawn
Of the 215t Century
By Alvin and Heidi Toftler
Little Brown and Company
Boston, 1993
Reviewed by LTC R. Mark Brown, procurement program
analyst, Directorate of Program Analysis and Evaluation,
Office of the Chief of Staff, Army
The ToffJers' most recent work is must reading for every member of the Acquisition Corps and for every Army officer. The latest work by the prolific futuriSts, whose other works include:
Future Shock, The Third Wave, and Powershift, is focused on a
vision of what military technology and the tesultant tactics, operational art, and strategy will be like during the third wave. The
book concludes with an in-depth analy is of the implications for
the 113tion's political leadership and diplomatic community with
some suggestions on "how to" wage peace, because as CIausewitz
states, "...war is an extension of politic by other means... "
More ignilicantly fot Acquisition Corps members and all Army
leaders is that this work i one of two thrusts the senior Am1y
leadership has used as an intellectual underpinning for the continuous creation and recreation of the future Army as we drive
towards Force XXI-the Army of the 21st Century. The other thrust
is breaking the cycle of readiness and un-readiness that has lJis.
toricaUy plagued the U.S. Army as described in Heller and Stofft's
work, America's Fil'Sl Battles: 1776-/965. The ToffJer's book aids
the understanding of the road we are already traveling towards
Force XXI.
The authors' thesis is that mankind makes war the way mankind
makes wealth and that we are entering the third wave in the way
we make wealth. The impact is that since we are entering a new
way of making wealth, and war, we must create a new way of
making peace. Mankind's failure to do so will lead us to suffer
the same catastrophic outcomes that resulted from our previous
failures to create peacemaking strategies t1lat coped with our past
war making capab.ilities.
The technological first wave of mankind was agrarian. Ilkewise, mankind made war in an agrarian fashion with forged hand
tools and inlplements such as horse, spears and swords. The second technological wave of mankind was the industrial revolution. During this period mankind has made war in an industrial
fashion, complete with mechanized warfare and mass destruction. The ultimate weapon of this wave i nuclear weapons. Industrial age war is epitomized by the mass destruction and casualties of the American Civil War, and the two World Wars. We
are now entering the third wave, the information age, which will
bring changes in warfare no less pivotal than those seen between
the agrarian age and the industrial age. The authors point out that
there is not a discreet dividing line between the ages, but that
we are likely to witness a blurring of the ages, with each ucceeding conflict becoming more and more information-based.
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The GulfWar was the first war of the information age, but was
a hybrid war, still displaying characteristics of the i.ndustrial age.
There were the simultaneous characteristics of both ages with
'smart bombs' flying down ventilation shafts of buildings while
8-52s were carpet bombing Iraqi troops. Future wars will be less
industrial age and more information age-based. Characteristics
of the future wars will include non-lethal weaponry, robots wjth
intelligence, real-time situational awareness, de-massification,
systems integration, Ilon-governmental and transnational organizations, among others. Through it all, warfare will be more precise, decision cycles will be further compressed, and high-technology will be powerful, plentiful, cheap and widely proliferated.
The old paradigm of one state interaction with another from a
positioll of strength or weaknes may not apply.
The highly recommended book is an exceUent read and is qrnte
fascinating. TIle authors use well-known hisrorical examples, current events, and predictions weaving them into a book that is
hard to put down. The authors are impressed with the U.S. Army
as a learning organization, demonstrated by the ability to transform itself from the po t-Viet am force into the force that won
Desert Storm. They express optinllsm that the Army will continue
to learn and transform, while expressing pessimism that the politicalleadership may not. The Tofflers proVide "food for thought"
as we continue our jouroey towards Force XXI. For acquisition
professionals, the book rughlights chaUenges associated with harnessing the benefits of powerfuJ, plentiful, cl1eap, and widelyavailable technologies to modernize the Force XXI Army, with
an acquisition cycle that turnS much slower than the development and production cycle that is spinning out those technologies. This phenomenon causes the need for the acqulsition reform and IDA re-engineering axes of the Army Force XXI
Campaign Plan. It will demand our attention for years to come.

Six Reports
Offer New Technologies
The foUowing six recently published repofts describe ongoing studie in the Repair, Evaluation, Malntenance, and Rehabilitation (REMR) Research Program. The REMR Program was initiated in 1984 to develop more efficient and cost-effective methods
for repalring water resources projects. These projects include the
numerous hydraulic structures on inland waterways which the
Corps of Engineers has been responsible for malntalning for many
years. These repons are now avallable and may be obtained by
writing to: Director, U.S. Am1y Waterways Experinlent Station,
ATI'N: CEWFS-Se-A/Technology Transfer Specialist, 3909 Halls
Ferry Road, Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199, or by calling Ms. Lee
Byrne at (601)634-2587.

Overlays on Horizontal Concrete Surfaces:
Case Histories

Technical Report REMR-cs-42 (1994)
By R. L. Campbell Sr.
u.s. Army Engineer 'Wcltel'ways Experiment Station,
Vicksbu1'g, MS
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Thi study documents the current practices for overlaying
horizontal concrete surfaces as a first pha e in the development of performance criteria for concrete overlays. TIle case
hi torie presented are typically for overlays completed within the last 10 years and located at Corps of Engineers dvil works
projects. Overlays documented in the report include bonded conventional, low-slump, fly-ash, silica·fume, polymer-modified, and fiber-reinforced concretes. Unbonded overlays are
also described.

Structural Evaluation of Riveted Spillway Gates
Technical Report REMR-CS-43 (1994)
By IE. Bower, M.R. Kaczinski, M. Zouzhang,
y. Zhou,JD. Wood, and B.T. Yen
U. . A/my Engin.eer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksbu.rg, At
Guidelines are ptesented for structurd.1 inspection and evaluation of riveted pillway gates. An overview of the structural
systems of most common types of spillway gates is provided
along with an identification of critical areas that may be subject to degradation from corrosion and/or fatigue damage for
each type of gate. Observations from site inspections at four
locks and danlS are included.
Field Testing and Structural Analysis of Vertical lift
Lock Gates Technical Report REMR·CS-44 (1994)
By E.C Commander,JS. Schultz, G.G. Goble, and CPo
Chastetl
u.s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
taNon, VicksbuI-g, MS
The objective of this study was to measure the behavior
of vertical life lock gates experimentally and to develop
modeling and analysis procedures for the evaluation of exi. ting gates and design of new gates. Uft gates at Mississippi Rivet Lock 27 and Locks and Danl 26 were investigated.
The gate were instrumented and tested under various
loading conditions, and analytical models were developed
to imulate structural response of each.
Detection of StructtJral Damage on Miter Gates
Technical Report REMR-CS-45 (1994)
By B.C Commander, IS. Schulz, G.G. Goble, and CP.
Chasten
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, MS
The primary goal of this study was to develop structural
evaluation tool that can be used to asses the current condition of aging steel lock gates. An integrated experimental
and analytical system is evaluated to determine if such ,I system could be used in identifying existing structural danlage
on the ba is of comparing measured and calculated strain data
without having information from prior detailed strucnu-.I1 inpections. The integrated system proved to be valuahle in both
damage detection and assessment.

Report REMR-OM-14 (1994)
By L. Greimann, I Steckel; and J. Veenstra
Us. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratories, Champaign, IL
This report presents the development of condition rating
procedures for tainter and butterfly filling and emptying valves
for navigation lock structures. everal site visits and field investigations were conducted. Experts from the U.S. Army Corps
of Engi.neers were asked to rate the valves, and the results were
compared to a preJ.inllnary version of the rating system. Modifications were made to reflect the experts' opinions more accurately.
REMR Management Systems-Navigation Structures,
User's Manual for Inspection and Rating Software,
Version 2.0
Technical Report REMR·OM·15 (1994)
By L Greimann, I Stecker, K. Rens, and M. Nap
U.s. Army Constructioll Engineering Research laboratories, Champaign,IL
A primary goal of the REMR Research Program is to provide procedures for performing condition surveys, consistent
and quantitative condition assessments, and database man·
agement that can help managers perform effident maintenance
and repair planning. CoUectively, these procedures are called
the REMR management systems. 111is user's manual describes
how to use the software associated with the REMR management systems for miter lock gates, emptying and filling valves,
sector gate , and steel sheet pile.

Book Reviews
If you have read a book which you feel may be of
special interest to the RD&A community, please con·
tact us. The editorial staff welcomes your literary
recommendations. Book reviews should be no
longer than two double-spaced typed pages. In addition, please note the complete title of the book, the
author's name, and your name, address and commercial and DSN phone numbers_ Submit book
reviews to:
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

ARMYRDA
9900 BELVOIR RD SUlTE 101
FORT BELVOIR VA 22060-5567
Phone:
(703) 805-4215
DSN: 655-4215
Fax: (703) 805-4218
DSN: 655-4218

REMR Management Systems--Navigation StructtJres;
Condition Rating
Pr~edures for Tainter and Butterfly Valves Technical
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LETTERS
Dear Sir:
Please allow me to propose a sugge tion that may enhance your
already excellent journal. 1 would like to see a "Letters to the Editor" section. The very nature of Artily RDA compels us to be on the
edge of ionovativeness. This requires not just the postulation of fttture direction by ymtr very competent authors and the passive acquiescence by your tC'dders, but also an opportunity by omers to coofirm or t~l these articles' validity with either experiences or alternative
hypothesis. Without such dialoguc and resolution, well-intended
moughts, particularly when presented by senior leaders, tend to prematurely become dogma. AU A's Army magazine uses a "letters" section most effectively to thi purpose and may be the most consistently read section of tI,at fine journal.

Sincerely,
Richard T. Bulova

Cost Savings
How much money can be saved by using commercial parts? Most
discus ions imply grant that a large but unquantified urn could be
saved. However, to have an effective discussion, real cost should
be considered. Recently, a study was performed which considered
various types of computer keyboards for use on cracked military vehicles. The results, illustrated in Figure 1, show that the cost of a
full military specification keyboard is 68 times ti,e price of a normal keyboard used with a desktop Pc. In between are various categOries of keyboard with corresponding price differences: an industrial keyboard used on a shop floor, a highly roggidized commercial
keyboard for use in very harsh environments, and a commercialized
version of a miLitary design where commercial part are substituted for meir military specification equivalents.

Choices

Army RD&A Response:
Army RD&A has, since its inception in 1%0, always encouraged

feedback from it readers. In fact, a section devoted exclu ively to
"Letters" wa formally established more than be years ago. Despite
tIlis-and otller repeated appeal for reader feedback-me editorial office continues to be an infrequent recipient of letters. like yourself, ti,e editorial staff is open-minded and remains committed to alternative hypotheses.
Harvey L Bleicher

Editor-in-Chief

Commercial or Military Specifications?
Trade-offs That Make a Difference
The Debate
The debate is on regarding the use of commercial components in
military sy tenlS. On the one hand, it is argued that commer ial components will reduce cost and increase availability. Critics point out
th.1t military needs are unique, commercial products are not produced
to meet military requirements, and the use of multiple, uncontrolled,
commercial products will create logi tics nightmares. Indeed, both
sides of the argument have trong points. In the end the finaL decision to use commercial or military specifications can not be a broad
dicrum eitller way, ramer, it must depend on a review of the specific
of the product and the system mat it i a part of.

What is the right choice? TI,at depends on the requirements. For
instanCe, will the keyboard on your de k Witllstand being prayed
down with a jet cream of high pressure water? <:'10 it be occasionalll'
tepped on witil a combat boot and still function? TIIi is ti,e environment for a compon nt on board a cracked vehicle. likewise vellicle deSigner should ask themselves what can be done to deSign
a system so tbat commercill1 components might survive. Perhaps for
keyboards, covers could be designed to put on dUring waslling, or
the keyboard could be placed in a location where it would not be
used a a step. Chances are mat wim some con ideration of both
specifications and integration, keyboards in between a pure commerci:L1 'U1d pure military specific,ltion could be utilized.

Responsibility
Who i re ponsible for carrying out this analy is? First and foremost senior leadership of an organization must set a policy which
require and supports a trade-off analysis of commercial versus military specifications. With upport, me actual buyer, purchasing agent
or acquisition officer should be responsible for insuring the tradeoff is perfomled, because ultitnately it is his or ber job to obtain the
he t total value.

More Information is Needed
As the debate continues ahout me feasihility of using commercial
cOmponent on military sy ·tems, more specific examples of the acrual price differences between choices must be put forward. By considering the e examples, senior leadership and procurement profe sionals will be better able to develop a true sen e of the potential
benefits and concems of utilizing commercial or military parts or
system . With this inlproYed understanding it will become increasingly pas ihle to atisfy what should nor be conflicting goals of obtaining components and systems that meet soldiers' needs, at a reasonable price.

William J. Kohnen

Purchasing Agent
United Defense LP_
Santa Clara, CA
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ABOUT ARMY RD&A: ARMY RD&A is a bimonthly professional development
magazine published by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisition). The address (pr the editorial office
is: DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, ARMY RDA, 9900 BELVOIR RD SUITE
101, FT BELVOIR VA 22060·5567. Phone numbers are: Commercial (703)805421514216/4046 or DSN 655-4215/4216/4046. Datafax (703)805-4218 or DSN
655·4218.
PURPOSE: To instruct members of the RD&A community relative to RD&A
processes, procedures, techniques and management philosophy and to
disseminate other information pertinent to the professional development of the
RD&A community.
SUBJECT MATTER: Subjects of articles may include, but may not be
necessarily limited to, policy guidance, program accomplishments, state-of-the·
art technology/systems developments, career management information, and
management philosophyltechniques. Acronyms should be kept to an absolute
minimum and when used, must be written out and explained. Articles with
footnotes will not be accepted.
LENGTH OF ARTICLES: Articles should be apprOXimately 1,500 to 1,800
words in length. This equates to B-9 double-spaced typed pages, using a 20-line
page.
PHOTOS: Include any photographs or illustrations which complement the
article. Black and white or color are acceptable. We cannot promise to use all
photos or illustrations and they are normally not retumed unless requested.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH: Include a short biographical sketch of the author/so
This should include the author's educational background and current position.
CLEARANCE: All articles must be cleared by the author's security/OPSEC
office and public affairs office prior to submission. The cover letter
accompanying the article must state that these clearances have been obtained
and that the article has command approval for open publication.
Authors should include their address and office phone number (DSN and
commercial) with all submissions. In addition to providing a printed copy,
authors should submit articles on a 3 1/2-inch disk in ASCII format.
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